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Abstract
The even-parity spectra of strontium and barium are very complex due to strong
perturbation by several doubly excited configurations and this also increases
discrepancies between theory and experiment in accurate level assignment and
energy level and atomic structure data, particularly for the spectra of highly excited
atoms and their behaviour in external fields and collisional processes which are of
fundamental importance in the emerging applications in physics of cold atoms,
quantum computing, precision atomic clocks and in the crossed-field problem.
This thesis presents results from an experimental study to improve and extend the
previously published observations in the two-photon spectra of the high-lying
Rydberg states of SrI and Bal placed under a variety of test conditions such as
external fields, collisions etc. Orthogonal excitation of a novel atomic jet in a
purpose-built heat-pipe setup using a Xenon Chloride excimer laser pumped tunable
narrow bandwidth dye laser and high sensitivity space-charge ionization in
thermionic diode with complimentary optical detection was used for measurements.
Presented are the two-photon spectra covering the dye laser wavelength (air) range
of 460 - 425 nm for strontium and 495 - 467 nm for barium by which the J = 0,2
even-parity Rydberg series and autoionizing resonances just above the ionization
limits labeled as; (4d2+5p2) ID2 in strontium and 5d5flp1 in barium were observed.
Original new energy level values are presented with substantial extension to the data
in the literature for even-parity Rydberg series:
Sr I: Ssns ISO(12 < n < 46), Ssnd 302 (9 < n < 47) and Ssnd 102 (9 < n < 82)
Ba I: 6sns ISO(13 < n < 68), 6snd 3O2 (11 < n < 46) and 6snd 102 (11 < n < 88)
New observation of certain anomalies including a Stark shift reversal effect and
zero-field thermionic diode detection with remarkable sensitivity preserving all
spectral features of Rydberg states is also presented. Controlled configuration
mixing by exploiting electric field and collisions has allowed new observations for
the two-photon forbidden odd-parity Rydberg series of SrI:
5s2 ISo ~ 5snp Iplo (32 < n < 46) and 5s2ISo ~ 5snf IF30(29 < n < 44)
Extensive study of collision involving Rydberg atoms with neutral rare gas atoms
has allowed to obtain new data for shift and broadening rates for Sr I series: 5sns ISO
and 5snd 1,302 in the perturbed region which clearly exhibit Ramsauer effect.
Collisional evolution of a remarkably broad resonance, labeled as 4d2 IG4, also
exhibiting Ramsauer effect, is presented besides new level data for strontium 4d2 3pJ
states accessed by two distinct processes- direct two-photon excitation and single-
photon sequential excitation.
Furthermore, the thesis presents the results of a novel experimental technique
involving time-resolved gated pulsed field detection technique (GPT) employed for
the first time to examine the time decay of Rydberg atoms yielding their effective
lifetimes.
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Preface
The Rydberg states of the alkaline-earth atoms had been under extensive
investigation for the past several decades, both in theory and experiment, for the
characterization of both bound and autoionizing series and doubly-excited states.
Theoretical calculations of the energy levels of the alkaline-earth atoms had been
successfully carried out by the well-known Multi-Channel Quantum Defect Theory
(MQDT) and the eigen-channel R-Matrix methods first formulated during the early
seventies and extensively developed in the nineties. However, the gap between
theory and accurate experimental data still remains significant, despite the wealth of
experimental data reported in the multi-photon processes of atoms and hence there
exists considerable need for reliable experimental data, especially for the perturbed
bound states of the alkaline-earth atoms in which the different regions of the
principal quantum number with different quantum defects behave quite distinctly.
The need for reliable experimental investigation is also important for the spectra of
the autoionizing states which not only interact with each other, like the bound states,
producing energy level perturbations, but also interact with the continuum states
producing spectral features which are difficult to characterize theoretically.
Contemporary studies of spectra of Rydberg atoms in external fields have also
revived the interest in the spectroscopy of alkaline-earth atoms, especially in crossed
electric and magnetic fields, in the quest for the observation transitions from a state
of quantum order to a semi-classical state of chaos. In this context observations of n-
and z-mixing in barium with distinct features of pure diamagnetic spectrum have
already been reported. Besides the crossed-field problem, the spectroscopy of
Rydberg states of these heavy alkaline -earth atoms is becoming increasingly
v
important because of its relevance in the applications in precision atomic clocks,
experimental realization of low temperatures (below 1J..lK)by laser cooling in
magneto-optical traps and in Bose-Einstein Condensation (BEC) setups. Electric
field effect in Rydberg atom also is of great importance in future quantum
computing.
Much of the experimental study involving the highly excited states of these atoms
became feasible after the advent of efficient tunable lasers. Using laser excitation the
outer most electron(s) of the alkaline-earth atoms can be raised to a specific excited
state(s) because of the excellent wavelength match for photo-excitation and this also
provides an excellent opportunity to probe the independent particle and many-body
effects and correspondence principle limit of quantum mechanics. The spectra of the
Rydberg atoms which have several exaggerated properties which scale with the
principal quantum number (exceptionally large size, extreme sensitivity to external
fields and environment, enhanced collision probabilities, large orbital lifetime, large
dipole moment and polarizabilities etc.) also exhibit other properties- presence of
Rydberg series converging to different ionization thresholds, autoionization states
and electron-electron correlation effects etc. which make them extremely attractive
for observing such effects. Two-photon absorption provides excellent opportunity
for excitation to the even-parity states which cannot otherwise be possible from the
ground state due to parity and selection rules. Both odd and even-parity states of
strontium and barium can be accessible with remarkable resolution by selective
excitation using present day tunable lasers in the visible.
I was motivated by the importance of improving and extending the spectral data
existing in the literature for the even-parity Rydberg states of the alkaline-earth
VI
atoms and I was delighted in developing some new experimental methods in two-
photon spectroscopy of the highly excited atoms placed in external fields and
collisions. I decided to select strontium and barium as the candidates for the
experimental investigation principally because these atoms were never studied
before in Kuwait University where I had made the measurements. The experimental
schemes I had developed (novel and efficient techniques using entirely indigenous
resources and in-house fabrication as substitutes for expensive and complex
commercial experimental facilities) and the original new findings from the study of
a complex experimental problem, some of which have been already published and
some are under preparation for publication in peer-reviewed journals, are presented
in this Ph. D. thesis.
This Ph. D thesis which presents the important results from a complex experimental
investigation I had undertaken, involving two-photon spectroscopy of Rydberg
states of strontium and barium, as already mentioned, is organized in to six chapters.
Rydberg atoms with different ranges of principal quantum number n were generated
by resonant transverse excitation of a novel atomic jet using narrow bandwidth
tunable dye laser pumped by a xenon chloride excimer laser and detected by a
modified field ionization technique. Optical detection was also used as
complimentary to ionization detection.
Chapter 1 (Introduction) briefly reviews the historical development of multi-
photon processes. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are given special introduction subsections
summarizing the progress in the respective areas of study.
Chapter 2 is devoted to a description of the instrumentation and the design
and development of novel methods of measurement techniques which were
vu
employed to obtain reliable data some of which are new extensions to the existing
data in NIST while others are entirely new.
Chapter 3, with its various subsections, is devoted to present new results
obtained from two-photon spectroscopy of the bound and autoionizing transitions in
strontium and barium with attempts for their interpretation besides theoretical
concepts involved.
Chapter 4 gives a survey of the Rydberg atom collisions with ground state
neutral rare gas atoms. Results are presented for the broadening and shift rates of
important region for the even-parity Rydberg transitions in Sr and Ba.
Chapter 5 attempts to present some of the effects observed by external
electric fields which are essentially based on Stark effect and the change in energy
level structure and mixing of states leading to forbidden transitions.
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis by attempting to project some future
experimental challenges motivated by the new observations in this thesis.
Below is a partial citation of articles I had published from the original results I had
obtained from the study reported in the Thesis.
1. Appl. Phys. B 90,407 (2008)
2. Rev. Sc. Instrum. 78,13101 (2007)
3. Optics Commun. 279, 141(2007)
4. Opt. Commun. 266, 253(2006)
5. J. Phys. B At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 34 (2001) 521
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Fig. 3.15 (b) Two-photon spectrum of Sr I in the wavelength range
443.6 nm ~ 476.8 nm recorded with detector bias set to zero.
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(Opt. Commun. 279, 141, 2007)
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single-photon resonances to the doubly excited states can be seen in
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Fig. 3.15 (d) Two-photon spectrum of Sr I showing highly excited
states for the laser two-photon wavelength range indicated. Single-
photon resonances to the doubly excited states are all quenched in
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Fig. 3.16 (a) Two-photon spectrum of Sr I with 40 mbar He showing
5sns 1S0 and the forbidden 1P1and lF3 series. Detection by +9 volt
DC
Fig.3.16 (b) Two-photon spectrum of Sr I @ (40 mbar He + 60 mbar
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Fig. 3.17 Relative signal strength for the two-photon transitions to
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Fig. 3.18 Signal intensity variation with n for allowed 302 (decay) and
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Fig. 3.19 Quantum defect plots for Sr I. Fluctuations are seen around
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Fig. 3.20 Experimental quantum defects plotted against energy
relative to the continuum threshold.
Fig.3.21, Energy Level diagram of Ba I for the energy range
34000 cm-I- first threshold.
Fig.3.22 Two-photon spectrum of Ba I showing the J = 0,2 even-
parity 6sns 1S0 and 6snd 1,302Rydberg members
Fig. 3.23 Two-photon spectrum of Ba I showing the J = 0, 2 Rydberg
series. Effect of collision on 5d7d 102 is seen (He buffer)
Fig. 3.24 A well-resolved two-photon spectrum of Ba I showing the
XVlIl
J = 0, 2 even-parity Rydberg members. Also seen are the emergence
of forbidden transitions due to It' mixing at high n similar to an
observation in Sr I.
Fig. 3.2S Two-photon spectrum of Ba I showing the ionization
threshold and the autoionizing level labeled as SdSf 1P1. Single-
photon resonances also are observed which are due to sequential
excitation from the intermediate SsSp 1P1and SsSp 3pJ levels.
Fig. 3.2S A two-photon spectrum of Ba I showing the high members of
the J = 0,2: Ssns 'So (47 < n < 68) and Ssnd '02 (4S < n < 88)
Rydberg series. Also seen is the emergence of forbidden transitions
due to t-mixing at high n similar to an observation in Sr I.
Fig. 3.27 Observed fluorescence emission of Ba I in the atomic jet
setup clearly indicating the sequential excitation from 6sSp 1P1 and
6sSp 3pJ levels.
Fig.3.28. Experimental energy difference En+, - En plotted against the
effective principal quantum number for the J = 0,2 Rydberg series of
Ba I. The (n*r3 relation is evident in these curves.
Fig.3.29 Quantum defect curves for the high-lying members of the J
= 0,2 Rydberg series of Ba I.
Fig. 3.30 Schematic of a Rydberg state in an alkaline-earth atom
Fig, 3.31 Schematic of a Wannier state in an alkaline-earth atom
Fig.3.32 Schematic of a planetary alkaline-earth atom
Fig. 3.33 Fano line shape function plotted for different values of the
shape index q
Fig. 3.34 Typical graph showing the (nr3 scaling law for Sr Sp1l2nS112
autoionizing width (Expt. values for r from Xu et a/1986)
Fig. 3.35 5p11220dexcitation in Sr I using ICE technique
Fig. 3.36 Schematic of 5P3t2nsautoionization in strontium using ICE
technique combined with two-photon excitation
Fig. 3.37 Schematic of Sd512,SP312nsautoionization in barium
Fig. 3.36 (a) Two-photon spectrum of Sr I showing the (4d2 +5p2) 102
autoionizing resonance just above the first ionization threshold. (40
mbar He buffer and 2J..lJdye laser energy/pulse, +7Volt detector bias).
The continuum above the first threshold approaches zero outside the
autoionizing resonance.
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Fig.3.38 (b) Two-photon spectrum of Sr I showing the (4d2+5p2) 102
autoionizing resonance just above the first ionization threshold (10
mbar Ar buffer and 2 j.1J dye laser energy/pulse, +7 volt detector bias).
Note that the continuum above threshold which approaches zero
remains nearly flat over a wide range and the relative strength of
single-photon resonances improves with a different buffer gas
composition.
Fig. 3.39 Two-photon spectrum of Ba I showing the ionization
threshold and the autoionizing level labeled as 5d5f 1P1. Single-
photon resonances also are observed which are due to sequential
excitation from the 6s6p1P1 intermediate level. (This is the same
spectrum shown in Fig. 3.25 in Page 126 of the Thesis. Because of
its relevance it is repeated here).
Fig. 3.40(a) Schematic of the experimental geometry for transverse
excitation of an atomic jet
Fig. 3.40(b) Schematic of the Timing Sequence for GPT
Fig. 3.41 (a) Two-photon spectrum of Sr I taken with the GPT with
+2.5 V pulse height, O.5mswidth
Fig. 41 (b) Two-photon spectrum of Sr I taken with a thermionic diode
detector biased with a OC voltage
Fig.3.41(c) Two-photon spectrum of Sr I 5snd 102Rydberg series with
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as a function of gate delay time establishing GPT
Fig. 3.42 (b). Time evolution of Sr I, 5s14d 1,302Rydberg states
probed using GPT
Fig. 3.43 (a) Time decay of Sr I 5sns 1S0states probed by GPT.
Continuous curves are the exp(-t / re") fit to the experimental data
Fig. 3.43 (b) Time decay of Sr 1- 5snd 102states probed by GPT.
Continuous curves are the exp(-t heft) fit to the experimental data
Fig. 3.44 Power law fit for experimental data of lifetime of heavily
perturbed 5sns 1Soand 5snd 3d 302Rydberg series of Sr I.
Fig. 3.45 Effect of buffer gas collisions on time evolution of Sr I
Rydberg states
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Fig. 4.1 (a-c) Collision between a Rydberg atom and a neutral rare
gas perturber atom treated as two independent interactions:
(b) Scattering of Rydberg electron by the perturber;
(c) Long-range Polarization Interaction between Rydberg atom core
A+ and the perturber B
Fig. 4.2 Two-photon spectrum of Sr I showing low lying members of
5sns 1Soand 5snd 1,302 Rydberg series
Fig. 4.3(a) Two-photon spectrum of Sr I showing the growth of
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Chapter)
Introduction
1.1 RydbergAtoms
Named after the Swedish scientist, Johannes Robert Rydberg (8th November 1854-
28th December 1919) for his discovery of a formula in 1888 that has become a logo
of atomic spectroscopy, the Rydberg atom is an excited atom with one or more
electrons in excited state (s) with very high principal quantum number(s). These
atoms have n-dependent extraordinary properties compared to atoms in the ground
state or low lying states (Stebbings and Dunning 1983, Friedrich 1991, Gallagher
1994, Lebedev and Biegman 1998, Connerade 1998) which make them extremely
attractive in the study of topics of fundamental importance in atomic physics.
Classically, a Rydberg atom in many respects behaves like a highly excited
hydrogen atom with the outer electron in a spatially extended orbit, far outside the
atomic core consisting of the nucleus and all the inner electrons. Johannes Rydberg
established a simple relationship between the spectrum of hydrogen and those of
many-electron atoms and the Rydberg formula contains a term characteristic of the
hydrogen atom in which the electron moves in the Coulomb field far away from the
core. The Rydberg formula was devised to predict the wavelengths of photons
emitted by electronic transitions in an atom. The energy spectrum of the hydrogen
E = I _Z2R
atom is given by the Rydberg formula: n (n)2 and for a many-electron
atom the energy levels En are given by a modified Rydberg relation replacing the
principal quantum number n by an effective principal quantum number n* = 11 - J..!.
The simplest case of the non-hydrogenic Rydberg atom is one with a single valence
electron like in an alkali atom. Thus the energy Enl of such an atom in the highly
excited state with principal quantum number n can be written as,
(1.1)
The 'quantum defect' f.l accounts for the non-hydrogenic core of the many-electron
atom. R is the Rydberg constant. I is the ionization threshold and Z is the effective
nuclear charge. Z = 1 for a neutral atom. The quantum defect has a weak dependence
on the principal quantum number but it is strongly dependent on the orbital quantum
number t. The Rydberg constant (recent value Roo = 109737.31568549 ern") whose
precision has been improved continuously is expressed in terms of the fundamental
physical quantities: electronic mass me and charge e, speed of light e and the
Planck's constant h by the relation:
(1.2)
Roo = 109737.3156854gem-1 (1.3)
The infinity Rydberg constant in energy form is: (he x I\c) = 13.6056923 eV.
The Rydberg constant for any atom ofmassM can be written as:
RM =( m)1+_e
M
(1.4)
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Rydberg atoms of very high principal quantum number are observed in the
interstellar space, especially for the characteristic microwave radiation at 2.4 GHz
with a very long lifetime corresponding to the transition n = 109 ~ n = 108 in
hydrogen. In the laboratory, Rydberg atoms are produced by direct excitations and
by dielectronic recombination processes forming autoionizing states which
subsequently decay to bound Rydberg states. In laboratories the maximum value of
the principal quantum number observed is around 500 where as in interstellar space
it is beyond 1000 (Lebedev and Beigman 1998).
Early motivation for the study of Rydberg atoms came from the opportunities offer-
ed by these atoms with several exaggerated properties which scale as the principal
quantum number n and other properties. The radius of the Rydberg atom scales as n2
and the size scales as n4. Therefore, the diamagnetic effect which scales as the area
of the orbit can be easily studied using Rydberg atoms whereas these effects cannot
be detected in ground state atoms. The effect of an applied electric field on a
Rydberg atom, the Stark effect is of fundamental importance in the study of Rydberg
atoms. The outer electron in a Rydberg atom is in a large orbit far from the ionic
core and feels an effective Coulomb potential (IIr potential somewhat similar to a
hydrogen atom) due to the ionic core consisting of the nucleus and the inner filled
electron shells. The outer electron is loosely bound to the nucleus and the influence
of the external field becomes comparable or larger than that of the internal atomic
field (which varies as n-4) leading to ionization. Whereas the Coulomb field felt by
the valence electron in a ground state atom is 2: 109 volt/cm, the corresponding field
experienced by an electron excited to a Rydberg state with principal quantum
number n = 20 is only 103 volt/cm which is easy to be achieved in the laboratory.
This opens up a new class of experiments using high intensity lasers to study multi-
3
photon ionization of atoms and the highly nonlinear response of atoms in a laser
field (Mansfray and Manus 1991). Significant deviation from the simple Coulomb
potential arises because of multi-electron excitations in many-electron atoms with
comparable orbital radii of the excited electrons and polarization of the ionic core by
penetration of the excited electron orbit, thereby modifying the l/r Coulomb
potential with an anisotropic 1/(?) dipole term that causes an angular correlation
between excited electrons. In external magnetic field Rydberg atoms allow the study
of Landau quantization of the free or quasi-free electron. In combined electric and
magnetic fields one observes interesting phenomena involving the existence of quasi
bound states near the Stark saddle point of the potential surface by trapping of the
outer electron at large radial distance from the core (Fauth et at 1987). Application
of a unidirectional pulsed field to a Rydberg atom causes adiabatic evolution of the
electron orbit in to a field-perturbed orbit and the threshold field for ionization
becomes sensitive to the shape and size of the pulse besides the pulse duration
(Jones et a11993, Frey et a11996, Tannian et aI1998).
Selective excitation of Rydberg atoms with low angular momentum (t) states in to
high angular momentum (t ~ n) states has been achieved by a well-known method
(Richards 1984) involving adiabatically switching ON, rotating through 90° and
suddenly switching OFF of an electric field. This method is also used with reversing
the field (Yamoda et at2005). Systematic dependence of the excitation energy En on
principal quantum number n also provides an opportunity for scaled energy
spectroscopy (Zhan et a12001, Liu et aI2002).
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1.2 ImportalltProperties of Rydberg Atoms
The important properties of Rydberg atoms are summarized below:
1. Very large physical size with radius of the orbit scaling as rn oc n2.
Rydberg atoms are known with diameters reaching O.Olmm
corresponding to 100,000 times the diameter of atoms in the ground
state;
2 Very small ionization potential In IX ]/Il;
3. Very low orbital speed v; oc lin;
4 Very large radiative lifetime T, OC n3 due to very large orbital period
(decided by the Kepler frequency of the Rydberg electron): typical
lifetime of a lower excited state is of the order of IOns; there are
Rydberg atoms with lifetime exceeding 1 s;
5. Energy spacing between successive members decreases as 11 -3:
{En+l -En = 2 Ryln3}
6. Extreme sensitivity to external electric and magnetic fields and
perturbation;
7. Large polarizability which scales as n', Rydberg atoms may be
strongly polarized by relatively small electric fields.
Typically, for a Rydberg atom with principal quantum number 11= 30 (very common
in laboratory experiments), values of the properties are:
Size (diameter) - 1000 A
Binding energy - 0.01 eV; Lifetime - 30 IlS.
Transition energy between adjacent levels LJE - 0.001 eV - 10 cm"
Due to its large size, the internal structure of the ionic core is of not much
consequence and the dominant interaction is the Coulomb interaction between the
ionic core and the nearly-free Rydberg electron as illustrated in figures 1.1 and 1.2.
Table 1.1 gives an overview of selected important properties of the Rydberg atoms.
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Table 1.1
Characteristic physical properties of neutral (Z = 1) Rydberg atom
(Lebedev and Biegman 1998)
Physical Value Value Value
property Formula Unit forn= forn = forn=
10 100 1000
Radius
rn aorllZ metre 5.3x10-
9 5.3x10-7 5.3x10-5
Geometric
-a1area 1C(aorlIZi (metre)2 8.8x10-
17 8.8x10-13 8.8x10-9
Sn
Ionization
Potential RyZ2/n2 eV 13.6x10-2 13.6x10-4 13.6x 10-6
In
Orbital
speed v; Zvofn metre/s 2.18x105 2.18x 104 2.18x 103
Fig.1.1 Classical picture of the ground state alkaline-earth atom
with two ms2 valence electrons and core
Fig.1.2 Classical illustration of the Rydberg state
of the alkaline-earth atom
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The spectra of Rydberg atoms with two or more valence electrons (for example, the
alkaline-earth atoms with two electrons outside a closed shell) have several peculiar
properties: the presence of Rydberg series converging to different ionization
thresholds, autoionizing states and electron-electron correlation effects which make
them extremely interesting to study such effects. The deviations from the hydrogenic
potential for the Rydberg atom occur under conditions of double excitation when a
second electron also is excited to a state with energy close to the state of the first
electron, whereby, the orbits of the two excited electrons become correlated (radial
correlation). Moreover, the polarization of the ionic core leads to a dipole potential
which causes an angular correlation between the two valence electrons (Connerade
1998).
The spectroscopy of the high Rydberg states of the alkaline-earth atoms have under-
gone rapid advancement since the advent of highly efficient tunable lasers
(Gallagher 1994, Connerade 1998) and, recently, there has been a revival of interest
in the Rydberg states of heavy alkaline-earth atoms (strontium and barium) because
of their emerging importance in the physics of cold atoms (Chu et a/1998, Robinson
et a/ 2000), applications in precision atomic clocks and quantum computing
(Ryabtsev et a/200S) and in the crossed-field problem (Elliot et a/ 1995, Connerade
et a/1997, Rao et a/2001, Connerade et a/200S). Both the odd- and the even-parity
high Rydberg states of these atoms became easily accessible with remarkable
resolution by selective excitation from the ground state ms2 ISo (m = S and 6 for
strontium and barium respectively) using tunable laser sources in the visible region.
Two-photon excitation from the ground states of these atoms produces even-parity
spectra whereas single-photon transitions produce odd-parity states.
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Alkaline-earth atoms display singlet and triplet manifolds and therefore, inter-
combination transitions can be observed in the spectra of these atoms. The first three
excited states in strontium and barium, the 3P}manifold (J= 0, 1,2) lie in the optical
region for excitation (for example the excitation energies for strontium 3PO,I,2 are
1.78 eV, 1.80 eV and 1.85 eV respectively). The transition to 3p, from the ground
state 'So is spin-forbidden and the transitions to the states 3pO and 3P2 from the
ground state 'So are electric dipole forbidden. These 3p} manifolds are important for
applications in the physics of cold atoms and in precision atomic clocks. The study
of inelastic collisions of slow electrons with strontium atom (Smirnov 2001) is
important for the development of electron pumped metal vapour lasers with
transitions in the infrared region (A = 6.45 J..U11, 3.0665 urn, 3.0111 urn). The
exaggerated properties of Rydberg atoms, huge size, long lifetime and large dipole
moments etc. make them ideal candidates also for experiments to study collective
phenomena like evolution to ultra-cold plasma. Singlet-triplet inter-combination
transitions in strontium offer an excellent route for quantum degenerate system for
realization of the Bose-Einstein Condensation (BEC) (Isoya and Katori 2000) and
cold collisions (Derevianko 200 I).
For an atom, the classical limit for excitation leads to states with energy spacing
between adjacent levels so small as to behave like continuum states of the classical
particle. Rydberg atoms with one electron excited to an electronic state with very
large principal quantum number in strong electrical and magnetic fields is an ideal
experimental paradigm to study the quantum mechanical properties of a classicaJly
chaotic system (Connerade 1998).
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The alkaline-earth atoms had played a very vital role for the development of atomic
physics because of the experimental convenience these two-electron systems otTer to
obtain accurate theoretical and experimental data. Also these systems have the
experimental convenience to simulate a three-body Coulomb system with highly
correlated electron motion. The famous experiment by Madden and Codling in 1963
opened the way to initiate the studies looking for the experimental realization of
electron-electron correlation using the doubly-excited states of alkaline-earth atoms.
In view of the various applications mentioned above, the study of the Rydberg states
of the heavy alkaline-earth atoms still continues to be an interesting field of research
in laser spectroscopy (Aymar et al 1996). Accurate level designation of many-
electron atom is difficult due to configuration interaction and splitting of terms due
to spin-orbit interactions. Reliable experimental data are required to extend the
understanding of the structure of the many-electron atoms for which the well-known
multi-channel quantum defect theory (MQOT) has difficulties in adequately
describing the perturbations due to compact doubly excited configurations: mp2 and
(m-l )d2 (m = 5 and 6 for strontium and barium respectively, as mentioned earlier).
Strontium with the electronic structure IS22S22p6 3s2 3p6 3d 10 4s2 4p6 5s2 has the
filled 3d-shell, unlike the lighter alkaline-earth atoms, magnesium and calcium. The
valence state of strontium, 5s2, with two identical s-electrons has also a very
complicated atomic structure. Like in strontium the atomic structure of barium is
complicated by the presence of several doubly-excited perturbations: the J = 2 even-
parity 6snd 1,3 02 spectra of neutral barium are very complex with several perturbers
such as 5d7d 302, 5d7d 102. 5d8s 302, 5d8s 102, 6p2 102. Hence adequate
experimental data are required for accurate interpretation of the spectra of these
heavy alkaline-earth atoms (Aymar 1984).
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Reliable experimental data for the atomic structure of the two-electron atoms were
lagging behind the theoretical calculations until the development of spectroscopy
using monochromatic synchrotron radiation and multi-photon excitation using
tunable lasers. Compared to synchrotron radiation which gives only Ipl excitations
from the ground state, ms2 ISO, multi-photon excitation using lasers offers
possibilities of exciting levels with different angular momenta in a controlled
manner. Selective multi-photon excitation starting from a known state such as the
ground state through a specified path decided by the frequency and polarization of
the exciting laser photon became a reality. Two-photon absorption (TPA) refers to
the simultaneous absorption of two photons of equal frequencies to excite an atom or
molecule to an excited state. Such an idea was first proposed by Goppert-Mayer in
1931 and it was experimentally verified first by Werner Kaiser et al in 1961, after
the laser was invented, and later by Abella (1962) and Peticolas (1963). Whereas the
probability of single-photon excitation grows linearly with photon density, the
probability of two-photon excitation grows as the square of the intensity of the laser
and, therefore, two-photon transitions become stronger with increasing exciting laser
intensity. For single-photon transitions, the electric dipole transitions are the
strongest and transitions are possible between terms of the same multiplicity and
inter- combination transitions are forbidden.
The alkaline-earth atoms (Mg, Ca, Sr and Ba) had played the most important role in
the understanding of the energy level structure of multi-electron atoms. This is
because of the opportunity provided by these atoms with ionization potentials lying
within the convenient energy range for two-photon excitation by efficient tunable
dye lasers operating in the visible region of the spectrum.
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The advancement in multi-photon absorption processes by tunable lasers also
stimulated the development of efficient detection techniques for Rydberg atoms. At
present there are several methods available with varying sensitivity and selectivity
for either detection of photons or the detection of charge (electron or ions) with
signals proportional to the number of Rydberg atoms. Among the optical detection
methods, spectrally resolved fluorescence emrssion measurement with
monochromator/optical multi-channel analyzer or photomultiplier is the widely used
technique. However, fluorescence detection suffers from low efficiency and poor
signal-to-noise ratios due to low quantum efficiency and weakness of fluorescence
intensity, which scales as n-6 at high principal quantum numbers. Field ionization
and space charge amplification techniques are the most efficient and most widely
used techniques, which are also state selective. Mainly sensitive and reliable
ionization detection methods were employed for the measurements reported in this
thesis. Optical detection which provides complimentary information was also used.
II
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Chapter2
Experimental Instrumentation
and Techniques
2.1 Introduction
There are various methods to prepare Rydberg atoms either from the atomic bound
state by optical excitation or electron impact or from the positive continuum state by
electron-ion recombination like in the interstellar medium. For alkaline-earth atoms,
optical excitation which has a high degree of energy and polarization selectivity is
the most versatile method to prepare Rydberg atoms. Starting from an atomic ground
state the atom is excited to a Rydberg state with well-defined principal quantum
numbers n, t and magnetic quantum number m decided by the parity and
spectroscopic selection rules using one or more photons within the spectral coverage
of efficient tunable laser sources, mostly in the visible or ultraviolet region. Higher
angular momentum states can be excited by angular momentum mixing induced by
external perturbations such as collisions and electric fields. Metastable atoms also
can be used as the starting point for laser excitation.
In this study Rydberg atoms of strontium and barium with high principal quantum
numbers were generated by resonant two-photon excitation in an atomic jet using a
narrow bandwidth tunable dye laser pumped by a xenon chloride excimer laser
system at the Laser Laboratory in the Physics Department of Kuwait University,
Kuwait. Photos 1-5 show the lasers and other instrumentation used in the study
reported in this thesis.
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Photo 2.1 Experimental setup with LPX 21Oiexcimer laser and LPD 3002
dye laser with a personal computer used for data acquisition
Photo 2.2 LPD 3002 dye laser with optical detection setup using OMAIII &
Monochromator
15
Photo 2.3 Multi-photon excitation site with heat-pipes and detection setup
Photo 2.4 Heat-pipe assembly with ionization detection setup for different
atomic samples
16
Photo 2.5 Optical detection using interchangeable OMA III/photomultiplier
setup with fiber-optic link for fluorescence emission measurements
INSTRUMENTATION USED IN EXPERIMENTS REPORTED IN
THE THESIS RESERCH
1. LAMBDA PHYSIK LPX 21Oi, Xe Cl. Excimer Laser
2. LAMBDA PHYSIK LPD 3002 CES Dye Laser
3. EG&G -PARe OMA III Optical Multi-channel Analyzer system
4. Me PHERSON high resolution Scanning Monochromator
S. Me PHERSON Photometer System with photomultiplier
6. GOULD INSTRUMENTS Digital Storage Oscilloscope
7. SRS Boxcar Averager and Gated Integrator
8. Coherent Laser Power Meter
9. Fast Photodiodes (Melles Griot)
10. Precision Laser Beam Splitters and Polarization Optics (Melles Griot)
11. Edwards vacuum stations with vacuum gauges and pressure gauges
12. Personal Computers and Plotters/ Printer
13. 16-channel Thermo-Couple Temperature Controller / Indicators
14. Regulated Power Supplies
15.Wavelength calibration Hollow Cathode Lamps
16. Digital Delay and Pulse Generator- Stanford Research Systems
A schematic of the setup for two-photon spectroscopy is shown in Fig. 2.1
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2.2 TheLaser System
2.2.1 tJxcimcr lAL8cr
The excimer lasers (the most important of which are the rare-gas-halides-ArF, KrF,
XeCl and XeF), that produce intense ultraviolet light on distinct lines in the 193 nm
-351 nm region take their name from the excited state dimers from which lasing
takes place. Since excimers have no or only weakly bound ground states these lasers
have high gain and high energy capabilities. In high energy industrial laser systems
the excitation process is carried out by a pulsed discharge in a high pressure gas
mixture containing small amounts of a halogen and a rare gas, diluted in helium and
or neon butTer gas resulting in the generation of short duration UV pulses of a few
tens of nanoseconds with energy per pulse ranging from 10 mJ to 2 J and repetition
rates from 1 Hz to 1000 Hz. Table 2.1 lists relevant specifications of the LPX 21Oi
excimer laser used for this study (Photograph. I) as per product literature of the
Manufacturer.
Table 2.1
Specifications of the Xe Cl excimer laser
Manufacturer LAMBDA PHYSIK
LPX 210 i (Industrial)
Xenon Chloride
Model No.
Type of laser (medium)
Lasing medium composition
80 mbar
60 mbar
2760 mbar
Halogen (HCI)-
Rare (Xenon) -
Buffer (Neon) -
Wavelength
Pulse Energy (maximum)
308nm
450mJ
100 Hz
17 ns
Repetition Rate (maximum)
Pulse Duration (nominal)
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The output energy per pulse with the above composition of the excimer lasing
medium for different voltages applied to the laser head is shown in Fig. 2.2.
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Fig.2.2. LPX 210i Excimer Laser energy output
2.2.2 Dye Lase..
Since their discovery in 1966, powerful tunable dye lasers have become the
workhorses of modem spectroscopy and these lasers also stimulated the
development of sensitive detection techniques in multi-photon spectroscopy. With
the breakthrough in excimer laser technology, the early dye lasers in which the
pumping sources were flash lamps, ruby laser, Nd:glass lasers or nitrogen lasers
were replaced with the recent generation excimer pumped high power dye lasers
which offer several advantages such as broad fundamental tuning range (320 nm-
970 om), high repetition rate (250 Hz or more), high pulse energy (up to 100 mJ) and
the remarkable ease with which the laser can be operated. Since the 308 nm line
emitted by a XeCl excimer laser can efficiently pump all important dyes emitting in
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the 330 nm - 970 nm region, schemes involving expensive and complex wavelength
tuning by frequency doubling and frequency tripling can be dispensed with.
In general, a pulsed dye laser system consists of an oscillator for wavelength
selection and an amplifier system consisting of one or more stages for beam power
enhancement. Since the oscillator determines the quality of the beam it is the most
important and sensitive part of any dye laser. The oscillator essentially has a grating
for wavelength tuning and a beam expanding prism optics and a flowing dye cell
which is the lasing medium and an output coupler.
The LAMBDA PHYSIK FL3002 dye laser (Photograph 2) used for the two-photon
spectroscopy reported herein is a high performance (superior beam quality and high
efficiency) dye laser with two-stage amplification of the oscillator output beam and
is pumped using the Xe-CI excimer laser described previously. Conventional dye
lasers suffer from amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) centered on the maximum
of the tuning range originating from the oscillator. In the LAMBDA PHYSIK
LPD3002 dye laser, ASE is suppressed substantially using a special output coupling
scheme and a patented ("LAMBDAPURE') filtering process. It has a Littrow-
scheme oscillator with a single grating for the entire spectral coverage (320 nm - 970
nm). The wavelength calibration and selection is achieved by a hand-held
rninicontroller via a local area network (LAN) link.
The LPD3002 CES is the narrow bandwidth version of the LPD3002 dye laser and
incorporates an intracavity etalon to reduce the bandwidth to 0.()4 cm" from 0.18
ern". Angle tuning of the grating is done by a stepper motor unit and the
synchronous tilting of the grating and the etalon is done with the aid of the stepper
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motor control microprocessor. Etalon pressure tuning up to loA range using N2 gas
and frequency extension to the UV region (217 nm -348 om) by frequency doubling
can also be achieved in LPD FL3002 whose specifications are given in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2
Specifications of LAMBDA PHYSIK FL3002 Dye Laser
Oscillator Littrow-type with 600 grooves / mm grating
ASE suppression and prism beam expander
Wavelength Tuning Range:
With XeCI pump 332 nm- 970 nm extendable to:
217 nm - 348 om by Frequency doubling
0.018 cm', reduced to 0.04 cm-\with etalon)Bandwidth
Dye laser efficiency
Xe-CI- Pumping 14% for Rhodamine 6G dye @ 581nm
Pulse Duration ::::::14 ns
Beam Divergence ::::::0.5 mrad
The bound Rydberg, autoionizing Rydberg and other excited states in neutral
strontium and barium atoms are accessed by two-photon excitations using the high
performance laser dyes supplied by Lambda Physik GmbH listed in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3
Wavelength tuning range of laser dyes used for two-photon
spectroscopy of SrI and Ba I
Lambdachrome Solvent Concentration Useful Tuning
Laser Dye (10-3 Mole) Range(nm)
Rhodamine 6G Methanol 1.5 570-596
Coumarine 102 Methanol 5.0 485-555
Coumarine120 Methanol 7.0 422-467
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The typical performance characteristics of Lambdachrome LC4400 laser dye used in
this study is shown in Fig. 2.3.
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Fig. 2.3 Dye laser output curves (for different excimer laser input voltages)
for Coumarine 120 (LC4400) dye used in two-photon spectroscopy of Sr I
Using neutral density filters and non-polarizing beam splitters the dye laser beam
was attenuated to deliver 1 J.1l-15 J.1l per pulse. Wavelength calibration was carried
out using hollow cathode lamp (HeL) calibration sources. Photograph 2.6 shows a
barium hollow cathode lamp output detected using Coherent Beamview Analyzer.
The dye laser beam bandwidth is determined from fringe measurements with a
monitor etalon and telescope using the arrangement shown in Fig. 2.4. Photo 2.7
shows the fringes obtained for laser dyes using the monitor etalon with a free
spectral range (FSR) of 0.67 cm". The schematic of the bandwidth calculation is
indicated in figure 2.5.
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Photo 2.6 Barium Hollow cathode lamp glow
recorded using Coherent beam-view analyzer
I Telescope IDivergingLens
(0)
I Screen
Fig. 2.4 Schematic of the experimental setup for dye laser beam bandwidth
measurement.
Photo 2.7 Blue Fringes
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Fig.2.S. Schematic of bandwidth calculation from fringes
Bandwidth J3 is calculated using the formula:
P = FSR x (Width of fringe /Distance between fringes)
FSR - free spectral range
Finesse = FSRI FWHM
Measured average value of the bandwidth ofFL3002 is 0.17 cm'.
2.3 Heat-pipe and disposable cartridge for
high density atomic jet for orthogonal
excitation by laser
For measurements in atomic spectroscopy involving absorption of a laser beam by
the atomic species, a homogeneous temperature and number density distribution
with sufficient vapour pressure remaining steady over several hours is required. Due
to its low cost and ease of operation, for the past several years, spectroscopic studies
in alkali and alkaline-earth metals have been often carried out in heat-pipe setups
(Vidal and Cooper 1969) in which the atom number density can be varied by
varying the temperature of the hot zone of the heat-pipe.
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Fig. 2.6.Vapour pressure curves for strontium and barium
Figure 2.6 shows the vapour pressure curves for strontium and barium plotted using
the data from CRC Handbook (Alcock et a/1984). These data give vapour pressure
values to an accuracy of ± 5% below the melting point. These data are useful to fix
the operating temperature of the heat-pipe.
Vapour pressure p is calculated using the relation:
logp(atm) = A+BT-1 +Clog Z'
T is the temperature in K
(2.1)
A B C Melting Point °cElement
Strontium 9.226 -8572 -l.1926 769
Barium 12.405 -9690 -2.2890 729
The conventional heat-pipes suffer from several problems which drastically affect
their performance. By using an inert-gas buffer like helium or argon the degradation
of the optical window transmittance resulting from condensation of the metal vapour
can be avoided to some extent. But this can last only for a limited time and,
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gradually, the windows get coated with the metal vapour, thereby decreasing the
window transmittance abruptly. Also, there can be fluctuations in atom density in
the laser-atom interaction region due to large thermal gradients by convection
effects. Heat should be supplied to the element in such a way that large thermal
gradients are avoided. To avoid erratic evaporation and splashing of the material by
rapid expansion of the gas trapped inside the material it should be enclosed in a
constant temperature capsule. Therefore, long duration stable operation of a
conventional heat-pipe with a homogeneous temperature and density distribution,
that is essential for reliable measurements, is extremely difficult. Furthermore, there
may be large scale amplitude fluctuations in the ionization signals due to vibration
of the probes used for electron or ion collection. The method usually used to remove
electrode vibration is clamping it with a ceramic support in addition to the support at
the rear end window of the heat-pipe. However, this second support introduces
additional inconvenience and problems due to electrical short circuiting resulting
from conducting tracks on the ceramic support. This limits the detection sensitivity,
especially for measurements for highly excited states. As an alternative, an atomic
beam set up offers several advantages over heat-pipes. However, this is highly
expensive and poses considerable experimental difficulties for laboratories which
are operating with low budget and manpower constraints.
In consideration of the several problems with the conventional heat-pipes, a simple,
inexpensive and highly efficient atomic beam setup has been constructed inside a
heat-pipe setup combining the advantages of both heat-pipes and atomic beam
geometry. A variety of spectroscopic measurements were carried out with
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remarkable simplicity using the modified heat-pipe setup incorporating highly
efficient ionization detection with a completely indigenous and inexpensive design.
2.3.1 Heat-pipe Design
Out of the three designs made, linear and crossed heat-pipes with vertical and
horizontal atomic jet geometry, a linear heat-pipe with a vertical atomic jet was used
for the two-photon spectroscopy discussed in this thesis. A crossed heat-pipe has
four arms welded at right angles to each other and four optical end-windows for
laser entry and detection setup. Fluorescence can be viewed transverse to the
incident beam in a crossed heat-pipe.
A linear heat-pipe used in this study is shown in Photo 2.8. It consists of a 31 cm
long stainless steel pipe with 38 mm internal diameter and 62 mm outside diameter
machined out of oxygen-free high quality stainless steel rod for suitable
demountable end-window couplings, both straight and Brewster quartz optic
windows with vacuum seal. A large wall thickness (12 mm) helps convenient
mounting, without welded joints, for removable end-couplings with high
temperature O-ring vacuum seal for 50 mm quartz window for laser beam entry and
for electrical feed-through. Also it provides high heat capacity for stable operation.
A single 8 mm diameter port for vacuum and butTer gas inlet is provided with a
stainless steel vacuum connection (Edwards NW22) at the water cooled end of the
heat-pipe.
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Photo 2.8.Linear heat-pipe with tubular heating rod
and sample cartridges. Detector biasing circuit and
electrical feed-through can also be seen in the photo
The central 10 cm long region is the hot zone of the heat-pipe which could be
maintained at a desired temperature (750 DC- 950 DCrequired for strontium and
barium) by resistive heating using non-inductive winding of 80% Nickel + 20%
Chromium resistance heating wire (Omega NI80-040-200) which can be used up to
1150 DCwith single-hole ceramic beads (Omega) forming an insulating sleeve up to
1600 DCand connected to a homemade DC power supply. Typically 41 turns were
wound with 1540 ceramic beads on the heat-pipe and the measured resistance of the
wire was 9.2 D. Alternatively, a 10.9 mm flexible heater (Omega tubular heater)
with incoloy sheath which can withstand temperature up to 900 DCwound tightly on
the heat-pipe and fastened with stainless steel clamps also was used in experiments
which required only lower temperatures. The electrical insulation between the
stainless steel heat-pipe wall and the heating wire or rod is kept above 17 MO to
avoid any possible interference in the signal detection. The entire hot zone was
plastered uniformly with a layer of high temperature embedding and insulating air-
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set ceramic powder (Omega Bond-400) forming a blanket of about 5 mm thickness.
Three Omega K type thermocouple probes (which can be used up to 1250 °C) were
embedded (one at the center and two on each end) in the thermal blanket to monitor
the temperature of the hot zone. Finally a 1mm thick stainless steel sheet jacket was
provided outside the ceramic blanket to enhance the heating efficiency. The end-
windows were protected from damage due to heating by circulating cold water
through seven complete turns ofW' internal diameter copper tube fixed to the heat-
pipe wall at each end by silver brazing. A chilled water supply with adjustable
temperature and flow rate was used for steady operation of the heat-pipe. The
typical flow rate for water was 18 litres per minute at io'c.
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Fig. 2.7 (a) Axial temperature profile of the heat-pipe
A two dimensional temperature probe assembly consisting of 7 horizontal and 4
vertical thermocouples was used to determine the axial and radial temperature
distribution inside the heat-pipe. These thermocouples are fixed to an 8 cm long, 10
mm diameter stainless steel rod with a 20 mm long, 5 mm X 2 mm rectangular arm
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fixed at 90' at the center of the rod which can be inserted in to the hot zone of the
heat-pipe. The electrical connection can be provided through drilled holes in the
vacuum end-windows or through vacuum feed-throughs. Figures 2.7(a-b) show both
axial and radial temperature profiles for typical operating conditions of a linear heat-
pipe used in the present study. Figure 2.8 shows the linearity of resistive heating of
the heat-pipe for applied voltage.
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2.3.2 Disposable Atomic .let Cartridge
In order to circumvent the major problems associated with a conventional heat-pipe
oven such as window fogging by metal vapour deposition, erratic vaporization of the
sample which produces atom density fluctuations, deposition of the sample on the
electrical probe which spoils the detection sensitivity, an inexpensive and efficient
atomic jet target facility (Philip 2007) with a sensitive ionization detection was
constructed which provides a clean environment for preparing Rydberg states of the
alkaline-earth atoms (especially strontium and barium) using two-photon excitation.
This simple scheme in which the sample material is encapsulated in a cartridge type
oven located inside the hot zone of a heat-pipe and is made to effuse in to a jet after
evaporation combines the advantages of both heat-pipes (Beigang 1982) and atomic
beams (Dai 1995), namely high atom density and efficient detection characteristics
of thermionic diodes and the directionality of the atomic beam geometry. This new
setup with several unprecedented advantages over conventional heat-pipe setup has
been demonstrated to be very useful in a variety of experiments in multi-photon
spectroscopy (Philip 2008). Such a device may be useful to construct a prototype of
a laser from strontium and barium metal vapours by enclosing the discharge medium
in an optical resonator in a crossed heat-pipe. The total construction cost of a linear
heat-pipe set up with one disposable atomic jet cartridge and the ionization detection
does not exceed US$ 350, excluding the cost of quartz windows, vacuum manifold
and heater DC power supply.
Fig. 2.9 shows the schematic of a disposable sample cartridge used for the two-
photon spectroscopy of strontium and barium. The cartridge is machined from
oxygen free superior quality stainless steel rod with 9 mm internal boring. Two end-
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caps are provided for efficient pre-cleaning of the cartridge. A machined slot (1 mm
X 10 mm) on the top flattened surface as indicated in Fig. 2.9 which can be
narrowed down to a 0.2 mm x 10 mm slot using adjustable knife edges serves as the
opening for the atomic jet. This simulates a row of several atomic beams merging
together to form a rectangular atomic jet directed vertically upwards offering a
convenient geometry for orthogonal excitation by a horizontal laser beam, thereby
substantially decreasing the Doppler broadening. The pure sample metal is filled
inside the cartridge by opening one end-cap and, after sealing, is quickly transferred
in to the center of the heat-pipe by guiding with a 2 mm thick, 6 cm long stainless
steel cylindrical jacket (38 mm diameter) which slides smoothly inside the heat-pipe.
A small quantity (approximately 0.6 gm) of the sample metal (Sr or Ba) was found
sufficient for a series of experiments spread over several days and each lasting for
several hours, thereby ensuring highly efficient utilization of the sample.
MtI. ss
All Dimension In mm
Fig.2.9 Schematic of a cartridge oven
The cartridge atomic jet target has been operated efficiently for several experiments
without window degradation until the sample is completely exhausted. Also, this
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arrangement has the added advantage that a single heat-pipe can be used for
different sample metals by simply replacing the cartridge and its holder jacket. This
scheme dispenses with the serious difficulties in cleaning the conventional heat-pipe
after each experiment besides substantially reducing the cost of experiment by
eliminating the need for constructing several heat-pipes for different tasks. Further,
the experimental results reported in this thesis establish the potential applications of
the inexpensive setup for two-photon spectroscopy with several new observations
besides extending many previous data for strontium and barium. A crossed heat-
pipe design is suitable for an optical detection setup for transverse fluorescence
emission measurement as shown in the schematic in Fig. 2.10. This scheme can be
used for interferometry (Mach-Zender interferometer) to determine neutral atom
number density in the atomic jet. Also, by scanning across the width of the atomic
jet for laser absorption the atomic jet profile can be determined.
A crossed heat-pipe is particularly suitable for two-photon Doppler-free
spectroscopy with two counter propagating beams. A setup with two independent
heat-pipes, each with a cartridge atomic jet is ideal for experiments dedicated to the
measurement of line broadening and line shift. In the scheme in Fig.2.10 an
auxiliary nitrogen pumped dye laser is shown which can be triggered with a
controlled delay by the excimer laser pumped dye laser for experiments involving
step-wise multi-photon excitation.
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Important advantages of the cartridge atomic jet target over the conventional heat-
pipe for multi-photon absorption are summarized below.
1. A gas dynamically stabilized sheet of atomic vapour with high
number density and uniform distribution in the laser-atom interaction
region;
11. Atom diffusion is substantially decreased;
Ill. Elimination of window fogging and heat-pipe contamination by
vapour deposition thereby enhancing the useful operating time of a
single fill for several days;
IV. Focal spot alignment becomes very easy;
v. Elimination of direct laser-induced gas breakdown;
VI. Improvement in temperature and density gradients which eliminates
fluctuations in signal detection;
VII. Requirement of the laser power is substantially decreased because of
efficient multi-photon absorption in a high density jet;
V111. Convenient geometry for transverse excitation to minimize Doppler
broadening and also to study polarization effects;
IX. Remarkable control on experiments involving electric field and
collisions;
x. Disposable cartridge eliminates need to clean the heat-pipe.
Single heat-pipe can be used for different atomic species by simply
interchanging the sample cartridge and the holder without
contamination. This saves considerable amount of time and cost;
Xl. Efficient utilization of metal sample thereby reducing substantially
the consumption of costly material.
In effect, the operating cost of the experiment is reduced to a
remarkably low value, (below 50 %) as compared to a conventional
heat-pipe operation with its inherent constraints.
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2.4 Detection of Rydberg atoms
2.4.1 Ionization Detectio~_bination of collisions
with electrie 6e1d in .~
Classical absorption spectroscopy involves the measurement of relatively small
attenuation of large signals and is limited to single-photon transitions. Absorption
spectroscopy with photographic detection was also used with limited sensitivity
(Rubbmark et aI1977). For multi-photon absorption, the most common methods are
ionization detection and fluorescence detection. Since Rydberg atoms are weakly
bound they can be easily ionized by collisions and or electric field and, by far, the
ionization detection which is independent of the excitation channel is the most
sensitive method for detection of highly excited atoms. Fluorescence detection is
complimentary to the ionization detection and is sensitive to the excited state.
The opto-galvanic effect (OGE) first observed by Penning (Penning 1928), has been
demonstrated as a very sensitive diagnostic tool after the advent of tunable dye
lasers and can be used as an alternative to absorption or fluorescence techniques
with a wide range of applications (Barbieri and Beverini 1990). OGE refers to a
change in the electrical conductivity of a self-sustained gaseous discharge when
illuminated by radiation resonant with an atomic or molecular transition of the
gaseous species. Highly efficient detection of OGE signal, which is not affected by
the background radiation or by scattering, results from the signal due to electron-ion
pairs following resonant multi-photon absorption process. This technique also has
been extensively used in heat-pipes (Camus et aI1982).
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A widely used space-charge amplification technique (Popescu et al 1973),
particularly for detection of Rydberg states, takes advantage of the fact that Rydberg
atoms have long lifetimes and can be almost lOO% ionized by collisions. This
technique has been used extensively in laser spectroscopy for the past several
decades for the detection of multi-photon ionization in alkali and alkaline-earth
metal vapours with marginal variation in different designs (Popescu et al 1974,
Esherick et a11976, Ewart and Purdie 1976, Camus and Morillon 1977, Beigang and
Timmermann 1982, Niemax 1985, Zhang and Lu 1987, Kalyar et al 2007). Also,
this technique was used in synchrotron experiments. The space-charge-limited diode
ionization technique is the simplest and least expensive detection with an inherent
gain of about 104_105 (Marr and Wherrett 1972) and hence the need for further
amplification is eliminated. High signal-to-noise ratio, especially for the highly
excited sate, is easily achieved in this extremely sensitive technique which is due to
positive ions trapped in the potential well by the negative space charge. The ions
neutralize the space charge and lower the potential barrier enabling large number of
electrons to be collected by the positive electrode.
The highly efficient and simple ionization detection set up (Schematic in Fig.2.1)
which is linear over a wide range and was used in several measurements reported in
this thesis consists of, essentially, a thoriated tungsten wire electrode, 3 mm
diameter and 17 cm long, fitted through the central hole in a 50 mm diameter quartz
optical window which vacuum seals the rear end of the 31 em long stainless steel
linear heat-pipe. The vibration of the tungsten wire electrode is isolated by
suspending a stainless steel cylindrical mass (approximately 60 gm) below the
electrode, 30 mm away from its tip. Alternatively, a high vacuum electrical
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feedthrough can be used with the tungsten electrode welded to the central copper
electrode of the feedthrough (Photo 2.8). When the central, 10 cm long, hot zone of
the heat-pipe is heated the tip of the tungsten electrode is also indirectly heated and
provides the necessary seed electrons by thermionic emission. The probe is
connected to a variable (0 - 45 V) DC power supply assembled with alkaline
batteries. When biased positively with respect to the wall of the heat-pipe this
electrode serves as the electron collecting probe. With zero external biasing, this
probe collects the ion current due to the negative potential from space charge effect
by thermionic emission. A 100 KO variable resistor is used to limit the current. The
signals with fast rise time through a 20 pF capacitor are fed to the input stage of a
boxcar averager and gated integrator after rejecting undesirable components.
Electrical measurements for Volt- Current (V-I) characteristics are made using a
digital microammeter and voltmeter assembly. Such a device works in a similar
way to a space-charge-limited thermionic diode in which ionization signals
corresponding to excited states can be controlled by the electric field and the
pressure inside the heat-pipe.
Fig.2.11. Current- Voltage (I-V) characteristics in Sr vapour
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Fig 2.11 shows the electrical characteristics of the detector in strontium vapour at
two temperatures. In Fig. 2.12., the probe current I is plotted against (voltage, V)3/2
and in Fig. 2.13., the current is plotted against (pressure, p)Y:.. The linearity in the
two curves shows that the space charge current in the diode varies as V 3/2 and p-Y:..
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The effect of butTer gas composition and pressure on the electric discharge is
revealed in the V-I characteristics shown in Fig. 2.14. Itwas observed that the spatial
distribution of the electric field as well as the ratio of the electric field to pressure
(E/p) play important roles in the Stark mixing and excitation of forbidden
transitions. The oscillator strength of the forbidden transitions resulting from field-
induced t-mixing could be controlled by varying the pressure and polarizability of
the buffer gas used (Philip and Makdisi 2006).
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Fig.2.14. Effect of buffer gas pressure and composition
on the V-I characteristics of the electric discharge
The ionization signals resulting from resonant two-photon absorption to the bound
Rydberg states were monitored by a fast digital oscilloscope (Gould DSO 4094) and
fed to the input of a boxcar averager and gated integrator (Stanford Research
Systems SR250). Undesirable signals due to direct multi-photon ionization and
saturation effects were eliminated by attenuating the dye laser beam using a variable
neutral density beam splitter. Most of the experiments were carried out with dye
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laser energy in the range 1 Jll - 15 Jll per pulse and repetition rate 7 Hz or 13 Hz to
avoid interference due to 50 Hz line frequency. The linearity of the signal detection
was ensured by adjusting the gain of the signal processing electronics network. The
boxcar averager was triggered by the signal from the dye laser beam monitoring
photodiode optical trigger. The boxcar averager was usually set to average out 10-20
samples per trigger and the gate width was kept at 2-3 ns. The averaged out signal
was fed to a personal computer as well as to a strip chart recorder for direct analog
output. Data acquisition software supplied by the Manufacturer (Stanford Research
Systems- SR272) was used to acquire and process the spectral data.
A typical ionization signal following two-photon excitation of a Rydberg state is
shown in photo 2.9. The ionization signal width (FWHM) ;::::110 us gives
approximately the typical time for trapping of ions and lowering of the potential
barrier which enables electrons to be collected by the axial positive electrode. The
ionization signal width is highly sensitive on the design of the detection system. For
optimum performance the ionization signal width should be minimized and should
have a fast rise-time. The effect of buffer gas pressure on the ionization signal width
is shown in photo 2.10.
The highly efficient ionization detection technique was also used to study electric
field and collision induced perturbations in Rydberg series (philip and Makdisi
2006) and for controlled excitations to forbidden transitions (Philip and Connerade
2007). The simple design of ionization detection in the space-charge-controlled
diode was found to be versatile in signal detection to study highly excited states
under a variety of test conditions such as collisions, static and pulsed electric fields
and to study Stark mixing and the temporal evolution of excited states reported here.
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Photo 2.9 Ionization signal following two-photon absorption
Photo 2.10 Effect of buffer gas pressure on the ionization
signal
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2.4.2 Fluorescence emission detection setup
Optical detection was used as complimentary to electrical detection. Unlike the
electrical detection, the fluorescence detection is sensitive to the states involved. The
emission signal is guided through an optical fibre and coupled to the 0.67 metre
scanning monochromator (McPherson 207) fitted with interchangeable gratings and
OMA (optical multi-channel analyzer) or photomultiplier detection system. The
optical detection provides a convenient alternative for the detection of fluorescence
emission from Rydberg states as well as from states populated by electron impact
excitations in the field region inside the thermionic detector. Optical detection is
particularly important in measurements involving collisional broadening effects due
to foreign gas.
2.5 Detection oCtheTime Decay of Rydberg atoms
-Gated Pulse Technique (GPT)
A novel experimental technique involving time-resolved pulsed field thermionic
diode detection (Philip and Connerade 2008) has been employed in the heat-pipe
setup to examine the time decay of high-lying Rydberg states of atoms yielding their
effective lifetimes. The gated pulsed-field technique (GPT for short), with an
accuracy limited by the rise-time of the pulsed field (-lOOns), uses low field
strengths (2.2 - 4 volt-ern") for ionization detection and reproduces important
features of the two-photon spectra including the singlet-triplet mixing of the 5snd
I.3D2 series and all perturbations. The novelty of GPT lies in the finding that this
technique is attractive for states with very long lifetimes in presence of collisions,
with the unique possibility of simultaneous determination of lifetime data for all
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members of a sequence, which is not possible by other methods such as fluorescence
detection. The results obtained also indicate that the decay of the Rydberg atoms can
be controlled by adjusting the collision parameters with a possibility of exciting
states which survive with excessively long lifetimes. The design details of the gated
pulse detection technique (GPT) are discussed with the measurements and results in
Chapter 3 of the Thesis.
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Chapter3
Spectroscopy of Rydberg Atoms
:1.1 Introduction
The spectroscopy of Rydberg atoms allows the systematic study of the atomic
structure and properties over a wide range of n (principal quantum number) and I
(angular momentum quantum number) values and the evolution of these properties
when the electron energy approaches the ionization limit. The departure from the
simple hydrogen like atom with interaction between two point charges allows one to
get a deeper understanding of the properties of the atomic core and its interaction
with the outer electron, analogous to the difference between the actual orbit of a
planet and its Keplerian orbit which gives information about the mass distribution
inside the planet. In one-electron atoms like the alkali metals, the potential differs
from a pure Coulomb potential near the atomic core and also away from the core
because of the polarization of the atomic core. In two-electron atoms which are
intermediaries between the one-electron system and the many-electron system
simple spectra can be obtained with excitation of one electron and complex spectra
due to the simultaneous excitation of both the electrons. When the Rydberg electron
is far outside the atomic core region the system can be treated with the classical
closed-orbit theory. But in the neighbourhood of a perturbing state such as a doubly-
excited (for example the Sd7d ID2 state in barium) state the Rydberg electron can be
scattered temporarily in to a doubly excited state when passing through the core
region and the classical closed orbit can be modified. Two-electron system which
played an important role in the development of atomic physics and the revival of the
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old quantum theory continues to remain an active topic of research because it is
highly complex for theoretical formulation although simple to obtain accurate
experimental and numerical data for testing theoretical approximations. Similar to
the statement by Martin Gutzwiller (1998) which reads as:
"Moon-earth-sun, the oldest, best known but least understood three-body problem"
probably applies to the two-electron atoms with three point charges because of the
nonseparability of the equations of motion and the existence of chaos in the
dynamics of the three-body system (Tanner et a/2000).
3.1.1 Bound Rydberg series
The spectra of alkaline-earth Rydberg atoms have several important features due to
the presence of the short-range part of the interaction between the highly excited
electron and the parent ion core as well as polarization interaction and other
corrections to the pure Coulomb potential. The alkaline-earth atoms with two
electrons outside closed shell exhibit several peculiar properties in the spectra- the
presence of bound and autoionizing Rydberg series converging to different
ionization thresholds and electron-electron correlation effects. Unlike for hydrogen,
the potential for the alkaline-earth atom is modified by a non-Coulombic term
because of the spatial extent of the core which includes the nucleus and the inner
electrons in filled shells. Thus two-electron system which forms a three-body
Coulomb system provides the best basis for a many-electron system.
The bound state spectra of the two-electron atoms could be calculated accurately
with formulations such as Hartree-Fock self-consistent field method (Bethe and
Jackiw 1968). However, the doubly excited states could not be explained by single-
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particle Hartree-Fock method. Ever since the famous experiment by Madden and
Codling (1963) showed that doubly excited states of two-electron atoms represent
the paradigm for electron-electron correlations in atomic systems, these states have
been under intensive theoretical and experimental investigations. Compared to
helium, alkaline-earth atoms have the experimental advantage of a low two-electron
excitation energy which can be easily achieved by multi-photon laser excitation.
3.1.2 Quantum defect
For an electron with orbital angular momentum quantum number I, moving in a pure
Coulomb field, the potential at the electron position r can be written as:
V (r) = _ Ze2 + /(/ + I}Jt2
Coulomb 2 2r fir
(3.1)
Here Z is the atomic number and fI is the reduced mass and h is Planck's constant. If
we neglect the fine structure, hyperfine structure effects and the quantum
electrodynamics (QED) corrections, the radial Schrodinger equation gives the
energy levels En of hydrogen and hydrogenic atoms (species) by the formula:
- RAtZ2. z: ] IEn -1---,-,11- +1, +2, .....
n-
(3.2)
Where 11 is the principal quantum number, 1is the series limit or the ionization
threshold and RAf is the mass corrected Rydberg constant for the atom (species). Z =
1 for neutral atom and Z = 2 for singly-charged ion etc. These energy levels obtained
by solving the radial Schrodinger equation are (21+1)-fold degenerate in the angular
momentum I and Il-fold degenerate in magnetic sublevels. The potential for a many-
electron atom departs from a pure Coulomb potential at short distance due to the
finite extent of the core and we can write an effective potential:
(3.3)
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and
Consequently, the valence electron of a neutral many-electron atom follows a
modified Rydberg relation for the energy levels given by,
(3.4)
11* is the effective principal quantum number and ,lIiis the quantum defect for a given
series of angular momentum t. Conventionally the energy of the bound electron is
negative and that of a free electron (continuum) is positive. The mass corrected
Rydberg constant for the atom RM is given in terms of the Rydberg constant for the
infinite mass Roc :
R = I\.,
AI (l+me/M) (3.5)
(3.6)
M is the mass of the atom, me is the mass of electron, e is the electronic charge, h is
Planck's constant and Eo is the permittivity of the free space. The Rydberg constant,
with a value RcIC = 109737.31569 em -\ is the most accurately known constant in
physics (Connerade 1998).
Rydberg formula given by equation 3.4 indicates the (n*rJ dependence of the
energy interval (Ent 1- En) for the successive members of a Rydberg series as shown
in figure 3.1(a}. A log-log plot of the effective principal quantum number versus the
energy interval (En' 1- En) for the successive members gives a straight line with a
slope approximately equal to -3 as indicated in figure 3 .1(b).
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Alkali atoms have a compact core with one valence electron and the space within the
atom can be divided into two distinct regions, an inner many-body core region
where all the electrons except the valence electron are present together and interact
strongly and an outer region where the valence electron is present. The expression
(3.4) for En•l differs from the energy level structure of the Hydrogen atom by the
presence of the quantum defect J..4 which decides the non-Coulomb part of the
electron-core interaction for alkali-metal Rydberg atom. The quantum defect J..4
appears as a parameter to account for the many-body effects of the core to deduce
the effective one-electron wavefunction outside the core region and is a slowly
varying function of 11. However, J.k has a strong dependence on the orbital quantum
number 't' with J..4 falling off rapidly as 't' increases due to a decrease in
probability of the Rydberg electron coming near to the parent ion core and due to the
decrease in the polarization part of electron-core interaction. Quantum defects are
large for states that penetrate the core and small for states with core penetration
prevented by centrifugal barrier. (The repulsive centrifugal term in the effective
., Ze2 lei +1)*2 . h di I S hr di 'C'.potentIal Y tJ eli (r) = - - + 7 present m t e ra ia c 0 mger equation lor
e e "" r 2J.lr-
all atoms, is responsible for excluding radial wavefunction from the centre for / > 0).
If Ie is the highest angular momentum of the core electron, the quantum defect PI is
large for I < Ie and small for I > l..
Quantum defect is a measure of the difference between energy levels of many-
electron atoms and energy levels of hydrogenic systems, One-electron (like alkali)
atom wavefunction behaves like that of hydrogen with a small phase shift at large
radial distance. This is due to the finite extent of the core which is non-hydrogenic
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For small 'I' the valence electron's classical orbit can penetrate the core and thus the
valence electron can be, temporarily, at smaller distance than one or more core
electrons and hence can feel larger effective nuclear charge and Coulomb potential.
This introduces a phase shift for the valence electron wavefunctions compared to the
hydrogen wavefunctions and also the energy levels get shifted.
Core
(a) l = 0
J.ll» 0
Rydberg
electron
(b)l> 0 (/=2)
JLl> 0
Elliptic orbit
(c)I»O
(n = 40, l = 39)
JL/= 0
Circular orbit
Fig.3.2 (a-c) Classical path of electron for different values of t and
dependence of quantum defect j../l on e
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Dependence of the quantum defect on angular momentum quantum number 'l' is
indicated in figures 3.2(a-c). Quantum defect can be seen maximum for I = 0 and
decreasing as / increases. A classical particle with / = 0 will pass through the
nucleus. As / increases, the shape of the orbit changes from ellipse to circular. An
electron moving in a circular orbit will be away from the core most of the time and
will be like hydrogen. For angular momentum of the valence electron greater than
that of the core (/ > / core) the electron's path will no longer penetrate the core and the
corresponding quantum defect will be zero.
In the Rydberg atom only a single electron is considered to be highly excited and the
ionic core remains in the ground state with the nucleus screened by the inner core
electrons. Unlike the low lying states, the highly excited states can be described by a
small set of physical parameters. The energy levels ofN+ 1 electrons interacting with
the nucleus and with each other can be simplified by assuming a core consisting of
N electrons with a net + I charge and a distant valence electron reducing to a simple
problem of two point charges with the core confined to a small region of radius re
and the outer electron moving essentially in the Coulomb potential of the core.
Many-electron atoms exhibit several senes of energy levels with distinct senes
limits or ionization potentials. The higher series limits correspond to different
excited states of the parent ion and the first ionization threshold corresponds to the
ground state of the ion. For alkaline-earth atoms, there are at least two channels to be
considered corresponding to the two ionization limits /1 and h where // is the
ionization threshold corresponding to the ground state of the ion with ms core and s
Rydberg electron and I: is the ionization threshold corresponding to the first excited
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state of the ion with mp core and p Rydberg electron. Thus 11 = Is1/2 and l: is the
average of Ip/12 and Ip3/2. (m = 5 for Sr and m = 6 for Ba).
3.1.3 'l1te Quantum Defect'l1teory
Quantum defect theory (QDT) is a theoretically based parameterization to obtain the
wavefunctions and their dependence on the principal quantum number 11 by which
several measurable quantities can be calculated. The single-channel QDT applies to
unperturbed Rydberg series with constant quantum defect J..L and involves excitation
process in which one electron is excited independently of the others. Here a Rydberg
series defined by the quantum numbers and parity with its associated continuum is
termed as a "channel". The wavefunction obtained from QDT differs from that ofH
in the sense that the zeros in the wavefunction \I' occur at values which depend both
on 11 and J..L unlike in H which depend solely on 11. At highly excited states (at very
high 11), as the series limit is approached, the bound state wavefunction tends to be
an oscillatory function of the continuum defined by a phase and the wavefunction
changes smoothly into the free electron's wavefunction just above the threshold. The
deviation of the potential experienced by the Rydberg electron from a pure Coulomb
potential below the continuum threshold is described by the quantum defect J1 and
above the continuum threshold is defined by a phase shift o. As the continuum
threshold is approached, (as 11~ 00, Es-+ I ),the connection between the quantum
defect and the phase shift at En = I is given by 'Seatons' theorem' which defines the
continuity across the threshold:
J = J[J..L (3.7)
A change of phase shift of 7t (one half wave) above the threshold corresponds to a
change of unity in the effective principal quantum number and hence in the quantum
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defect below the threshold. The close connection between the quasi continuum of
the bound states just below threshold and pure continuum above the threshold is a
specific property of the long-ranged Coulomb potential (Jlr dependence) with
wavefunctions exhibiting finite oscillations below and infinite oscillations above the
threshold due to the modification of the Coulomb potential by addition of a short
range part. The two physically different situations, yet mathematically identical, just
below and just above the continuum threshold can be written in an equation of one-
channel QDT (Friedrich 1990):
(3.8)
In equation 3.8, the function J1 describes the physical effects due to the added short
range part of the potential: below the continuum threshold J1 is the quantum defect
and above the threshold J1 is the phase shift 0 divided by 1t. Below the threshold v is
the effective principal quantum number and above the threshold v denotes the phase
shift divided by -z:
ForE <t,
(3.9)
For £ »t.
v(E) = _ 5(£)
7r
(3.10)
Below the threshold, v(E) + J1(E) must be an integer for the bound state.
The 'One-channel quantum defect theory' is applicable to an atomic system such as
helium which has large first excitation energy for the ion and consequently all
spectral series converge to the common limit with the ion left in the ground state.
However, for series which are interacting and hence are perturbed, the quantum
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defects are no longer constant. Such senes are described by the 'multichannel
quantum defect theory' (MQDT).
3.1.4 The Multichannel QuantulD Deft.~t Tht.~ry
(MQDT)
In quantum defect theory the treatment of configuration interaction between two or
more mutually perturbing series is, conventionally, by utilizing plots of the quantum
defect (p = n - n*) against the term values (Tn = I - f:n). However, these plots will
show irregularities wherever a perturbing level of another series intrudes in to the
spectrum. This will lead to ambiguity in assignment of the levels and periodicity of
the perturbing series which converges to a different limit other than that of the
perturbed series. Such limitations are overcome by the Multi-channel quantum
defect theory (MQDT), first developed by Seaton(1966) and later extended by Lu
and Fano(1970). MQDT is one of the most successful methods for the interpretation
of the spectra of the perturbed Rydberg and autoionizing series of systems with
closed shell configuration and with two valence electrons like the alkaline-earth
atoms Ca through Ba. MQDT predicts the energies of the levels in terms of a small
number of adjustable parameters (such as the quantum defect and the matrix
describing the channel coupling) for interacting Rydberg series and is based on the
fact that the Rydberg electron sees a Coulomb potential during most of its orbit and,
therefore, it is possible to use well-known analytical wavefunctions which are linear
combination of regular and irregular Coulomb functions for that part of the electron
orbit. The radial wavefunction of the electron in the inner region r < re is described
by energy independent wavefunction and the structure of the wavefunction is
changed only in the outer region where solutions of Schrodinger equations are valid.
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The different regions corresponding to the position of electron, r ~ re, r> re and r >
re are illustrated in figure 3.3.
r-c r,
--
--- r z- r,
Coulombic region II
(Hydrogenic)
Fig. 3.3 Different regions of relevance to MOOT
Detailed MQDT formulation has been discussed in several references in the
literature (Seaton 1966, Seaton 1983~Aymar et a11996, Friedrich and Trost 1996)
and only basic principles are discussed here. For a discrete Rydberg series specified
by the quantum number J and parity the number of interacting channels M and the
number of series limits N sM can be obtained from experimental data. In MQDT
two types of channels (Fano 1975) are defined: (i) the "Collision Channel" which
describes a set of states that consists of a Rydberg electron with arbitrary energy and
a core in a definite energy level with specifications for their angular momenta and
coupling and (ii) "Close-coupling or Cl- channels" which are derived from the
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collision channels by a unitary transformation matrix Via. The region of interaction
between the Rydberg electron and the ion core is divided in to two parts:
Region I r ~ re, where re is the radius of the core
and, Region II r < re
When the distance of the Rydberg electron r is greater than the radius of the ion core
re (Region I) the electron moves in a Coulomb potential. For r > re the interaction is
described by the collision channels represented by i and the wavefunction of the
electron is constructed by the superposition of the wave functions for collision
channels.
For the Region II (r < re) the interaction is non-Coulombic and is represented by the
close coupling eigen channels a, and characterized by the eigen quantum defect f.1a.
The wave function is constructed by an incoming Coulomb wave with a
superposition of a reflected wave with a phase shift. An orthogonal transformation
matrix U,« connects the collision channels i with the eigen channels o: The two
wavefunctions are continuous on the core boundary (r = re). For the bound Rydberg
states the boundary condition at r~ 00 leads to an equation of the form:
M
I AaVw sin Jl"( Vi + jJa) = 0
a·o1
(3.11 )
(for all i and the summation is over the number of channels M)
J1a. is the eigen quantum defect for the eigen channel U and Vi is the effective
principal quantum number corresponding to each series limit l.. Vi'S are non-integers
(except for hydrogen) and the nonintegral part decides the mutual interaction
between the series. For this reason in MQDT the effective quantum numbers are
considered as modulo 1 and the quantum defect jJ is given in terms of the fractional
part of -v (Armstrong et aII977).
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The number N of series limits is the number of different core configurations. Thus,
for example, in the case of Sr I, J = 0 even-parity states there are two series limits
corresponding to the core configurations in 5s and 5p. For the J = 2, states there are
3 series limits with core configurations in Ss, 5p or 4d by neglecting the triplet
splittings 5p 3PJand 4d 3DJofthe ion. Each observed energy level En has N effective
quantum numbers Vi such that:
Ry .
En = I, - -2 " = 1. N
Vi
(3.12)
I, is the ,-th ionization limit, Ry is the Rydberg constant for the atom and n is the
principal quantum number.
There are N-l independent equations:
r-~=I-~ i e j
I 2 ) 2 '
Vi V,
(3.13)
The wave function of an excited state can be expressed in terms of the wave function
of the eigen (close coupling) channels as follows:
(3.14)
a
The wave functions for the bound states should satisfy the asymptotic boundary
M
condition given in (3.11), LAaUia sin7l"(v; + ,ua) = o.
a
The non-trivial solution of the equation (3.11) requires that:
(3.15)
The theoretical v/ s of the bound states are obtained from simultaneous solutions of
equations (3.13) and (3.15) and the theoretical fit to the spectrum consists of
adjusting the MQDT parameters f.Iu and Via SO that the calculated energy values
agree with experimental values. In the graphical method (Lu-Fano plots) l-v,
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(modulo 1) versus Vi (modulo 1) curves are constructed and the MQDT parameters
are determined by fitting the theoretical energy values with the experimental values.
MQDT calculations for strontium have been compared with laser spectroscopic
measurements by several authors (Esherick 1977, Rubbmark and Borgstrom 1982,
Beigang and Schmidt 1983, Xu et al 1986). In the MQDT formulation for the
autoionizing Rydberg series, the collision channels are described in j-j coupling to
account for the spin-orbit effects and the eigen channels are treated as I,-S coupled.
The even-parity J = 2 spectrum of barium shows significant departure from L-S
coupling and this spectrum has several bound perturbers. Aymar and Robaux (1979)
used a 9-channel MQDT formulation to accurately fit the energy values of the even-
parity levels lying below the first ionization threshold.
3.1.:i The l~u·FanoGraph
The spectra of many-electron atoms are, in most cases, perturbed and will have
several series, some of which converge to the ground state while others converge to
the excited states of the ion forming a "multi-channel" system. Lu-Fano graphical
method (Lu and Fano 1970) provides a convenient method of analysis to find out all
level positions in the perturbed series by the application of Seaton's multi-channel
quantum defect theory (MQDT).
Consider the simple case of two interacting Rydberg series, one converging to the
lower limit 1/ and the other to the higher limit h with the bound sates of the former
perturbed by the lower bound states of the latter. If the coupling between the two
series (inter-channel coupling) is taken as an adjustable parameter and if one
considers the best fit to the two series with two constant quantum defects /-I) and /-12
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corresponding to the limits 11 and Ii, a Lu-Fano graph may be constructed with the
fractional part of J.l s on both axes.. For constant quantum defects 111 and 112, the
points will lie on two intersecting straight lines as given in figure 3.4 (a) (Connerade
1998).
However, if the two series are interacting, the quantum defects will no longer remain
constant and the graph will be modified from a true crossing into an "avoided
crossing' as shown in the figure 3.4(b). For series members close to the avoided
crossing the distance to the two branches becomes equal and the identification of a
series member becomes ambiguous (mixing of the two series). The magnitude of the
avoided crossing in the diagram is a measure of the many-body effects or the
breakdown of the independent electron approximation. For two series there will be
one avoided crossing.
J..l2
(a)
J..lI
.
[~
----------------------------.-----------.
(b)
Fig. 3.4 (a-b) Lu-Fano plots for constant quantum defects
In (b) avoided crossing for two interacting series
It is conventional to plot 111 against the fractional part of V2 (modulo 1) representing
a continuous variation of 111 as a function of the energy variable V2. This type of
graphs are convenient to analyze interaction between series involving two limits in
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which case the graph can be represented in a plane. In the case of series involving
several series limits, the interaction becomes much complex and the graph becomes
an N-dimensional cube, where N is the number of series limits (Connerade 1998).
For two series involving series limits 1/and h we have
R R
1--=1 --I 2 2 2
VI v2
(3.16)
Where the variables VI and V2 which vary as smooth functions of energy are used for
the effective principal quantum number n*. The bound states of the Rydberg series
are obtained from the solution of an equation of the form,
(3.17)
where, FdvJJ stands for the perturbation due to the second series which is
significant wherever there is a bound state of the series 2 and is negligible otherwise.
Similarly, for the second series, we can write:
tan [Jr(V2 + 112)] = F2(V1) (3.18)
The solution of the above equation can be written as,
(3.19)
where, RJ 2 is the interchannel coupling strength. This is the equation for a two-
channel QDT. The experimental points lie on the intersection between this curve and
the function defined by the equation (3.16). Equation (3.19) can be written in the
determinant form:
(3.20)
If Rn2 = 0, we have two non-interacting series, each with a constant quantum defect.
There are three limiting cases of mixing between series.
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RI2 »1 (strong mixing),
RJ2« 1 (weak mixing),
and RJ2 = 1 (equal mixing).
Equation (3.20) can be generalized to many channel interactions as:
(3.21)
The Lu-Fano graphs used very successfully to represent bound Rydberg series and
to extrapolate their properties in to the first autoionizing range can also be extended
to represent series consisting of entirely autoionizing resonances with no bound
states converging on a pair of limits and experimentally the graphical technique has
been well established ( Connerade 1998).
3.1.0 Selection Rules
In the electric dipole approximation which is satisfied at long wavelength region,
(not valid in the x-ray range) the strength of the transition between two states Ii) and
li) depends on the value of dipole the matrix element (ilrli). If this is zero, the
transition is dipole forbidden. Electric dipole transitions are those involving matrix
elements with linear dependence on r, the separation between the positive and
negative charges of the atom. Multi-pole transitions (magnetic dipole, electric
quadrupole, etc.) involve higher order terms such as ?, etc. and these give much
weaker transition probabilities compared to the electric dipole transitions
(Connerade 1998)
For single-photon transitions involving excitations with weak intensity radiation the
electric dipole transitions are the strongest. The selection rules for such transitions
can be regarded as the conservation of angular momentum which implies that, by
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absorption of a photon having an angular momentum ± I atomic units, the angular
momentum of the atom must also change by ±1. For negligible spin-orbit
interaction, the spin of the atom does not change in an electric dipole transition.
Therefore, transitions are possible between terms of the same multiplicity and inter-
combination transitions are forbidden.
In the absence of external fields, the parity selection rule that it should change by
unity (even-o odd and vice versa) is a strong rule. Similarly, the difference in total
angular momentum quantum number between initial and final states, Ai= ±1 and.l
= 0 ~ J = 0 is forbidden is also a strong rule. The additional rules valid in the L-S
coupling, ~L = ±1 and t1.S = 0 are called weak selection rules. Although the parity,
defined as (-If' where L = 4 t ,: is a good quantum number, the individual values of
l, are not unique. This allows the excitation of more than one electron (observed
double excitations) in photoexcitation (Connerade 1998).
Selection rules for one-photon transitions
The parity which is defined as (-1) l:it imust change as
odd -- even; even -- odd
and the total angular momentum change Ai is given by
Ai = 0, ± 1 ; J = 0 -- J = 0 is forbidden
Additional rules which are valid only for L-S coupling are,
~L = ± 1 and t1.S = O.
Excitations by intense radiation involves the absorption of two or more photons and
the selection rules for multi-photon excitations are different from the dipole
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selection rules mentioned above, since each photon carries an angular momentum
±I. The two-photon selection rules are summarized as follows (Connerade 1998):
Selection rules for two-photon transitions
; J) + J2 integer
and, for equal frequency photons,
AI: 0 ~ 1 Forbidden for all polarizations
If ILVI = 1 M1: 0 ~ 0 Forbidden for all polarizations
That is, for two-photon transition, AI = 0, ± 2. Further condition is imposed by the
polarization of the exciting laser beam. AI = 0 transitions are allowed only if the
laser is linearly polarized. The selection rules for two-step excitations involving an
intermediate state are somewhat different from the above rules for two-photon
excitations.
Above selection rules break down in the presence of external fields and the
polarizations of the exciting laser beam becomes important. Selection rules for
orbital angular momentum are broken in strong electric fields and in the presence of
a magnetic field the different polarization of the exciting light beam induces
different transitions between different magnetic sublevels. Moreover, there can be
experimentally controlled access to certain excited states which are otherwise
forbidden by the normal selection rules (Philip and Connerade 2007).
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3.2 Rydberg series of the alkaline-eart.h atoms
3.2.1 Single electron excitations
The heavy alkaline-earth atoms (Sr and Ba discussed in this thesis) have played an
important role in the understanding of atomic structure and for the development of
theory for the spectra of many-electron atoms. These atoms have two s electrons
outside filled shells and the ground state is ms2 ISO (m = 5 for strontium and m = 6
for barium). The nuclear charge is screened by the electrons of the filled shells and
therefore, the effective charge of the atomic core is +2. Since the valence electrons
are far away from the nucleus the ionization energy is considerably low as compared
to the ionization energy of He which is 24.SeV. Just like in He the single-electron
excitation gives rise to two sets of spectral series- singlet series due to S = 0
(antiparallel spins) and triplet series due to S = I (parallel spins) except for t = 0
case. However, in alkaline-earth atoms, the normal selection rule !l...\' = 0 is not
strictly obeyed and therefore inter-combination transitions (singlet-triplet transitions)
are also observed in the spectra of these atoms due to strong spin-orbit coupling.
The spectra of Rydberg states of alkaline-earth atoms have several peculiarities,
most interesting of which is the presence of several doubly-excited valence states
below and above the first ionization limit which are the members of series
converging to the (m-l)d or mp ionization limits. Also, there is the presence of
perturbations among series with different ionization limits. The first three excited
states forming the 3pJ manifold in strontium and barium are metastable and the
excitations to 3PI from the ground states ISo are spin-forbidden and to 3pO.2are
dipole-forbidden. These metastable manifolds are important for physics of cold
atoms (Katori et aI1999).
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In conventional absorption spectroscopy (Garton and Codling 1968) only electric
dipole-allowed transitions were possible. Ever since powerful tunable lasers became
available, extensive studies of the spectra of highly excited states of alkaline-earth
atoms using step-wise (Rubbmark et al 1977, Rubbmark and Borgstrom 1978) or
multi-photon (Esherick 1977, Aymar et al 1978, Armstrong et al 1979) schemes
were initiated. Two-photon spectroscopy is the most widely used technique since it
allows the transitions between states of the same parity unlike in single-photon
absorption. Physical properties of the two alkaline-earth atoms used for the study
discussed in this thesis are summarized in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1
Physical properties of Sr I and Ba I
Melting Density Ionization Rydberg
Element Z A Confign Point DC gm/cm3 Potential constant
eV n; (cm")
Strontium 38 87.62 Kr[5sl] 769 2.54 5.6949 * 109736.6
Sr I (/ = 45932.10cm-1)
Barium 56 137.33 Xe[6sl] 729 3.59 5.2117** 109736.88
Bal (/ = 42034.85cm -1)
* Rubbmark J.R, Borgstrom Physica SCripta 18, 196(1978)
** Post B.H, Vassen W, Hogervorst W, Aymar M, Robaux 0
1.Phys. B. At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 18, 187(1985)
3.3. Important experimental studies inSr I by others
The early spectral data for strontium were presented by Saunders (1922), Russel and
Saunders (1925) and the compilation in Volume II of Atomic Energy levels by
Moore (1952). Strontium atom (Sr I, Z = 38) with the ground state configuration
[Kr] 5s2 ISOhas an unfilled 4d shell. Besides the regular series, spectral terms due to
transitions involving the excitation of both electrons (doubly-excited configurations)
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as mentioned by Russel and Saunders (1925) are also observed in the spectra of
strontium atom. The ground state Ss and the first excited state 4d of Sr II ion are
very close in energy and therefore these states have considerable configuration
interaction, as observed by the perturbation in the 5snp Ipi principal series by the
4dnp IpI doubly excited configuration. Garton and Codling (1968) applied classical
ultraviolet absorption spectroscopy for the excitations from the ground state 5s2 ISo
leading to the extension of Sr I, 5s5p IpI principal series to 11 = 33. They observed
inter-combination transitions 5s2 ISO~ 5s5p JpI appearing as satellites to the long
wavelength (red wing) side of the principal series for the range 22 < n < 33. They
also obtained an improved value for the first ionization threshold for strontium as
45932.0 ± 0.2 cm-1The doubly excited configuration 4d5p IpI (41172.12 cm") was
found to be the lowest member of the series 4dnp IpI whose all other members lie
above the first ionization threshold and, therefore, are autoionizing and broadened
by interaction with the 5SEp iplo continuum upon which they are coupled. Garton
and Codling further observed 94 lines most of which are double-electron 4dnl (l = p,
t) transitions converging on the 4d eDJ/2, 5/2) states of Sr II ion at 60487.9 cm"
(4d3!2) and 60768.2 ern" (4d5iz). The two-electron excitation spectra of strontium are
much more complex than those of the barium spectrum.
3.S.1 Important oompilations for Sr I inMooft's table
(a) Even-parity Rydberg states
5sns ISOfrom 11 = 5 to 11(44097.1 cm")
5sns 3S1 from n = 5 to 12 (44457.3 cm")
5snd ID2 from 11 = 4 to 9 (43780.6 cm")
5snd 3DJ from n = 4 to 16 (45372.6 cm")
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(b) Odd -parity Rydberg states
5snp IplO from n = 5 to 14(44903.5 ern")
5snp 3PO,I,20 from n = 5 to 7(39411. 703, 39426.471, 39457.409 ern")
5snf IF30 from n = 4 to 13 (45277.9cm-l)
5snf3F2,3.4° from n = 4 to 13 (45274.1cm-l)
(c) Doubly-excited intruder states
5p2 3PO,I,2 (35193.47,35400.138, 35674.668 ern")
5p2 102 (36960.881 cm")
5p2 ISo (37160.278 cm")
4d2 3pO,1.2 (44525.88,44595.97,44729.67 cm")
(d) First ionization threshold (series limit) 45925.6 cm"
3.3.2 La.~r spectroscopy studies inSr I by others
Early study of the even-parity Rydberg series of strontium using tunable dye laser
was reported by Ewart and Puride (1976). Their spectra covering the 590 nm - 430
nm wavelength region indicated two-photon and three-photon excitations. This
study could extend the previous listing by Moore (1952) for the 5slls ISo series from
11 = 11 to n = 19 and for the 5snd ID2 series from 11 = 9 to n = 35. A strong resonance
at 431.1 nm, previously unobserved, was also reported by Ewart and Purdie (1976)
which they had assigned as 4d2 102autoionizing resonance.
Esherick (1977) studied the two-photon spectrum of J = 0, 2 strontium from the ISo
ground state by multi-photon ionization spectroscopy and then analysed using multi-
channel quantum defect theory (MQOT). Esherick (1977) extended the previous
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experimental data for 5sns from II = 10 to II = 21 giving additional 10 states with the
lowest state observed at 43512.00 ern". Also, he could resolve the 5snd 102 series up
to n = 60 which is approximately 30 cm" below the ionization limit and the 5slld
302 series were extended up to II = 37. Esherick used results of Garton and Codling
(1968) to get a MQOT fit of 5snp Ipi series and used these improved energy levels
as reference for the two-photon measurements of the even-parity spectra. MQOT
calculations by Esherick presented energy level data for 5sns ISOseries up to II = 40
and for 5snd 102 sequence up to II = 70. The MQOT included perturbations of the
5snd 102 and 5snd 302 series by 4d6s102 and 4d6s302 configurations. Esherick
clearly observed the avoided crossing between the 102 and 302 series near II = 16.
Also he reported about an auotoionizing resonance nearly 450 cm" above the first
threshold.
Rubbmark and Borgstrom (1978) extended the energy level data for strontium 5snt
ISo, Ipa, 102, IF3 and 3F2,),4 Rydberg series by step-wise two-photon spectroscopy
and gave an improved ionization limit. Using nitrogen pumped dye lasers and a
heat-pipe setup and a 2m Ebert spectrograph with photographic recording of the
absorption spectrum they could reconfirm most of the levels compiled by Moore
(1971).
Starting from laser populated 5s5plpl level, Rubbmark and Borgstrom (1978)
excited 5sns ISOfor II from 7 up to 36 and 5s5plpl~ 5snd 102 transitions for n up to
52 without observing 5s23s ISO because of mixing with 5s22d 102. They also
observed collisional excitation of 5snd 102 and 5s4d 301,2,31evelswhich they further
used as intermediate levels to excite 5snf IF3 up to n = 29 and starting with 5s4d
301,2,3levels the 5snf 3F2.3,4Ievels up to n = 28. Rubbmark and Borgstrom (1978)
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values of 5sI1p IPI energy levels relied strongly on the assignment of the lower level
5s4d 102. They reported an ionization energy for strontium as 45932.09 ± 0.15 ern"
and had used a modified Langer's (1930) formula (Shenstone and Russel (1932).
l1-n· = a+bl, +cT2 +" a,
n n ~(1' -1')
, n I
(3.22)
.'Ii;where 11 = _,,_l\.Sr
1'"
and (3.23)
Tn's are the term values for different n; T/s are the term values of the perturbing
energy levels. a, b, c and a;' s are the constants describing the series and 11* is the
effective quantum number. Rsris the Rydberg constant for strontium.
Beigang et al (1982a) excited the 5sns 3S1 and 5snd ID2 and 5snd 3D1,2,3 Rydberg
series of strontium via one-photon transitions from a DC discharge populated 5s5p
3PO,l,2 metastable states using pulsed dye laser and thermionic diode detection in a
heat-pipe setup. Energy level data are given for the 5sns 3S1 series up to principal
quantum number n = 45 and for the 5snd 3D} series up to n = 32 (J = 1), 11 = 40 (./ =
2) and n = 45 (J = 3). They had observed nearly constant quantum defect for the 3S1
series whereas the quantum defect was dependent on n for the 3D} series and the
quantum defect calculated using the extended Rydberg-Ritz formula was found
breaking down because of strong triplet-singlet mixing and crossing over of the 5slld
l.3D2 series at II = 16. Moreover, the fine structure splitting of the 3D} states are also
found to show irregular behaviour and a violation of the Lande interval rule CD3-
3D1 spacing) due to the mixing between 5snd1D2 and 5snd 3D2 series. The crossing
over of the ID2 and 3D2 series is also found to lead to a degeneracy between ID2 and
3D2 series at II = 19. Beigang et al (1982a) determined the level energies of 5sns ISo
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and 5snd ID2 Rydberg series ofSr Ibetween principal quantum numbers 10 < 11 < 80
by Doppler-free spectroscopy.
For theoretical description of the perturbed Rydberg series using MQDT (multi-
channel quantum defect theory), reliable information on both even-parity and odd-
parity states are required. Two-photon excitation from the ground state ms2 !So
produces even-parity Rydberg series whereas odd-parity spectra can be obtained by
single-photon excitation. Baig and Connerade (1984) made a high resolution study
of the single-photon absorption (5s2 ISO ~ 5snp Ip!) spectrum of Sr I using
synchrotron radiation and extended the 5snp Ipi principal series up to 11 = 84 which
was the then highest value of n accessed in laboratory experiments. Also they
presented a new value for the ionization potential as 45932.10 ± 0.03 cm" which
was an improvement on the previous values given by Garton and Codling (1968),
45932.0 ±.0.2 ern"; Eshercik (1977),45932.19 ± 0.03 ern"; Rubbmark and Brgstrom
(1978), 45932.09 ± 0.15 cm". Baig and Connerade (1984) also found excellent
agreement for their new experimental energy level data with two-channel quantum
defect theory (MQDT) analysis.
The (m-l )d2 configuration in alkaline earth atoms (m = 5 for Sr; m = 6 for Ba, as
before) are the important perturbations to the even-parity spectra. The mp2
configuration also intrudes in to the even-parity series. For strontium, the .I = 1
Rydberg series are not significantly perturbed by interlopers and the perturbation of
the interloper 4d5p is confined to a very narrow range (6 < n < 7). However, the J=
2 even-parity Rydberg series in strontium are heavily perturbed by eight perturbers,
namely 4d2 3P2, ID2, 3F2; 5p2 3P2, ID2, 3F2 and 4d6s ID2, 3D2. The three perturbers
originating from the 4d2 may be ignored (Esherick 1977). But in the presence of
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collisions, and due to the presence of an autoionizing resonance with a (4d2+5p2)
configuration just above the ionization threshold this may not be true (Nawaz et a/
1992). Also, the perturbed J = 2, even-parity 5sIld 1.302 Rydberg series swap over
around n = 16 because of the break down of L-S coupling. Nawaz et a/ (1992)
extended the 5s5p Ipi principal series of strontium up to n = 91 using laser
spectroscopy and observed several anomalies including the collision-induced
excitation of even-parity series.
Below the 5s ionization limit, the J = 0 e spectrum consists of the Rydberg series
5sns and the doubly excited states Sp2 3po and 4d2 3po. The superscript ( e) indicates
even-parity. The earlier assignment of the 5p2 ISOas a bound state has been corrected
by Aymar and Telmini (1991) as an autoionizing resonance. The J = 2 e spectrum
consists of the 5snd 1.302 Rydberg series and the doubly-excited states pertaining to
the 4d2, 5p2 and 4d6s configurations. The location and assignment of the d2 and p2
configurations in strontium and barium have been under controversy (Kompitsas et
a/1991).
Dai (1995) measured the energy levels of the Sr 5snd 1,3D2 Rydberg series using an
isolated core excitation scheme (Dai et a/ 1990). Three lasers were used to populate
the 5PIl2nd aoutoionizing levels from the ground state 5s2 So via the sequence 5s2 So
~ 5s5p Ipl~ 5snd 1,302~ SpIl2nd. Experimental energy level values for the 5slld
ID2 series were extended up to n = 70 and compared with those calculated by
Esherick (1977) using MQOT. Also, the previous experimental energy level data by
Esherick (1977) for the 5snd 3D2 sequence were reestablished up to 11 = 37. Multi-
channel quantum defect theory calculations by Dai found satisfactory agreement
with his experimental data. A somewhat similar autoionization scheme employing
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three dye lasers was used by Dai and Zhao (1995) to measure the energy levels of Sr
5S11S ISORydberg series. Two lasers were used to prepare the Sr 5sns ISOstates from
the ground state and a third laser was used to drive the core transition 5s ~ 5Pl/2 to
reach the final 5Pl/2 ns autoionization states. The auoionization process was used to
produce ions which were detected to determine the levels of Sr 5S11S ISo states. The
above method of detection of Rydberg states using the autoionization process via
isolated core excitation requires only low laser energy to ionize 5sns states through
the 5sns ~5pll2 transition. Dai and Zhao (1995) reported that for n ~ 20, the Ssn« ISo
series are merging with 5s(n-l)d 102 series and are unresolved. By polarizing the
first two lasers in the same direction, the J = 2, 5snd 102 series could be excited.
A three photon resonant excitation scheme was employed by Baig et al (1998) to
excite the Sr I, 5snp Ipi and 5snf IF3 Rydberg series from the ground state in the
wavelength range 650 - 660 nm using an atomic beam and thermionic detector.
They compared the three-photon excitation energy accurate to ± 0.5 cm-I for the
5sllp Ipi series for the range 25 < 11 < 43 and for the 5sllf IF3 series for the range 22
< n < 26 with measurement by others using different techniques. For strontium the
perturbation for the 5snd 1.302 Rydberg series are due to 4d2 3P2 at 44729.56
(Esherick 1977), 4d6s 302 and 4d6sl02 which are degenerate with 6s17s ISO.The
energy values reported for these levels have some discrepancy.
Level Energy Energy
cm" -Icm
Ewart and Purdie (1976) Baig et al (1998)
4d23p2 44729.4
4d6s lD2 45350.1 45255
4d6s 3D2 45276.5 45426
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Two-photon spectra of the high members of the J = 2, even-parity 5SlldL3 D2
Rydberg series of strontium using laser and an atomic beam in a heat-pipe setup
with thermionic diode detection were obtained by Makdisi et at (2001). Strong-spin-
orbit interaction and the breakdown of parity and selection rules combined with 'I'
mixing were observed. Highly localized doubly-excited 4d2 3PJ, 5p2 ID2 which
intrude in to the even-parity spectrum are found to survive collisions and field
effects. Makdisi et at (2001) presented new experimental energy values for Sr I5snd
1.3 D2 Rydberg series: 25 < n < 73 for singlet and 25 < n < 47 for triplet members
thereby extending the previous energy level data of Dai (1995). Further, they have
reported the emergence of the members of the odd-parity Rydberg series, 5snp Ipl,
5snp 3P2 and 5snf IF3 which are two-photon forbidden transitions from the ground
state. Recently Haq et at (2006) reported new measurement of photoionization
cross-section of strontium using two-step excitation from the ground state 5s2 ISO
with 5s5p Ipi and 5s6s ISOas intermediate steps. Using three-photon ionization for
the first time they also determined the photoionization cross-section for the 5s6s ISo.
The earliest report on photo-absorption cross-section was from Goppert-Meyer
(1931) for two-photon absorption. Parkinson et at (1976) used the' Hook method' to
determine the f-values of the principal series of strontium and barium. Aymar (1987)
calculated the photoionization cross-section below the 5p3/2 threshold using R-
matrix method. Mende and Kock (1996) used the 'saturation technique' to measure
the photoionization cross-section of strontium and reported the oscillator strengths
for the 5snp Ipi Rydberg series via transitions 5s2 ISo~ 5snp lpl.
For the (4d2 + 5p2) ID2 autoionization resonance various groups have reported the
resonance energy ER and width F as reproduced in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2
Experimental resonance energy (ER) and width r of the (4d2+5p2)I02
autoionizing resonance in strontium:
Energy ER (em') Width r (cm') Reference
46380.0 60 Esherick (1977)
46376.8 56.2 Mende et al (1995)
46380.1 59.6 Dai et al (1996)
46380.0 56 Baig et al (1998)
46379.0 45 Haq et al (2006)
46379.7 71.2 (40mbar Ar buffer) Philip (2008)*
Philip (2008)* to be published
3.3.3 Energy Level diagram for Sr I
An Energy level diagram showing the important transitions observed in the two-
photon spectroscopy of strontium is shown in figure 3.5.
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3.4 Important ~'Ults inSr I Spectroscopy
from thesis
3.4.1 'I1Ie J = 2, even-parity spectra ofSr 1
6sm1 un, Rydberg series (initial study)
Initial study using direct two-photon transverse excitation of an atomic beam inside
a heat-pipe setup by the excimer laser pumped dye laser with the ionization
detection and other related instrumentation described in Chapter 2 provided the
experimental energy level values for the J = 2 even-parity spectrum of high
members of the Sr I 5snd 1,3D2 Rydberg series, This study could extend the previous
energy level data for Sr I in NIST (Tables) and the important observations were
published (J Phys. R At, Mol, Opt Phys, 34, 1,2001), The revised data are
available in NIST New energy level values for Sr I 5snd 1,3D2 are in good
agreement with previously published data: 11 = 25 - 73 for 5sIld 102 and 11 = 25 - 47
for the triplet (5slld 3D2) members, These energy level values are reproduced in
Table 3.3. Important extracts from two-photon spectra recorded in this study are also
reproduced here,
Figure 3.6 shows the two-photon spectrum to Sr I 5snd I.3D2 Rydberg states
corresponding to the laser tuning range 440- 445 run. Strong mixing and exchange
of character for the triplet-singlet members can be observed around 11 = 16 in
Fig.3.6.
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Figure 3.7 shows the chart paper record of two-photon spectrum of neutral strontium
taken with combination of He 40 (mbar) and Ar (60 mbar) as buffer gas mixture and
a laser beam energy of 12 J.1l / pulse. In this figure all transitions in the J = 2
spectrum listed in Table 3. 3 are observed. The broad structure appearing between n
= 27 and 28 in figure 3.7 which evolved with buffer gas collision was investigated
extensively in subsequent experiments using an improved atomic jet facility and it is
conjectured that this corresponds to a highly compact doubly-excited state with a 4d2
character.
Besides the two-photon excitation from the ground state, Esherick (1977) observed
one-photon resonances from the 5s5p IpJ intermediate level populated by collisional
process. These one-photon sequential excitations are found to be strongly atTected
by the buffer gas pressure and the discharge current but unaffected by laser beam
polarization etTects. By using low butTer gas pressure « 10 Torr) these collisionally
induced sequential transitions are eliminated by Esherick.
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Table 3.3
Energy Levels of Strontium 5snd 1,3D2 Rydberg Series
(J. Phys. B. At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 34,521,2001)
Principal Laser Energy Energy Energy
Quantum Level Wavelength Level Level Level
Number Label A-vac (nm) Our Expt. Esherick* Oai*'"
n cm" Expt. cm" Exnt.cm'
25 5s25d:JOz 437.509 45713.34 45713.51 45713.48
5s25d1Dz 437.452 45719.30 45719.25 45719.16
26 5s26dlDz 437.337 45731.32 45731.80 45731.76
5s26d1Dz 437.286 45736.65 45736.80 45736.83
27 5s27d.tDz 437.182 45747.53 45747.81 45747.71
5s27d1Dz 437.139 45752.03 45752.22 45752.24
28 5s28dlDz 437.056 45760.33 - -
5s28d1Dz 437.008 45765.75 45765.79 45765.77
29 5s29dlDz 436.928 45774.13 45774.58 45774.56
5s29dlDz 436.892 45777.90 45777.97 45778.02
30 5s30dlDz 436.820 45785.44 45785.87 45785.81
5s30d1Dz 436.787 45788.90 45788.90 45788.92
31 5s31dlDz 436.724 45795.51 45795.91 45795.94
5s31dlDz 436.693 45798.76 45798.65 45798.69
32 5s32dlDz 436.636 45804.74 45805.02 45804.97
5s32d1Dz 436.609 45807.57 45807.46 45807.43
33 5s33dlDz 436.558 45812.92 45813.15 45813.16
5s33dlDz 436.532 45815.65 45815.60 45815.53
34 5s34dlDz 436.486 45820.49 45820.69 45820.71
5s34d1Dz 436.463 45822.89 45822.71 45822.51
35 5s35dlDz 436.421 45827.30 45827.55 45827.53
5s35dlDz 436.402 45829.30 45829.32 45829.34
36 5s36d:JDz 436.363 45833.40 45833.54 45833.56
5s36d1Dz 436.345 45835.29 45835.30 45835.36
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Table 3.3. (Contd.)
Energy Levels of Strontium 5snd 1,3D2 Rydberg Series
(J. Phys. B. At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 34, 521,2001)
Principal Laser Energy Energy Energy
Quantum Level Wavelength Level Level Level
Number Label Avac (nm) Our Expt. Esherick* Dai**
n cm-1 Expt. cm" Espt.em"
37 5s37dJDz 436.311 45838.90 45839.32 45839.34
5s37d1Dz 436.294 45840.64 45840.85 45840.43
38 5s38d3Dz 436.263 45843.90 - -
5s38d1Dz 436.246 45845.69 45845.85 45845.73
39 5s39d3Dz 436.216 45848.84 - -
5s39d1Dz 436.201 45850.42 45850.53 45850.54
40 5s40d3Dz 436.174 45853.26 - -
5s40dJDz 436.161 45854.12 45854.77 45854.81
41 5s41dJDz 436.135 45857.36 - -
5s41d1Dz 436.122 45858.72 45858.72 45858.76
42 5s42d3Dz 436.100 45861.04 - -
5s42d1Dz 436.087 45862.40 45862.44 45862.41
43 5s43dJDz 436.066 45864.61 - -
5s43dJDz 436.056 45865.66 45865.76 45865.81
44 5s44d3Dz 436.037 45867.66 - -
5s44d1Dz 436.026 45868.82 45869.01 45868.99
45 5s45d3Dz 436.007 45870.82 - -
5s45d1Dz 436.000 45871.55 45871.84 45871.94
46 5s46d3Dz 435.980 45873.66 - -
5s46d1Dz 435.970 45874.71 45874.57 45874.61
47 5s47d3Dz 435.956 45876.18 - -
5s47dJDz 435.947 45877.13 45877.12 45877.16
48 5s48d1Dz 435.924 45879.55 45879.50 45879.56
49 5s49d1Dz 435.903 45881.76 45881.76 45881.82
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Table 3.3 (Contd.)
Energy Levels of Strontium 5snd 1,3D2 Rydberg Series
(J. Phys. B. At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 34, 521,2001)
Principal Laser Energy Energy Energy
Quantum Level Wavelength Level Level Level
Number Label 4ac (nm) Our Expt. Esherick* Dai**
n cm" Expt.cm" Expt.em'
50 1 435.884 45883.76 45883.83 45883.865s50d 02
51 5s51d102 435.866 45885.66 45885.75 45883.80
52 5s52d1D2 435.848 45887.55 45887.61 45885.61
53 5s53d1D2 435.833 45889.13 45889.38 45889.38
54 5s54d1D2 435.816 45890.92 45891.03 45891.03
55 5s55d1D2 435.801 45892.50 45892.59 45892.59
56 5s56d1D2 435.788 45893.87 45894.04 45894.04
57 5s57d1D2 435.774 45895.34 45894.39 45895.39
58 5s58d1D2 435.762 45896.61 45896.74 45896.74
59 5s59d102 435.750 45897.87 45898.01 45898.01
60 5s60d102 435.740 45898.93 45899.20 45899.20
61 5s61d1D2 435.729 45900.08 - 45900.27
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Table 3.3 (Contd.)
Energy Levels of Strontium 5snd 1,302 Rydberg Series
(J. Phys. B. At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 34,521,2001)
Principal Laser Energy Energy Eoergy
Quantum Level Wavelength Level Level Level
Number Label Avac (om) Our Expt. Esherick* Dai**
n cm" Expt.cm" Expt.cm"
62 5s62d1Dz 435.719 45901.14 - 45901.33
63 5s63dlDz 435.710 45902.09 - 45902.34
64 5s64d1Dz 435.701 45903.04 - 45903.30
65 5s65d1Dz 435.692 45903.98 - 45904.22
66 5s66dIDz 435.684 45904.83 - 45905.09
67 5s67d1Dz 435.675 45905.77 - 45905.92
68 5s68dlDz 435.668 45906.52 - 45906.72
69 5s69d1Dz 435.662 45907.15 - 45907.48
70 5s70d1Dz 435.656 45907.78 - 45908.19
71 5s71dlDz 435.649 45908.51 - --
72 5s72d1Dz 435.641 45909.36 - -
73 5s73dlDz 435.635 45909.99 - -
*Esherick P., Phys. Rev. A 15, 1920 (1977)
**Dai c.i, Phys. Rev. A 52, 4416 (1995)
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3.4.2 Fluorescence emission spectra of Sr I
Fluorescence emission measurements offered the evidence for electron impact
excitation of the metastable states 5snp 3p; and the resonance state Ss6p 1PI which
could serve as the intermediate states for sequential excitations. Figure 3.8 shows
the 400 nm -500 nm portion of the observed fluorescence emission captured with the
scanning monochromator-OMA / photomultiplier spectral recoding system.
1;1
I II'I I
'i'l,
'Iil
'il
Fig. 3.8 Part of the fluorescence emission spectrum of Sr I in the heat-pipe
setup recorded using Monochromator- Photomultiplier recoding system
(J. Phys. B. At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 34, 1,2001)
3.4.3 Extended study of the Rydberg series orsr I
Substantial extension and improvement on the previously published spectroscopic
data in strontium was achieved by a novel experimental scheme employing an
atomic jet in a heat-pipe setup (Philip 2007, Philip 2008) with efficient thermionic
diode detection and improved laser beam profile with controlled intensity. A nearly
collimated rectangular atomic jet (0.2 mm x 10 mm) exiting vertically upward from
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a disposable effusive cartridge filled with 99.99% pure strontium (Goodfellowmetals
LS 136222 after purification) placed inside the central hot zone of a heat-pipe
(described in Chapter 2) was intercepted orthogonally by the narrow bandwidth
(0.18 cm") tunable dye laser (LPD 3002 CES pumped by LPX 210i as discussed in
Chapter 2). A single dye: coumarine 120 (Il.ambdachrome LC4400) with a broad
tuning range ( 425 nm - 460 nm) with approximately 17% efficiency was used for all
the bound and autoionizing transitions observed in strontium as reported in thi s
thesis. An efficient thermionic diode type ionization detection was used with
variable bias using both DC and pulsed fields. The laser beam was linearly polarized
parallel to the electric field (x-geometry to excite, both J = 0 and J = 2 series starting
from J = 0). Laser beam intensity was controlled using non-polarizing beam-
attenuators (typically 2 - 2.5 ul/pulse at 13 Hz was the laser energy used in the
experiments with good linearity for the signal detection). Ionization signals resulting
from photoabsorption were fed to the boxcar averager/integrator (SR2S0).
Wavelength calibration was performed using the previously published energy level
data.
3.4.3.1 The J=2 even-parity ~snd uD:I Rydberg
series ofSr I
The initial study by two-photon spectroscopy using an atomic beam in a heat-pipe
setup had generated the energy level data listed in Table 3.3 for the bound even-
parity Ssnd 1.3 D2Rydberg series accessed by direct excitation from the ground state
5s2 ISO . In the new study, carried out using the atomic jet and associated
instrumentation discussed above, extended the energy level data for the bound J = 2
even-parity Rydberg series to both low and high members. Two-photon spectra
recorded using the new facility covering the wavelength range 460 nm - 425 nm are
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shown in figures 3. 10 (a-b), Fig. 3.11 and 3.12 These spectra show the various
channels of excitations such as two-photon allowed transitions to the even-parity, J
= 0 and J = 2, SSlld I.3D2Rydberg states, two-photon forbidden excitations to the
odd-parity 5S11pIpIO, SSI1P 3p20 and 5sllf IF30 and to the doubly-excited 5p2 , 4d2
,4dSp and 4dns configurations. Furthermore, the spectra include a broad
autoionizing resonance with a peak that corresponds to 431.22 nm wavelength for
two-photon excitation from the ground state, approximately 450 cm" above the first
ionization threshold.
A strong autoionizing resonance was reported by Rubbmark and Borgstrom (1978)
in absorption from 5s5p Ip! at 46380 cm". Esherick (1977) also reported the strong
autoionizing resonance 450 cm" above the first ionization limit with peak at
46380cm-! with a FWHM of 60 ern". Esherick gave 4d2 ID2 as a possible
assignment for this autoionizing resonance by polarization test. However, Esherick
had some doubt on the J assignment to this broad resonance because of the
inconsistency with MQDT analysis.
The multi-photon absorption spectra of strontium are found to have single-photon
resonances to the 5sns ISO and 5snd 1.3D2states besides those to the doubly excited
4d2 3p] configuration which result from sequential excitation from the resonance
level 5s5p Ipi and metastable 5s 5p 3p] states which are populated by electron
impact excitation and molecular dissociation of Sr2 dimers in presence of butTer gas
collisions. Important one-photon transitions from 5s5p Ipl observed by Esherick to
the doubly excited states are:
5s5p IpI4 4d 2 3pO @ 22827.4 ern"
5sSp Ipl4 4d 2 3P! @ 22896.8 cm-I
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5s5p Ipl~ 4d 2 3P2 @23031.0 cm". This state was also observed by two-photon
excitation from the ground state @ 44525.83 cm".
In the study reported herein two-photon excitations to the doubly-excited states from
the ground state of Sr Iwere observed as under:
(i) 5s2 ISO~ 4d2 3pO
(ii) 5s2 ISo~ 4d2 3PI
(iii) 5s2 ISo~ 4d2 3P2
A.vac = 449.175 nm
Not observed
A.vac = 446.983 nm
However, the above doubly-excited states were also populated by single-photon
resonances at the following wavelengths (vacuum).
(i) 5s5p IpI~ 4d23po A.vac = 438.07 nm
(ii) 5s5p Ipl~ 4~3pl A.vac = 436.74 nm
(iii) 5s5p Ipl~ 4d23P2 A.vac = 434.195 nm
It has been observed that the single-photon transitions that originate from the
sequential excitation following the molecular dissociation of Sr2 dimers grow
rapidly with increase in the buffer gas pressure. The intensity distribution is an
essential property of the spectrum and even in the absence ofperturbers there can be
significant departure from the normal course of intensity distribution within a
Rydberg series (11*-3 dependence) due to centrifugal barrier effects (Connerade
1998). Furthermore, not only the intensity distribution among the members of a
series but the line profile (intensity distribution within a single line) also is important
and this provides information about the environment in which the atoms are placed-
the external fields and collisions. For single-photon transitions involving excitations
with weak intensity radiation the electric dipole transitions are the strongest. Figure
3.9 shows the ratio of the intensities of the photoabsorption signals corresponding to
single-photon excitation to those of two-photon excitation for a Rydberg state (5s11s
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ISO)and a doubly-excited (4d23po) state. These states are populated by single-photon
excitation: 5s5p Ipi ~ 5s11s ISo and 5s5p IpI~ 4d2 3pO and by two-photon
excitation: 5s2 ISO~ 5s11s ISo and 5s2 ISo ~ 4d2 3po. The spectrum was taken using
argon buffer gas at 10.6,.u / pulse laser energy.
5
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Fig.3.9Intensity ratio for single-photon to two-
photon transitions in Sr I for 100 mbar Ar buffer
Figure 3.10 (a) is a two-photon spectrum of Sr I taken with 100mbar argon in the
heat-pipe setup with the atomic jet operated at 802 ± 20 C with +9 V bias applied to
the thermionic detector. For the tuning range (460 nm - 432 nm) of the LPD
3002CES dye laser with coumarine 120 dye at 10,6 J.U energy / pulse at 13 Hz used
in this experiment, all transitions are well established. Two competing excitation
processes are observed: (i) direct two-photon excitation from the ground state 5s2 ISO
and (ii) single-photon excitations from the 5s5p Ipl. The lowest transition identified
in this spectrum is 5s2 ISO~ 5s10s ISOwhich occurs at the laser wavelength 456.470
nm in air. At this pressure of argon buffer, all sequential excitations from 5s5p lp,
level are found to be strong and broad. In figure 3.1O(b) the short wavelength
(436nm - 432nm) region of the two-photon spectrum shown in figure 3.IO(a) is
reproduced for enhanced clarity for the single-photon transitions.
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3.4.3.2Extension orthe J = 2 even-parity :Ssnd l~
RydbergseriesorSrI
Previous data for the J = 2, 5snd 1 ~ Rydberg series have been extended to present
the new energy level data for neutral strontium. The two-photon spectra extending to
high-lying members of the 5snd ID2 Rydberg series are shown in figures 3.13 and
3.14. Table 3.4 gives the energy level data for very high members of the 5snd In2
Rydberg series covering the range 74 < n < 82. This is believed to be the first time
extension in the literature to such high principal quantum numbers for these Rydberg
members using two-photon spectroscopy in similar experiments.
Table 3.4
THESIS extension of Energy Levels of Strontium 5snd ID2 Rydberg
series. Comparison with data in the literature
Principal Laser Energy Energy Energy
Quantum Level Wavelength Level Level • Level
Number Label AvK (nm) Thesis Esherick Daiu
n cm" Expt.cm-1 Expt.cm-1
74 5s74d '02 435.634 45910.132 - 45910.81
75 5s75d 102 435.629 45910.660 - 45911.39
76 5s76d 102 435.623 45911.291 - -
77 5s77d 102 435.619 45911.696 - -
78 5s78d 102 435.614 45912.187 - -
79 5s79d 102 435.610 45912.612 - 45913.50
80 5s8Od 102 435.606 45912.020 - 45913.98
81 5s81d 102 435.602 45913.469 - -
82 5s82d '02 435.598 45913.877 - -
• Esherick P., Physical Review A. 15, 1920 (1977)
•• Dai C.J. ,Physical Review A 52, (6).4416 (1995)
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Table 3.5
THESIS extension of Energy Levels of low n members of Strontium
5snd 1,3~ Rydberg series -Comparison with data in the literature
Principal Laser Energy Energy Energy
Quantum Level Wavelength Level Level Level
Number Label Av_ (nm) Thesis Esherick* Daiu
n cm-1 Expt. em" Expt.cm-1
5s9d '02 457.050 43758.8 43755.88 43755.98
9
5s9d 302 - -- 43804.89 43804.69
5s10d '02 - 44241.70 44241.86
10
5s10d 302 44287.05 44286.91
5s11d '02 - 44578.58 44578.6
11
5s11d 302 44620.08 44619.84
5s12d '02 446.137 44829.28 44829.40 44829.47
12
s12d 302 44860.28 44859.31
5s13d '02 444.330 45011.59 45011.77 45011.81
13
5s13d 302 444.085 45036.42 45036.85 45036.52
5s14d '02 442.940 45152.84 45153.10 45153.03
14
5s14d 302 442.760 45171.20 45171.54 45171.43
5s15d '02 441.855 45263.72 45263.62 45263.62
15
5s15d 302 441.730 45276.53 45276.62 45276.45
5s16d ,,302 441.010 45350.44 45350.35 45350.57
16
5s16d 1'302 440.900 45361.80 45362.03 45362.17
5s17d 302 440.325 45421.00 45420.78 45421.04
17
5s17d 102 440.205 45433.38 45433.14 45433.26
5s18d 302 439.755 45479.87 45479.88 45479.92
18
5s18d '02 439.635 45492.28 45492.48 45492.74
5s19d 3D2 439.118 45530.29 45530.17 45530.53
19
5s19d 1D2 439.155 45542.01 45542.12 45542.54$
$ Calculated value
* Esherick P., Physical Review A. 15, 1920 (1977)
** Dai C.J. , Physical Review A 52, (6). 4416 (1995)
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Table 3.S (contd ••)
THESIS extension of Energy Levels of low n members of Sr I 5snd 1,302
Rydberg series -Comparison with data in the literature
Principal Laser Energy Energy Energy
Quantum Level Wavelength Level Level Level
Number Label Avac (nm) Thesis Esherick* Dai**
n cm-1 Expt. cm" Expt.em"
5s20d ~02 --- ---- 45573.51'
20
5s20d 1~ 438.75 45584.05 45584.17 45584.23
5s21d ,J02 -- --- ---- 45610.12-
21
5s21d 102 438.41 45619.40 45619.60 45619.63
5s22d ;li02 -- --- 45641.68 45641.69
. 22
5s22d 1~ 438.115 45650.11 45650.26 45650.27
5s23d "02 --- --- 45669.14 45669.09
23
5s23d 102 437.865 45676.18 45676.51 45676.49
5s24d ;li~ - --- 45692.81 45692.84
24
5s24d 102 437.645 45699.14 45699.25 45699.31
$ Calculated value
* Esherick P., Physical Review A. 15, 1920 (1977)
** Dai C.J. ,Physical Review A 52, (6).4416 (1995)
Previously published energy level values for the members of the 5snd 1,3D2Rydberg
series are also extended to lower principal quantum numbers covering the lower
range 9 < n < 24 and are presented in Table 3.5. The energy level values have
excellent agreement with data in the literature by other authors who used different
experimental schemes.
Unlike in the sequential excitation (5s5p IpI - 5snd 1,3D2)spectra (Baig et a/ 1999)
in which the ID2 members were much weaker than the corresponding 302 members
and only 3D2members were observed beyond n > 19, the two-photon spectra (5s2 ISo
_ 5snd 1.302 transitions) reported in this study show all 102 members stronger than
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the corresponding 3D2 members (except for the region of strong singlet-triplet
mixing). Another important observation is that in the sequential excitation spectra,
the transition probabilities for 5snp IpI -+ 5snd I.3D2are higher compared to that for
the 5s5p IpJ-+5sns ISo transitions because in the former case AS, Sl. and M change
in the positive direction (+ 1) while for the latter the change is in the negative
direction (-1). This explains why the 5sns ISO series were not observed in the
sequential excitation by Baig et al (1999).
3.4.3.3 'Ibe J = 0 even-parity ~1!itII8 ISo
Rydberg series ofSr I
In figure 3.11 the two-photon spectrum covering the range 450 nm - 435 nm is
presented indicating typical transitions observed. Since a linearly polarized (1t-
excitation) laser beam was used in all the experiments reported in this thesis, strong
two-photon absorption resonances are also observed for the transitions to the J = 0,
even-parity states. The lowest J = 0, 5sns ISOtransition observed was identified as
5s10s ISOas in figure 3.10(a) at the two-photon wavelength 459.619 nm in air. The
next member of this series is observed as a strong transition as in figure 3.10 (a) at
the two-photon wavelength 453.365 nm in air. In Fig. 3.11 the lowest member of the
5sns ISOseries is identified as 5s12s ISo at an energy level 44492.69 cm" which is
followed by the transition 5s2 ISO-+ 4d2 3po at 44526.18 cm". This series can be
followed till n = 19 and beyond n = 20 suddenly disappears. At n = 21 these series
merge with the 5snd ID2 Rydberg members. However, the higher members of this
series reappear, identifiable at n ~ 26 and up to n - 46 by suitably controlling the
excitation conditions like the static electric field, collisions, laser beam intensity etc.
(Philip and Connerade 2007).
102
In the spectrum shown in figure 3.15 (a) covering the 6nm wavelength range (438
nm - 444 nm range) with the exciting dye laser beam attenuated to deliver 2.1~
energy/pulse at the heat-pipe maintained at 830 ± 2 °c with 20 mbar argon gas
(99.99"10 pure) buffer and with +9 volts biasing of the detector, Ss (n+l) ISo Rydberg
members appear on the lower energy side of the 5snd 102 series up to n - 19 and
suddenly disappear around n - 20. Further, the Ss(n+l)s ISOseries swaps over with
5snd 102 series at n - 23 and thereafter appears on the higher energy side of 5snd
102series. Due to singlet-triplet mixing of the 5snd 1,302 series at n ::::16 and due to
the degeneracy with 4d6s 102, the level 5s17s ISOis absent in figure 3.15(a).
In Table 3.6 energy level data for the Sr I-5sns ISo Rydberg series are presented for
the range 12 < n < 46 and compared with those from earlier studies by Esherick
(1977) and Rubbmark and Borgstrom (1978). Esherick (1977) observed the 5sns ISO
series members up to n = 21 by two-photon excitation from the ground state whereas
Rubbmark and Borgstrom (1978) could excite this series up to n = 36 by single-
photon absorption from the 5s5p 1Pl level. Mende and Kock (1997) observed
forbidden transitions to the even-parity 5snd 102 and 5sns 1 So states due collisional
formation of Sr2 dimers in the measurement of the oscillator strength of Sr I
principal series. Figure 3.15(b) shows a two-photon spectrum taken with all
conditions identical to the spectrum shown in figure 3.1 5(a) except that the detector
bias was set to zero to isolate any possible electric field-induced 't' mixing and
forbidden transitions. Since the relative intensity of the 5sns ISo series is not affected
by removing the external electric field it can be inferred that this series is not electric
field-induced. An important observation is that the interloper which is the 5s5p lpi
-) 5s12s ISo appearing past the transition 5s20d 102 in figure 3. 15(a) is absent in
figure. 3. IS(b).
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A two-photon spectrum of Sr I for the laser wavelength range 438 nm - 43S.Snm
taken with 20 mbar argon buffer and 4.8 volt thermionic diode detector bias is
shown in figure 3.IS( c). In this spectrum most of the weak satellites are quenched
and the excitations are predominantly to the J = 2, Ssnd 1D2 states. However, the
sequential excitations from the intermediate level SsSp lp} are also relatively strong
to the doubly excited 4d2 3pOand 4d2 IG4 states.
In figure 3.1S(d) two-photon spectrum taken for the same wavelength range, but
with the detector bias set to zero is shown. It can be seen that the two-photon
allowed transitions to the Ssnd ID2 Rydberg states are all preserved with intensity
following the n*-3Iaw (approximately) as in figure 3.1S (c). Also it can be seen that
the single-photon excitations are all quenched in the spectrum taken with zero
detector bias. However, the features of the spectrum shown in figure 3.15 (c) are all
preserved in the spectrum shown in figure 3.15(d). The small drift in the baseline
below the series limit is the experimental artifact.
The effects of exciting laser intensity and buffer gas pressure and composition on the
two-photon spectra can be observed in the spectra shown in figures 3.16 (a) and 3.16
(b) taken at enhanced laser beam intensity (laser energy set at 12 ~I pulse). In figure
3.16 (a) measurements using helium gas (99.99%pure) at 40 mbar pressure and
keeping other experimental conditions same as in figure 3.13 (a) Ssns ISO series
members are observed up to n - 46, and the energy level values are given in Table
3.6.
Figure 3.16(b) shows a part of the spectrum taken after adding 60 mbar argon to the
40 mbar helium buffer, with conditions otherwise the same as in figure 3.16(a).
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Fig. 3.15 (c) Two-photon spectrum of Sr I showing highly excited states for
the laser two-photon wavelength range indicated. Strong stngle-photon
resonances to the doubly excited states can be seen in the spectrum taken
with 20 mbar Ar buffer and +4.8 volt bias for the thermionic detector.
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Fig. 3.15 (d) Two-photon spectrum of Sr I showing highly excited states for
the laser two-photon wavelength range indicated. Single-photon resonances
to the doubly excited states are all quenched in the spectrum taken with 20
mbar Ar buffer and zero volt bias for the thermionic detector. The baseline
shift near the series limit is an experimental artifact.
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Table 3.6
Energy level values for the J = 0 even-parity members of the Sr I
Rydberg series 5SlISo~ 5sns ISO (Opt. Commun. 279, 141,2007)
Principal Two-photon Energy level Ell em"
Quantum Level Wavelength Thesis Expt. Esherick" Rubbmark&
Number designatio (lv8e) nm Expt. & Borgstrom +
n n Present Expt. MQDT*calc. Ex_p_t.
12 5s12s1So 449.512 44492.69 44492.83 44492.81
13 581381So 446.693 44773.48 44773.36 44773.66
14 5s14s1So 444.651 44979.09 44979.25 44979.42
15 581581So 443.115 45135.01 45134.88 45134.89
16 5816slSo 441.940 45255.02 45255.31 45255.24
17 581781So 441.010 45350.45 45350.35 45350.21
18 5s1881So 440.270 45426.67 45426.52 45426.54
19 5819slSo 439.670 45488.66 45488.74 45488.77
20 582081So --------- ----------- 45540.10* 45540.17
21 5821sISo --------- ----------- 45583.18* 45583.15
22 5s22slSo --------- ----------- 45619.43* 45619.44
23 5s23slSo --------- ----------- 45650.33* -----------
24 5s24s1So --------- ----------- 45676.86* 45676.87
25 5825s1So --------- ----------- 45699.82* 45699.82
26 5s26s ISo 437.446 45719.92 45719.82* 45719.83
27 5827s ISo 437.281 45737.18 45737.34* 45737.35
28 5828s ISo 437.133 45752.67 45752.78* 45752.80
29 5829s ISo 437.001 45766.49 45766.45* 45766.48
30 58308 ISo 436.887 45778.43 45778.62* 45778.65
31 58318 ISo 436.782 45789.43 45789.49* 45789.49
32 5s328 ISo 436.690 45799.08 45799.25* 45799.22
33 58338 ISo 436.604 45808.10 45808.05* 45808.0 I
34 5s348 ISo 436.528 45816.08 45815.99* 45816.00
35 5s35s ISo 436.460 45823.21 45823.20* 45823.13
36 58368 ISo 436.399 45829.62 45829.76* 45829.81
37 5s37s ISo 436.344 45835.40 45835.74*
38 5s38s1So 436.289 45841.17 45841.22*
39 5s398 ISo 436.245 45845.80 45846.24*
40 5s40s ISo 436.203 45850.21 45850.85*
41 5841s ISo 436.161 45854.63
42 5842s ISo 436.122 45858.73
43 5s438 ISo 436.089 45862.20
44 5s44s ISo 436.056 45865.67
45 5s458 ISo 436.027 45868.72
46 5846s ISo 435.998 45871.77
:s,Eshenck P, Phys. Rev. A IS, 1920 (1977)
"Rubbmark JR. and Borgstrom S.A, Phys. Scr.18, 196 (1978)
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Fig.3.16 (b) Two-photon spectrum of Sr I @ (40 mbar He + 60 mbar Ar)
showing 5s(n+1)s 1S0 members on the blue wing of 5snd 1D2 members.
Forbidden 5snp 1P1and 5snf 'F3 series are also seen. Detection by +9 volt
DC (Opt. Commun. 279, 141,2007)
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The enhancement of the intensity of the 5s2 ISO-+ 5snslSo transitions by increasing
the argon buffer gas partial pressure suggests an increase in the probability of the
formation of Sr2 and Sr+-Ar dimers at moderately high composition and / or changes
in their ionization properties in the exciting region. However, due to the Ramsauer
effect in argon, 5s(n+l)s ISORydberg members are red-shifted and merge with the
5snd 102 series. This is why they cannot be resolved beyond n = 36 in figure 3.16(b)
whereas the same series can be seen up to n = 46 with 40 mbar helium (figure
3.16(a).
Ramsauer-Townsend effect discovered in 1921 represents the existence of a sharp
minimum in the cross section for low-energy electron scattering by heavy noble gas
atoms, argon krypton and xenon (around 0.7 eV for argon). The collision cross
section decreases with increasing electron energy (the scattering length is negative)
leading to a minimum value in the cross section (Brode 1933) .Such a minimum is a
manifestation of the polarization of the atomic core by the scattered electron
(Johnson and Guet 1994). Since the scattering length is negative the energy shifts
due to collision (pressure shift) by Ar, Kr and Xe are negative (redshift) whereas
collisions by He and Ne give rise to positive shifts (blue shifts) because the
scattering lengths are positive for them. These effects can be easily observed in
collisions involving Rydberg states where the inelastic scattering of the slow
Rydberg electron by the perturber atom and the long range polarization interaction
between the Rydberg atom ionic core and the perturber dominate at intermediate and
high values of the principal quantum number n.
In figure 3. I7 the relative strength of two-photon transition signals for the stated two
buffer gas compositions are shown. Although enhancement is observed in moderate
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argon pressures, at high pressures, (> lOOmbar), the 5sns ISO series could not be
observed beyond 19s 1So. This arises because the electric field to pressure (E/p) ratio
is drastically altered: the indications are that the buffer gas pressure alone is not
responsible for the excitation. The number density of strontium atoms relative to
argon and the polarizability of the buffer gas are also important in the enhancement
of these transitions to J= 0 states.
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Fig. 3.17 Relative signal strength for the two-photon transitions
to 5sns 1So Rydberg states at two compositions of the buffer gas
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3.4.3.4'1be ~nh'olled excitation oftwo-photon
Forbidden :is' lSc, ~ :iSlIPlPland
:is' lSc, ~ :iSllf IPa transitions byusing
collisions and eIeetric fields
In figure 3.1S (a) weak transitions appearing towards high n beyond 5s18d ID2 are
identified as the lower members of the SS2ISO----+ 5snp IPt and 5s2 lSO ----+ Ssnf IF]
odd-parity transitions which are two-photon forbidden by parity and selection rules.
These states are completely absent from the spectra taken without external electric
field (Fig.3.1S (b) and are found to gain oscillator strength at high principal
quantum numbers in the presence of external electric fields, as in figures 3. 16(a)
and 3. 16 (b). Since parity and J are the important quantum numbers, the
perturbations for the J = I, odd-parity 5snp lPIo series are due to the doubly excited
configurations 4d5p IpIO; 3pIO; 3DIo and mixing with the Ssnp 3plO series members.
At high n, mixing between the odd-parity 5snpIpI members and the adjacent even-
parity 5snd 3D2 members are observed. For n > 46, 5snp IPt members could not be
resolved from 5snd 3D2members.
The term values for the two-photon forbidden SS21So ----+ 5snp IpI transitions given in
Table 3.7 are found to be consistent with accurate measurements using synchrotron
radiation (Baig and Connerade 1984) and with the more recent laser based
measurements (Baig et al 1999). This establishes that the excitation processes used
in the present study to obtain the tabulated data, while they affect transition
strengths, do not result in observable shifts in this energy range at the resolution
used.
II3
Table 3.7
Energy level values for the two-photon forbidden Sr I 5s2 J So-.5snp
JpJ Rydberg series (Opt. Commun. 279, 141,2007)
Principal Level Two-photon Energy level En cm"
Quantum designation Wavelength Present Baig&
Numbern (lv.) nm Expt. Connerade '"
32 5s32p 1P10 436.642 45804.11 45804.102
33 5s33p 1p1O 436.563 45812.40 45812.422
34 5s34p 1P1o 436.491 45819.95 45819.941
35 5s35p 1P10 436.426 45826.78 45826.781
36 5s36p 1P1o 436.368 45832.87 45832.988
37 5s37p 1P10 436.316 45838.34 45838.731
38 5s38p 1P10 436.266 45843.59 45843.922
39 5s39p 1P10 436.221 45848.32 45848.762
40 5s40p 1P10 436.178 45852.84 45853.160
41 5s41p 1P10 436.139 45856.94 45857.219
42 5s42p 'P,o 436.102 45860.83 45861.120
43 5s43p 1P10 436.070 45864.09 45864.461
44 5s44p 'P,o 436.038 45867.56 45867.711
45 5s45p 'P1O 436.010 45870.51 45870.691
46 5s46p 1p1O 435.983 45873.35 45873.539
* Baig M.A, Connerade J._P J. Phys. B: At. Mol. Opt. Phys 17, L271(1984)
It is interesting to note in figures 3.16 (a) and 3.16 (b) that, for high Rydberg
members, the weak transitions appearing between two adjacent members, 5snd In2
and 5s(n+l)d l~, have the following sequence:
The intensities of the two-photon forbidden odd-parity weak transitions 5s2 1So ---.
5snp Ipi and 5s2 ISo ---. 5snf IF3 are also modified by electric field spatial
distribution.
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Table 3.8 presents the term values for the observed forbidden transitions 5s2 ISO-+
5snf lF3. For the 5snf lF3 Rydberg series, only a few measurements were reported
previously and no data are available for high n. Rubbmark and Borgstrom (1978) list
term values for this series from n = 4 up to n = 29 which is an extension of the
previous tabulation up to n = 13 by Moore (1971). Recent data on this series are
reported by Baig et al (I998) within the limited range, 22 < n < 26. Strong
perturbation by the 4dSp lF3 level causes cancellation of the lower members of the
5snf IF3 series (Vaeck et a/1988).
Table 3.8
Enery! level values for the two-photon forbidden Sr I 5s2 1So-+
5snf F3 Rydberg series (Opt. Commun. 279,141,2007)
Principal Level Two-photon Energy level En ern"
Quantum designation Wavelength Present Rubbmark&
Numbern (Avac) nm Expt. Borgstrom*
29 5s29f 1F30 436.670 45801.18 45801.03
30 5s30f 1F30 436.590 45809.57
31 5s31f 1F3o 436.514 45817.55
32 5532f 1F30 436.450 45824.26
33 5533f 1F3o 436.388 45830.77
--
--
36 5536f 1F3o 436.234 45846.95
37 5537f 1F30 436.190 45851.58
38 5538f 1F30 436.150 45855.78
39 5s39f 1F30 436.112 45859.78
40 5540f 1F30 436.080 45863.14
41 5s41f 1F30 436.045 45866.82
42 5s42f 1F30 436.015 45869.98
43 5543f 1F30 435.990 45872.61
44 5s44f 1F3o 435.964 45875.35
*Rubbmark l.R and Borgstrom S. A Phys. SeT. 18, 196 (1978)
l1S
In figure 3.18 the growth of the forbidden transitions is plotted as a function of
increasing principal quantum number 'n' which is in marked contrast with the
allowed two-photon transitions eD2), for which the intensity decreases, as expected,
approximately as (n*r3 with increasing n.
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Fig. 3.18 Signal intensity variation with n for allowed 302 (decay)
and forbidden 'p, and 'F3 (growth) transitions in Sr I.
The intensity of the forbidden transitions depends strongly on the principal quantum
number and, for n > 60, the forbidden line intensities become comparable to the
allowed transitions even for the low field strength (:::::14 volts/cm as estimated from
the applied probe bias of +9 volt DC) used in this experiment. By using a mixture of
He (40 mbar) and Ar (60 mbar) as the buffer gas, the Stark shift for the states is
minimized because of the opposite collisional shifts for He and Ar. The frequency
shift is estimated by spectral calibration using frequency marker transitions
determined initially by running the heat-pipe setup with 10 mbar He which
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compensates the Stark shift at probe bias of +2.3 volt DC. Fluctuations in intensity
are observed in the neighbourhood of intruders. Although the buffer gas collisions
induce the formation of Sr2 and Sr*-Ar excimers and the resulting quasi-molecular
transitions exhibit the break down of the IlJ selection rule and parity, the present
study shows that two-photon forbidden transitions to odd-parity states are quenched
at high (2: IOOmbar) buffer gas pressure.
The J = 2 even-parity 5snd 1,3D2 Rydberg series of Sr I are very complex due to
several doubly excited intruders originating from the 4d2, 5p2 and 4dns
configurations, identified as 4d2 3p2, I~, 3F2; 5p2 3p2, ID2, 3F2 and 4dns 102 ,3D2.
The 4d2 3P2 has been observed at 44729.42 cm" by two-photon excitation from the
ground state 5s2 ISOand at 23031.13 cm" via sequential excitation from 5s5p 1P1.
Also the strong autoionizing resonance, identified as (4d2+5p2) ID2, in figure 3.12
perturbs the 5snd I,3D2series. Due to the strong perturbations, especially by 5p2 1So,
the 5sns ISo series show abnormal intensity behaviour at low n. Strong singlet-triplet
mixing and the breakdown of L-S coupling are apparent for the 5snd I,3D2 series
around n = 16 as in figure 3.15(a).The remarkable broad resonance in figure 3.13
with an asymmetric profile (labeled as 4d2 IG4 in Philip and Makdisi 2006) between
5s27d ID2 and 5s28d ID2 is also an important perturbation for the J = 2, Sr I 5snd 1,3
D2 Rydberg series. This intruder is believed to be highly localized by its observed
survival in presence of heavy buffer gas collisions.
In figure 3.19 experimental quantum defects (jJl = n - n *) for the members of the
various Rydberg series (both two-photon allowed and forbidden transitions) are
plotted. In Figure 3.20 the same quantum defects are plotted against energy (En- I).
Quantum defects are found to be approximately constant for highly excited states.
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3.3 Single electron excitations in barimn
Ba I has the ground state configuration 6s2 and the two excited configurations 6snl
and 5c1nt. Due to overlap between these, there are configuration mixing and
therefore the level designations for many cases are ambiguous. For example, the
level at 35344 cm" was originally labeled as 6p2 In2. But Aymar and Robaux (1979)
suggested 6s7d In2 for this level. Recently Karlsson and Litzen (1999) revised the
Ba I energy levels and wavelengths. They gave the label 6p2 3P2 for the level at
35344 ern". The spectra of barium had played a very important role in the
development of atomic theory and atomic structure calculations of heavy atoms
because of the availability of large amount of experimental laser spectroscopic data
for perturbed Rydberg series, hyperfine structure, oscillator strengths, lifetime etc.
Also, barium is important in the collapse of the 4f wave function (Connerade and
Mansfield 1975, Connerade 1978).
Ultraviolet extension of the absorption spectra of barium using a King furnace and
photographic recording by Garton and Codling (1960) was of great historical
importance in the study of spectra of alkaline-earth atoms. They reported about the
presence of an autoionizing resonance (tentatively labeled as 5d8p IpIO)just above
the lowest ionization limit which has a striking effect on the 6S&(p)photoionization
cross section and on the high members of the 6snp Ipi Rydberg series which they
extended to n = 37. They also observed the presence of several multiplets due to the
simultaneous excitation of two valence electrons as recognized for the first time by
Russel and Saunders (1925). These lines which involve doubly excited states are due
to the fact that the ground state of barium has empty 5d-subshell, and filled 6s-
subshell with 2 valence electrons. Several members of the series from double
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excitations, most of which lie above the first ionization threshold and hence
autoionizing, were also listed by Garton and Codling(1960). These are the
following:
1. Members of the series converging on the Ba+ 5d 20sf21imit at 47708 cm"
6s2!So ~ 5dmp !PIO,for m = 8-26 and 6s2 ISO~ 5dmflplo, for m = 4-8
2. Members of the series converging on the Ba+ 5d 203f21imit at 46907 cm"
6s2!So ~ 5dmp 3P!0,for m = 8-16, 6s2 ISO~ 5dmp 301°, for m = 8-11
and 6s2 ISO~ Sdmf3Plo, for m =4-12
3.~.1 Important oompHations for Ba I inMoo~'s table
(a) Even -parity Rydberg states
6sns ISo from n = 6 to 9 (38267.59 cm")
6sns 3SI from n = 6 to 11 (39624.69 cm")
6snd 102 from n = 5 to 9 (39334.94 cm")
6snd 302 from n = 5 to 11 (40380.32 cm")
(b) Odd -parity Rydberg states
6snp IplO from n = 6 to 12(40421.23 cm")
6snp 3PO,I,2°from n = 6 to 7(30743.533, 30815.562, 30987.277 cm")
6snf IFlO from n = 4 to 9 (40614.15 cm")
6snflF2,3,40 from n = 4 to 15 (41530.05em-I)
(c) Doubly-excited intruder states
5d2 102 (23062.06em-I)
5d2 lPO,I,2(23209.11,23480.01,23918.94 cm")
6p2ISo(34370.78cm-I)
6p2 3PO,I,2(34493.898,34823.420,35616.947 cm")
6p2 102 (35344.423cm-I)
(d) First ionization threshold (series limit) 42032.4 cm-1
By Rydberg extrapolation Garton and Codling (1960) revised the first ionization
threshold listed by Moore and presented a new value: I,= 42033.0 cm".
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3.5.2 Energy Level diagram for Ba I
A simplified energy level diagram for neutral barium is shown in figure 3.21
(for the range 340Ocm-1 _ the first ionization threshold). Several doubly
excited states are also indicated
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Fig.3. 21, Energy Level diagram of Ba I for the energy range
34000 cm'> first threshold.
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3.0 IDlportant pftnous Dlulti-photon
absorption studies for Ba Iby others
Selective multi-photon absorption spectra was recorded using a spectrograph and a
heat-pipe setup for barium by Bradley et al (1973) immediately after the advent of
high power tunable pulsed dye lasers. They extended the 6s6p Ipi ~ 6snd 102
Rydberg series from n = 9 - 41. Also, they observed the 6s6p Ipl~ 6s(n+l)s ISO
series. Bradley et al (1973) observed a perturbation at 420.39 nm which intrudes on
the 6snd 102 Rydberg series around 26 < n < 27 and it was assigned to the level
5d7d 102. Only two members of the series were observed by Bradley et al (1973) for
the transitions 6s6p Ipl~ 6s(n+l)s ISObecause the higher members were found
unresolved from 6snd 102members. Another perturbation for the 6snd 102 sequence
at 10 < n < 11 was also reported by Bradley et al (1973) which was assigned the
label 5d8s ID2. They also presented a listing of an autoionization series 6s6p Ip) ~
5dns 102 for the range n = 8-11 from microdensitometer traces of the photographic
plates.
Using pulsed tunable dye laser and photographic recording Rubbmark et al (1977)
obtained the Ba I absorption spectrum and extended the previous energy level data
of Bradley et aJ (1973). By quantum defect analysis and using Langer's formula,
series members of the 6sns ISowere extended from n = 9 to n = 31, of 6snd 102 from
n = 41 to n = 52 and of 6snd 3D2 from n = 11 to n = 28. Rubbmark et aJ (1977) used
a revised value for the series limit as 1= 42034.85 cm'l.Using argon as buffer gas,
Rubbmark et al (1977) observed a redshift ofO.3 ern" llOOtorr for most lines having
quantum numbers n ~ 12.
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The first improvement and extension of the observations in high-lying even-parity
Rydberg states in barium made by Rubbmark et al (1977) was due to Camus and
Morillon (1977) who employed two-photon spectroscopy and space charge
amplification method in a heat-pipe set up. They extended the series 6sns ISO and
6snd 102 from n = 31 to n = 46 and from n = 52 to n = 77 respectively. Camus and
Morillon (1977) also observed new autoionized levels belonging to 500s and 500d
configurations besides the previously reported (Bradley et a/1973) perturbation of
the 6snd 1,3~ series due to the 5d7d lo.z level.
An extension and improvement on the data by Camus and Morillon (1977) and the
previous data by Bradley et al (1973) and by Rubbmark et al (1977) for the even-
parity J= 0 and J = 2levels ofBa Iwas presented by Aymar et al (1978) using two-
photon absorption spectroscopy and space-charge detection who observed members
of the Rydberg series 6sns ISo (16 sn s 61), 6snd 102 (15 sn s 81) and 6snd 302(15
s n ~ 30). New energy level values of these series members were also presented by
Aymar et al (1978) besides assigning two levels at 38924 cm" and 41441 cm" to
5d6d ISo and 5d 7d Jpo respectively which perturb the 6sns ISO series. Experimental
energy levels of 6sns ISO levels were accurately fitted by a four-channel
multichannel quantum-defect theory (MQOT) calculation for the first time by the
same group and obtained a value of the first ionization limit 16s = 42035.04 cm".
Aymar and Robaux (1979) used a nine-channel MQOT calculations for the
parameterization of the J = 2 energy levels and analyzed the configuration
interaction as well as the perturbation of the 6snd 1,302Rydberg series by the 5OOs,
500d and 6p2 configurations. Moreover, they revised the previous assignment of
certain low-lying levels, especially the 6p2Io.z level located at 38556 cm".
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As a sensitive tool to test the MQDT predicted wavefunctions, Neukammer and
Rinneberg (1982) experimentally measured the positi~~ of the hyperfine
\ .,.. ,..,~'\ . ,\
components of the 6s 14d configuration <:1i>2\'an~'3Qo,);2"levels)',~fbarium and probed
the admixture coefficients o~the ~~:7d '(;d~d ,(JPo' ana '~d7d 3F2) perturbing
"configuration. They observed, certain deviations from the predictions made by the
. , .
multichannelquantum-defect theory (Aymar and Robaux 1979) and suggested that
~'\ ..,
term values ¥one cannot-reliably derive the wavefunctions but other data like the~,
,','
ltyperfine structure also have to be incorporated in the MQDT analysis ..~'.. -
''Camus et al (1982) used two-step pulsed laser excitation and optogalvanic detection
for the J =1,3,4 and 5 even levels below the 6s ionization limit in barium. They have
reported the observation for the first time for the 6sns 3S1 (13 :5: n :5: 47) and 6snd 3DI
(12 s n S 38) series.
In barium, due to considerable experimental difficulties in populating the odd-parity
states, much attention had been given to the even-parity Rydberg series (Bradley et
a11973, Rubbmark et a/1977, Aymar et a11978, Aymar and Robaux 1979, Camus
et al 1982, Aymar et aJ 1983, Aymar and Camus 1983). With regards to the odd-
parity Rydberg series, energy level values were available for the 6snp IPI series (up
to n = 75), 6snp Jpl series (n = 6 - 43), the 6snp 3p2 series (n = 6, 7; 11 - 54) and for
some perturber states belonging to the 5dnp and 5dnf configurations besides MQDT
calculations (Armstrong et al 1979) for some of the 6snp (J = 1, 2) and 6snf 3F3
levels.
Accurate values of the level energies of the 6snf IF3, 3F2and 3F3 series (n = 13 - 55)
had been reported by Post et al (1984). Post et al (1985) presented experimental
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values for the energy of the odd-parity J = 0,1,2,3,4 levels of barium using laser-
atomic-beam spectroscopy. Rydberg series 6snp 3pO(n = 14 - 48), 6snp 3Pl (n = 15-
48), 6snp 3P2(n = 16 - 48), 6snp Ip. (n = 15 - 48), 6snf3F2 (n = 9 - 45), 6snf3F3 (n =
10 - 45), 6snf3F4(n = II -45), 6snflF3 (n = 10 - 45) besides some of the perturbing
5d8p levels had been observed by Post et al (1985). Some of these results were
reported for the first time in the literature. They also presented the MQOT analysis
of the J = 0,2,3,4 levels. An improved value of the first ionization limit (163 =
42034.90±0.0l ern") was also presented by Post et al (1985). Post et al (1986)
investigated the hyperfine structure of the transitions to odd-parity 6snp and 6snf
configurations.
Rinneberg et al (1985) were the first to produce Rydberg atoms with the highest
principal quantum number in laboratory conditions. They detected barium Rydberg
atoms with principal quantum number up to n = 290 corresponding to a diameter of
about 0.01 J.1m.Starting from the ground state 6s2 ISOpopulated the 6snt states by
resonant two-step excitation via the 6s6p Ipi intermediate level using two tunable
narrow bandwidth (IMHz) CW lasers. Highly excited states are easily perturbed by
small external electric and magnetic fields. Rinneberg et al (1985) observed 't'
mixing at fields as low as F ~ 1 volt/cm and H ~ 850 Gauss. Using high spectral
resolution (Av = 5 MHz) they could record Stark and diamagnetic manifolds at high
principal quantum numbers. Because of the large oscillator strength of the 6s6p Ipi
~ 6snd 102 transitions barium is particularly suitable for reaching very high
principal quantum numbers (6snd 102 Rydberg series ranging from n = 100 up to n =
520) as recorded by Nuekammer et al (1987) in zero electric field. Probably this is
the highest value of the principal quantum number achieved in the laboratory
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whereas in outer space Rydberg states with much higher values of n have been
detected by radio astronomy. At n = 500, the atomic diameter (2 (r) = 3n2ao) will be
approximately 40 11m.At very high principal quantum number the photoabsorption
cross section decreases rapidly with large deviation from the n-3 scaling law possibly
due to the Stark mixing of the 6snd ID2 states with neighbouring Rydberg states
which results in line broadening and hence redistribution of oscillator strengths
(Neukammer et al 1987). Highly excited Rydberg atoms can be used to detect the
presence of small electric fields and to map their spatial distribution from electric
field-induced mixing of states of opposite parity as observed in strontium by Philip
and Makdisi (2006).
An extensive measurement of energies of high-n Rydberg states of barium using
high-resolution laser spectroscopy was reported by Neukammer et al (1988).
Starting from the 6s2 ISOground state, they accessed the 6sns ISo and 6snd 1,3 D2
Rydberg states via the 6s6p IpI intermediate level. A DC discharge was used to
populate the metastable state 5d6s ID2 and Stark mixing was used to excite the odd-
parity 6snf IF3 and 6snh IHS states. Neukammer et al (1988) were able to measure
the energies of6sns ISo (30 ~ n s 214), 6snp Ipl(60 ~ n ~ 214) and 6snd ID2(30 ~ n
s 285) Rydberg states of barium with an accuracy of± 60 MHz using two counter
propagating, linearly polarized CW dye lasers, stabilized to a bandwidth of nearly 1
MHz, orthogonally intersecting an atomic beam. In addition, they reported the
energies of Ba I 6snf IF3, 6sng IG4, 6sng 3G4 and 6snh IHs states at principal
quantum numbers between n = 47 and n = 78. The singlet-triplet splitting between
6snd ID2 and 6snd 3~ states was also reported for the principal quantum numbers
ranging between n = 30 and n = 190.
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An improvement on the accuracy of the barium 6snd In2 Rydberg series consistent
with MQOT calculations by Aymar and Robaux (1979) was presented recently by
Shuman et al (2007) who reported the two-photon microwave transitions for Ba
6s(n+3)dlD2~ 6sng IG4 for the principal quantum number range 31 s n s 44.
In barium the perturbation of the 6snd l,3n2 Rydberg series due to the 5d7d 102
valence state around n ~ 26 produces a "hole" (dip) in the intensity distribution in
the absorption spectrum (Sandner et al 1986) because these states are linear
combination of the Rydberg and 5d7d 102 valence states. There is a discrepancy in
labeling and intensity fluctuations between the spectra observed by Allegrini et al
(1988) and that reported in this thesis. For barium the 6snd 1,302Rydberg series, the
region 24 < n < 27, which is heavily perturbed by the even-parity 5d7d In2 doubly
excited state, has been studied for several years (for example Gallagher et al
1981(a), Bhatti et al 1981, Matthias et a11983, Leuwen et al 1983, Mullins et al
1985, Schumaker et al 1997, Bates et al 2001). Furthermore, due to the 5d7d 102
doubly excited state at 6s26d 102 < 5d7d 102 < 6s27d In2 with energy ~ 41841.60
ern" (Aymar et a11978) deviation from the fex:n -3 scaling law has been observed in
the perturbed region for the 6snd 1,302Rydberg series.
In the spectrum in this thesis, the valence state 5d7d is very strong because of
prompt detection of a short lived valence state using a OC electric field in a
thermionic diode. The spectral features reflect the thermionic detection process
which represents the ionization. In a collision-free spectrum this state has lower
strength and it becomes increasingly prominent as the buffer gas pressure is
increased.
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Energy level data for the bound (for example Rubbmark et a11977, Aymar et at
1978, Armstrong et a11979, Aymar and Robaux 1979, Camus et a/1982) and the
autoionizing (for example Camus et al 1983, Bartschat et al 1991, Hieronymus et al
1992, Griesman et a/ 1992, Gallagher 1994, Lagadec et al 1996) Rydberg series of
barium have been well documented. However, very few measurements are reported
for the photoionization cross-section and oscillator strengths which are also
important atomic properties. Parkinson et al (1976) used the 'hook method' to
determine the f-values for the principal series of Sr I and Ba I. Connerade et al
(1992) gave accurate values of the absolute oscillator strengths of barium principal
series for the range 16 < n < 42 using magneto-optical rotation (MOR) method.
Mende and Kock (1996) used thermionic diode detection to measure the oscillator
strengths of the high-lying states of barium 6snd 1D2 Rydberg series. Most recently
Kalyar et al (2oo7a, b, c) reported new measurements for the oscillator strengths for
the 6s6p I,3P1 ~ 6snd 1,3D2 Rydberg transitions using thermionic diode ion
detection. They have obtained the f-values from photoionization cross-section
measurements for the first ionization threshold from 6s6pl,3 PJ states using the
'saturation' method. Saturation method has also been used for the determination of
oscillator strengths by others (Burkhardt et a11988, Mende et a/1995, Saleem et al
2006, Amin et aI2006, Haq et aI2007).
Intensity fluctuation in barium, as reported by Garton and Codling (1960), in which
intensity of the 6s2 ISo ~ 6s6p Ipl transition decreases suddenly at n ~ 22 and
reappears in increasing strength as the series limit is approached is because the
ground state of Ba II 2SI/2ion and the doubly-excited Ba I 5d8p Ipl have energy
degeneracy.
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3.7 Important Results inB. I Spectroscopy from
Thesis
3.1.1 'lbe J=O.2, eyeo-pu-ity spectra orB. I
6S11S ISo ..... LaDs Rydberg series
The J = 2 bound spectrum consists of the two Rydberg series 6snd 1,3n2 converging
on the 6s 2Sll2 series limit. The members of the series converging on the 5d or 6p
limits are the configurations 5dnd, 5dns and 6p2 for which the lower members below
the first ionization limit at 6s 2Sl/2 (6p2, 5d6d, 5d7d ~d 5d8p) are also indicated in
figure 3.21. The 5d2 (n = 5 in the 5dnd configuration) levels lie below the range in
the energy level diagram given in figure 3.21. The 5d7d configuration in barium is a
strong perturber for the J = 2, even-parity Rydberg series and this perturbation has
been investigated in several studies (for example Bradley et aJ 1973, Rubbmark et aJ
1977, Aymar and Robaux 1979). Also, 6p2 'Ds labeled at 38556.l8cm-I(Aymar and
Robaux 1979) is a strong perturbation for the 6snd In2 Rydberg series.
Figures 3.22 - 3.26 show the two-photon spectra taken with transverse excitation of
the atomic jet with barium using disposable cartridge in the heat-pipe and themionic
diode detection. A single dye coumarine LC4800 provided the required tuning range
to excite the bound and autoionizing transitions covered in the spectral region 466
nm - 495 nm. Typical operating temperature of the heat-pipe was 780 QCwith 15
mbar He butTer. The spectral recording was identical to the two-photon spectroscopy
of strontium and therefore the description is not repeated here. All measurements
were taken with the dye laser pulse energy of2.5 J.Ll / pulse at a repetition rate of 13
Hz. Wavelength calibration was carried out using the energy level data by Aymar et
al (1978) using two-photon absorption spectroscopy and space-charge detection.
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Figure 3.22 shows the J = 0, and the J = 2, 6sns ISo and 6snd 1,3n2 states. Members
of the Rydberg series observed are: 6sns ISo from n = 13 and the 6snd 1,3'n2 series
from n = 11. A strong interloper, 5d7d In2 at two-photon laser wavelength in air at
477.858 nm next to 6s26d l~ perturbs the 6snd 1n2 Rydberg series while a weak
intruder, 5d7d 3P2 at two-photon wavelength at 477.556 nm perturbs the 6snd 3n2
Rydberg series.
Figure 3.23 is a two-photon spectrum ofBa I for the wavelength region 480 nm-477
nm. This spectrum is taken with 40 mbar helium buffer, with all other operating
conditions kept same as in figure 3.22. It can be observed that the intensity of the
perturber appearing next to 6s26d In2 at 41841.33 cm" (level 5d7d In2) is highly
sensitive on the pressure of the buffer gas.
Figure 3.24 shows the two-photon spectrum of the high members of the J = 0,2
even- Rydberg series for laser two-photon wavelength range 478 nm - 475 nm. 6snd
In2 series members can be followed for the range 26 < n < 60 in this well-resolved
spectrum. The perturber labeled as 5d7d 1n2 is also seen in this spectrum.
Figure 3.25 is a spectrum ofBa I for the two-photon wavelength 477 nm - 467 om.
In this spectrum the autoiooiziog level labeled as 5d5f Ipi can be clearly observed.
The width aod asymmetry of the profile which can be fitted on the Fano formula
depends on the environment in which the atoms are placed.
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Fig. 3.26 A two-photon spectrum of Ba I showing the high members of the J =
0,2: 6sns 1S0 (47 < n < 68) and 6snd 102 (46 < n < 88) Rydberg series. Also
seen is the emergence of forbidden transitions due to l-mixing at high n similar
to an observation in Sr I.
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Figure 3.26 is a two-photon spectrum of Ba I showing the high members of the J= 0
and 2 even-parity Rydberg series. In this spectrum energy level values of 6sns 1So
(47 < n < 68) and 6snd 102 (46 < n < 88) are identified. Also seen is the emergence of
forbidden transitions due to 'I' mixing at high n similar to an observation in Sr I.
Extensive new and improved experimental data for the J = 0 and J = 2 even-parity
levels of barium obtained from the two-photon spectroscopy are presented in this
thesis. The energy level values of these even-parity levels are given in Tables 3.9-
3.11. Members of the 6sns ISo Rydberg series are observed from n = 13 to n = 68 and
these data are given in Tables 3.9 - 3.10. This is, probably, the highest member of the
J= 0 series reported in the literature for similar experimental schemes. The energy
level values for 6sns ISO Rydberg sequence are compared with experimental values
reported by Aymar et al (1978) for the range 16 < n < 61 and are found to have
excellent agreement with their values.
The members of the 6snd 302 Rydberg series are observed for the range 11 < n < 46
which is also a substantial extension of the previous experimental data by Aymar et al
(1978) who reported experimental term values for the range 15 < n < 30 for the triplet
series. The energy level values are given in Table 3.11 with the singlet members.
Furthermore, the experimental energy level data are obtained for the 6snd 102
Rydberg series and are given in Table 3.11 for the range 11 < n < 88, thereby
reporting a new original data for the range 82 < n < 88 for these members.
Comparison with experimental data reported by Aymar et al (1978) gives excellent
agreement for the range 15 < n < 81. The J = 0 and J = 2 even-parity Rydberg series
are perturbed by the 5d7d and 6s7d configurations which are also observed.
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Table 3.9
Observed two-photon excitations to the bound J = 0,
even-parity 6s2 ISO~ 6sns ISo Rydberg series
Energy level Energy level
Principal Level label Thesis Aymar etal
quantum Experiment (1978) Expt. *
number n cm" cm"
13 6s13s1So 40617.86 40618.194
14 6s1451So 40891.21 40891.560
15 6815s 1So 41092.36 41092.994
16 68168180 41245.75 41245.163
17 65175150 41362.45 41362.350
Intruder 5d7d3po 41440.88 41441.221
18 68188180 41467.59 41467.798
19 6s19s1So 41534.88 41535.233
20 6s20s180 41595.55 41595.895
21 6s215150 41645.87 41646.379
22 65225150 41688.26 41688.729
23 6s23s1So 41723.88 41724.546
24 6s24s180 41754.65 41755.001
25 65255150 41781.64 41781.278
26 6s265150 41803.69 41804.003
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Energy level Energy level
Principal Level label Thesis Aymar etal
quantum Experiment (1978)Expt.*
number n ern" ern"
27 6s27s1So 41823.27 41823.818
•
28 6s28s1SJ 41841.33 41841.197
Intruder 5d7d 102
29 6s29s1So 41856.08 41856.491
30 6s30s1SJ
Intruder 5d7d 3P2 41869.58 41870.092
31 6s31s 1So 41881.82 41882.156
32 6s32s1So 41892.58 41893.021
33 6s33s1So 41902.41 41902.733
34 6s34s1So 41911.40 41911.463
35 6s35s1So 41919.17 41919.306
36 6s36s1So 41926.38 41926.434
37 683781So 41932.66 41933.055
38 6s38s1So 41938.59 41938.896
39 6s39s1So 41943.77 41944.307
40 6s40s1So 41949.11 41949.361
41 6s41s 1So 41953.73 41953.943
42 6s42s1So 41957.90 41958.162
43 6s43s1So 41961.84 41962.068
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Energy level Energy level
Principal Level label The5i5 Aymar et a/
quantum Experiment (1978)Expt. *
number n ern" ern"
44 654451So 41965.35 41962.068
45 684581So 41968.68 41969.011
46 654651So 41971.73 41972.205
47 6s4751So 41974.98 41975.0980
48 654851So 41978.02 41977.786
49 654951So 41980.49 41980.362
50 655051S0 41982.96 41982.681
51 65515150 41984.93 41984.960
52 685281So 41987.16 41986.968
53 655381So 41988.99 41988.982
54 65545150 41991.32 41990.769
55 65555150 41992.47 41992.43600
56 65565150 41994.35 41994.149
57 655751So 41995.80 41995.683
58 655851So 41996.72 41997.214
59 65595150 41998.65 41998.480
60 65605150 41999.94 41999.735
61 656151So 42001.11 42001.026
*Aymar M, Camus P, Dieulin M and Monllon C
Phys. Rev. A 18, 2173 (1978)
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Table3.10
THESIS *Extension of two-photon excitations to the bound J =
0, even-parity BaI 6S21So~ 6sns ISO Rydberg series
Principal Energy level
quantum Level label Thesis Energy level
number Experiment OtherExpt. $
n ern" ern"
62 * 65625150 42002.26 -
63 * 6s63s150 42003.39 -
64 * 6s64s150 42004.45 -
65 * 6s65s150 42005.51 42005.206*
66 * 6s66s150 42006.44 -
67 * 6s67s150 42007.32 -
68 * 6s68s150 42008.17 -
$ Neukammer J, Jonsson G, Koenig A, Vietzke K, Hieronnymus H
and Rinneberg H, Phys. Rev. A 38, 2804 (1988)
The energy level values of the perturbing transitions observed are also given in Tables
3.9 - 3.11. These are:
(5d7d 3pO @ 41440.88 cm", 5d7d l~ @ 41841.33 cm" 6s7d 3pZ @ 41868.6 cm")
Figure 3.27 shows the fluorescence emission of Ba I in the atomic jet setup clearly
indicating the sequential excitation from 6s6p IPt and 6s6p 3pJ levels similar to the
observations in strontium. In Fig.3.28 the experimental energy difference Entl - En is
plotted against the effective principal quantum number for the J = 0, 2 Rydberg
seriesof Bal. The (n*r3 relation is evident in these curves. Figure 3.29 gives the
quantum defect curves for the high members of the J = 0, 2 Rydberg series ofBa I.
Table 3.11
Two-photon excitations to the Ba I 6S21So~ 6snd In2
Rydberg series
Energy level
Principal Level label Energy level Aymar etal
quantum Thesis Expt. Expt.*
number n ern" ern"
11 6s11d302 40449.80 -
11 6s11d102 40483.62 -
12 6s12d302 40743.16 -
12 6s12d102 40781.37 -
13 6s13d302 40987.81 -
13 6s13d102 41007.98 -
14 6s14d302 --- -
14 6s14d102 41162.21 -
15 6s15d302 41300.98 41300.39
15 6s15d102 41315.66 41315.55
16 6s16d302 41406.85 41407.25
16 6s16d102 41417.16 41417.64
17 6s17d302 41491.68 41492.21
17 6s17d102 41499.80 41500.07
18 6S18d302 41560.44 41561.11
19 6s19d302 41617.49 41617.7
19 6S19d102 41622.56 41622.47
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Energy level
Principal Level label Energy level Aymar eta/
quantum Thesis Expt. Expt.*
number n cm" cm:'
20 6s20d302 41663.98 41664.77
20 6s20d102 41668.35 41668.53
21 6s21d302 41703.90 41704.21
21 6s21d102 41707.18 41707.3
22 6s22d302 41736.77 41737.69
22 6s22d102 41739.60 41740.18
23 6s23d302 41765.88 41766.26
23 6s23d102 41767.80 41768.35
24 6s24d302 41791.42 41790.84
24 6s24d102 41792.88 41792.62
25 6s25d302 41811.28 41811.94
25 6s25d102 41813.32 41813.57
26 6s26d302 41829.74 41829.49
26 6s26d102 41831.30 41831.91
Intruder 5d7d 102 41841.33 41841.66
27 6s27d302 41847.36 41848.27
27 6s27d102 41852.75 41852.06
28 6s28d302 41862.10 41862.68
28 6s28d102 41865.12 41814.69
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Energy level
Principal Level label Energy level Aymar et a/
quantum Thesis Expt. Expt.*
number n cm" cm"
Intruder 6s7d3P2 41868.60 41868.21
29 6s29d302 41875.32 41875.49
29 6s29d102 41877.64 41877.01
30 6s30d302 41866.68 41886.86
30 6s30d102 41888.16 41888.11
31 6s31d302 41896.87
31 6s31d102 41898.11 41898.21
32 6s32d102 41907.38 41907.37
33 6s33d302 41913.46
33 6s33d102 41915.76 41915.57
34 6s34d302 41921.19
34 6s34d102 41923.06 41923.1
35 6s35d;j02 41927.92
35 6s35d102 41929.85 41929.83
36 6s36d302 41934.10
36 6s36d102 41936.03 41936.12
37 6s37d302 41939.90
37 6s37d102 41941.74 41941.8
38 6s38d302 41944.84
38 6s38d102 41946.93 41946.99
39 6s39d302 41949.79
39 6s39d102 41951.93 41951.79
40 6s40d;j02 41954.51
40 6S40d102 41956.16 41956.18
41 6s41d302 41958.85
41 6s41d302 41960.27 41960.17
42 6s42d302 41962.42
42 6s42d102 41963.74 41964.0
43 6s43d302 41966.18
43 6s43d102 41967.70 41967.45
44 6s44d;J02 41969.22
44 6s44d102 41970.74 41970.75
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Energy level
Principal Level label Energy level Aymar etal
quantum Thesis Expt. Expt.*
number n ern" ern"
45 6s45d302 41972.56
45 6s45d102 41973.49 41973.7
46 6s46d302 41975.26
46 6s46d102 41976.30 41976.44
47 6s47 d102 41979.06 41979.01
48 6s48d102 41981.47 41981.53
49 6s49d102 41983.80 41983.85
50 6s50d102 41986.02 41985.98
51 6s51d102 41988.05 41988
52 6s52d102 41989.84 41989.89
53 6s53d102 41991.87 41991.6
54 6s54d102 41992.91 41993.3
55 6s55d102 41994.85 41994.95
56 6s56d102 41996.34 41996.42
57 6s57d102 41997.39 41997.79
58 6s58d102 41998.74 41999.17
59 6s59d102 41999.98 42000.38
60 6s60d102 42001.28 42001.63
61 6s61d102 42002.70 42002.73
62 6s62d102 42003.73 42003.83
63 6s63d102 42004.81 42004.84
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Energy level
Principal Level label Energy level Aymar et a/
quantum Thesis Expt. Expt.*
number n ern" cm'
64 6s64d102 42005.78 42005.81
65 6s65d102 42006.71 42006.72
66 6s66d102 42007.61 42007.63
57 6s67d102 42008.43 42008.48
68 6s68d102 42009.26 42009.29
69 6s69d102 42010.01 42010.02
70 6s70d102 . 42010.60 42010.68
71 6s71d102 42011.42 42011.47
72 6s72d102 42012.06 42012.16
73 6s73d102 42012.61 42012.73
74 6s74d102 42013.25 42013.32
75 6s75d102 42013.86 42013.86
76 6s76d102 42014.39 42014.61
77 6s77d102 42014.97 42015.13
78 6S78d102 42015.42 42015.7
79 6s79d102 42015.93 42016.21
80 6s80d102 42016.36 42016.67
81 6s81d102 42016.85 42017.12
* Aymar M., Camus P., Dieulin M. and Morillon C
Phys. Rev. A 18, 2173 (1978)
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Table 3.12
**THESIS Extension of the two-photon excitations
to the Ba I 6s2 ISo ~ 6snd ID2 Rydberg series
Principal Level label Energy level
quantum Thesis Expt.
number n cm"
82 ** 6s82d 102 42017.26
83 - 6s83d 102 42017.77
84 - 6s84d 102 42018.16
85 ** 6s85d 102 42018.65
86 ** 6s86d 102 42018.93
87 ** 6s87d 102 42019.40
88 ** 6s88d 102 42019.78
As in strontium, the fluorescence emission ofBa I in the atomic jet setup presented in
figure 3.27 clearly indicates the sequential excitation from 6s6p Ipl and 6s6p 3pJ
levels.
The (n*) -3 dependence of the energy interval En+1- En for the successive members of
the J = 0 and J = 2 Rydberg series ofBa I is observed in figure 3.28. In figure 3.29
quantum defects are plotted for these members.
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6s4f3F207 6s5d 3D}
6s4f3F307 6s5d 13~
6s8s 3S1 ~ 6s6p 3p 1
Fig. 3.27 Observed fluorescence emission of Ba I in the atomic jet setup
clearly indicating the sequential excitation from 6s6p 1P1 and 6s6p 3pJ levels.
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Fig.3.28. Experimental energy difference En+1 - En plotted against the effective
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3.8 Double electron excitations
_d autoionization in alkaline-earth atoms
3.S.1 Double eleetJoonexcitations in albline-
eaI'th atoms
Double Rydberg states involve the excitation of both valence electrons according to
denote an excited state of the parent ion and allowing the running electron all
possible bound excited states until it becomes free one obtains a doubly excited-
Rydberg series converging to widely spaced series limits which are the various
excited states of the parent ion. The doubly excited states can be thought of two
independent single-electron systems with Rydberg series terminating at two different
ionization limits. Doubly excited states (originally discovered by Bohr and Wenzel
in 1923) lie so close in energy that they are sometimes confused with the single-
excitations. Autoionizing Rydberg states with one valence electron in an orbit of
high angular momentum around an excited ion core are very important in the
dielectronic recombination process (Jacobs et al 1976) because of the large
multiplicity of such states. The autoionizing states are also important, as pointed out
by Gallagher et al (1980) for laser action without population inversion using
autoionizing decay and for the construction oflasers extending to vacuum ultraviolet
region. As a result of autoionization the parent ion may be in an excited state which
decays by fluorescence specific to the autoionization process. First demonstration of
laser action in atomic ion pumped by selective autoionization was reported by Boker
et al (1982) who observed lasing action in the visible using step-wise two-photon
excitation of the autoionizing states via 6snp JpJ intermediate states in neutral
barium.
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Double excitation which refers to the simultaneous excitation of two electrons by a
single photon is forbidden in the independent electron model and by normal dipole
selection rules. Such an excitation can be thought of occurring due to a breakdown
in the characterization (configuration mixing) of either the initial state or the final
state (Connerade 1998). Atomic states in which two electrons with the same value of
the principal quantum number n have highly correlated motion and hence the
structure, coupling and wavefunctions of these states are quite different from those
of the conventional atomic states. Symmetric doubly-excited states with til = 112 and
El = E2 were considered first by Wannier (1953) and such states approaching the
double-ionization threshold are called "Wannier states". These states have several
interesting properties, most importantly; they remain highly correlated as the series
limit is approached and are highly stable because of symmetry. Figure 3.30 shows
the schematic of an alkaline-earth Rydberg state and figure 3.31 shows a schematic
of the Wannier states.
Valence state
e
Rydberg state
Fig. 3.30 Schematic of a Rydberg state in an alkaline-earth atom
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Double-excited Wannier states
Fig, 3.31 Schematic of a Wannier state in an alkaline-earth atom
Madden and Codling (1965) were the earliest to obtain the He high resolution
doubly-excited spectrum. Since their pioneering single-photon absorption
experiment using synchrotron radiation the doubly-excited helium atom became the
paradigm for investigating the correlated motion of two electrons. While He requires
nearly 75 eV for both electrons to be simultaneously excited, the alkaline-earth
atoms require only one-fifth (15 eV) for two-electron excitation.
In recent years the three-body Coulomb problem of two excited electrons moving in
the field of an ion have been investigated with both valence electrons in core
penetrating orbits (Camus et al 1989, Jones and Gallagher 1990) and with one
electron in non-core-penetrating orbits (Eichmann et a11990, Camus et a11993). A
true three-body Coulomb systemwith both valence electrons in non-core-penetrating
orbits was experimentally realized by Eichmann et al (1990).
The alkaline-earth atoms differ from a pure three-body Coulomb problem handled in
theory because of the spatial extent of the 2+core which modifies the Coulomb
potential and removes the cl' degeneracy for the valence electron states that
penetrate the core. For high-s states there is no significant penetration of the core due
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to the centrifugal barrier effect and therefore, to observe three-body Coulomb states
in alkaline-earth atoms, both valence electrons have to be excited to high-s states.
Direct double excitation from the ground state of alkaline-earth atoms are possible
using synchrotron radiation and multi-photon excitation using several lasers. In laser
excitation the advantage is that different angular momentum selection can be made
by proper choice of polarization and excitation path in a controlled manner.
Extension of the double excitations can be used to prepare the atoms in which both
the outer electrons can be in spatially extended orbitals (the planetary atoms) which
could behave like giant two-electron atoms and the correlation properties of such
planetary atoms will be very interesting to study. Theoretical interest in double
excitation started with the study of planetary electrons with one of the electrons
excited to a substantially large orbit compared to the other orbit. Percival (1977)
coined the term "planetary atoms" for high-lying doubly excited atoms due to their
similarity with the gravitational three-body system. In planetary atoms the
interaction between electrons is of the same order of magnitude as each electron's
interaction with the nucleus. Figure 3.32 shows the schematic of a planetary atom.
Double-excited planetary states
Fig.3.32 Schematic of a planetary alkaline-earth atom
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3.S.I.1 Double eJecUoonexcitations in strontium
The spectrum of Sr between the 5sI12 threshold and the 5p series limit is dominated
by several doubly excited states. Only a few members of the doubly excited states in
Sr are located below the 5s112 threshold. These are the 5p2 3PO,I,2 and 4d2 3PO,I,2.The
doubly excited states in strontium observed in the present study by direct two-
photon excitation are compared with Rubbmark and Borgstrom (1978) below.
Rubbmark and Borgstrom (1978)
5p13po 35193.40 cm"
5p13Pt 35400.114 cm"
5p23p2 35674.642 (Moore's Table)
4d13po 44 44525.82 cm"
4d2lpt 44595.93 cm" (Moore's Table)
4d23pZ 44729.61 cm-I
Thesis Expt.
44526.07 cm"
44729.42 cm"
Besides the direct two-photon excitations to the doubly-excited 4d2 3p} configuration
listed above, single-photon resonances to the 4d2 3pJ configuration in the one-photon
wavelength range 434 nm - 438 nm were also observed due to sequential excitation
from the intermediate level 5s5p Ipl. These are (Philip and Makdisi 2006) compared
with previous observations by Esherick (1977) and Baig et al (1999). (Avacuwn are
given)
Transition Thesis Expt. Esherick (1977) Baig et al (1999)
5s5p IpI~ 4~ 3pZ@ 434.195 nm
5s5p IpI~ 4<flPt @ 436.730 nm.
5s5p IpI~ 4~3po @ 438.072 nm,
434.20nm
436.74nm
438.07 nm
434.19nm
436.74 nm
438.07 nm
Another doubly excited state in strontium, the broad intruder, tentatively labeled as
4d21G4, at 27 < n < 28 in Sr I, 5snd ID2Rydberg series has two 4d electrons which
are highly localized and hence survives the buffer gas collisions while the Rydberg •
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states are fast quenched (Philip and Connerade 2007). This doubly-excited state is
also due to single-photon excitation at the vacuum wavelength indicated.
5s5p Ipl~ 4d 2 IG ..@ 437.065 nm (Thesis); 437.05 nm (Baig et a11999)
3.8.2 AutolonizatioD Inalk.Une-earth atoms
Above the series limit is a continuum with possible discrete energy states
characterized by the same quantum numbers L, S, J and parity as the bound states
below the series limit. An electron excited to a discrete state in the continuum above
the first ionization threshold is in a condition of autoionization (White 193 1,
Shenstone 1931). Alkaline-earth atoms are experimentally the most convenient two-
electron systems to study the bound and autoionizing states. If the two outer
electrons of the alkaline-earth atom are excited, the energy levels, in most cases, lie
above the ionization limit for single-electron and therefore will be autoionizing.
In highly excited atoms some of the bound states may have the same energy as the
continuum states with the same parity and angular momentum making the eigen
function of the bound state to have some characters of the continuum. In such case
there exists a finite probability for such a state to make a radiationless transition
from the bound state to the continuum resulting in ionization (ion and free electron).
This process is called "autoionization". Since the autoionization decay can occur via
several channels, the absorption line will be a broad resonance with an asymmetric
profile (Fano 1961).
Autoionization is one of the most fundamental electron-electron correlation effects
observed in many-electron atoms in highly-excited configurations above the first
ionization threshold via one of the two possible mechanisms: double excitation and
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inner-shell excitation. It involves the coupling between the discrete state of one
channel and the continuum of another which is excluded in the independent particle
model. Experimental observation of several of double excitations giving strong
autoionizing resonances in alkaline-earth atoms gives tangible evidence for the
breakdown of the independent particle approximation for many-electron atoms
which allows only single-electron excitations (Connerade 1998).
Autoionization was discovered by Buetler (1934) and the theory of autoionization
was established by Fano (1961) and hence the name "Buetler-Fano resonance". The
first measurement of the autoionizing spectrum of strontium in the range between
the first ionization threshold at 45932.19 cm" and at the 4dJ/2 series limit at
60488.09 cm" in strontium was reported by Garton and Codling (1968) which was
followed by Garton et al ( 1968) , Hudson et al ( 1969).
The profile of the autoionization resonance is given by Fano's formula (Fano 1961):
(3.22)
Where q is the profile index of the resonance, a dimensionless quantity to describe
the asymmetry of the line and e is given by:
(3.23)
(","Vo) is the detuning and r is the halfwidth, D is the dipole operator.
If q = 0, we get an inverted profile and a symmetrical anti-resonance (also known as
window resonance). On the other extreme case, when q~ ex: we have a pure,
symmetric resonance with a Lorentzian shape.
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The physical significance of the asymmetric profile for autoionization is well
discussed by Connerade (1998). Consider there are two different paths for an
autoionization, for example one is the direct transition from an initial state to the
autoionization state and the other involves the transition from the initial state to the
autoionization state via an intermediate compound state. If the two paths are
coupled, then there can be interference between the two paths resulting in to
constructive interference on one side and destructive interference on the other
thereby producing the asymmetry for the autoionization resonance. Figure 3.33
shows the family of curves generated using the Fano lineshape formula for different
values of the shape index q (1< q < 7).
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Fig.3.33 Fano line shape function plotted
for different values of the shape index q
The simple Fano formula given in equation (3.22) applies well to a single, isolated
resonance with a nearly flat continuum and is coupled to a single continuum
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(Connerade (1998). Also, the autoionization width decreases as (n*r3 as indicated in
figure 3.34 and has a decay time much shorter than radiative lifetimes.
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Fig. 3.34 Typical graph showing the (nr3 scaling law for Sr 5p112ns112
autoionizing width (Expt. values for r from Xu et a/1986)
Originally the autoionizing levels in alkaline-earth atoms were accessed by classical
single-photon absorption in the vacuum ultraviolet region from the ground state ms2
ISO and, therefore, only J = 1 states were populated, resulting in the well-known
Beutler-Fano resonances. The first important measurement in strontium in the
spectral range between the first ionization threshold and the 4d eD3/2, S/2) series limit
was by Garton and Codling (1968) using classical absorption spectroscopy and
photographic recording. They presented the J = 10 odd-parity spectrum and the
doubly excited states converging to the 4d 2D3/2(60488.09 cm") and 4d 2D5/2
(60768.43 cm") limits besides the Rydberg series converging to the first threshold
(45932.19 ern"). Garton et al (1968) presented an analysis of the autoionizing
resonances using Fano's (1961) formula for line shape for the SS2 ISo -+ 4dnp,nf
resonances. This was followed by Hudson (1969) who presented the absorption
cross section in the autoionizing region.
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Extensive experimental studies of autoionizing Rydberg series of alkaline-earth
atoms have been reported ever since the first study by Garton and Codling (1969).
Ewart and Purdie (1976) used laser two-photon spectroscopy to study the even-
parity Rydberg and autoionizing levels in strontium and reported term values for
5sm ISo and 5snd I~ series besides configuration mixing in 1n2 series and
identification of an autoionizing term just above the 5S1l2threshold which they had
identified as 4dz I~ . From J value assignment using circularly polarized light and
from quantum defect estimates the strong broad resonance in the two-photon
spectrum at 431.1 nm wavelength was identified as 4d2 Inz. Connerade et at (1980)
employed synchrotron radiation and photography to study the J = 1 Rydberg series
converging to the 4d eD312,sl2) and 5p ePII2,3I2) ionic levels. By the availability of
efficient tunable lasers multi-photon techniques allowed selective excitation of well-
defined autoionizing states with a variety of J levels to be accessible from the
ground state.
For example, multi-step multi-photon excitation by using 3 lasers is a convenient
scheme to study the autoionizing spectrum of the alkaline-earth such as Sr I. Starting
from the ground state two lasers are used for excitation 5s2 -+ 5s5p -+ 5snd and
then a third laser to the final 5Pl12 and 5P312autoionizing states. The transitions can
take place with a probability for Rydberg orbital nd with an s electron in the core or
a different Rydberg orbital n'd with one p electron in the core such that n =t:- n'. Due
to the interference of the two transitions the well-known Beutler-Fano asymmetric
profile (Fano 1961) will be observed.
Double excitations in strontium have attracted several experimental and theoretical
investigations. Some of the earlier experimental studies reported include Armstrong
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et al (1977), Aymar and Robaux (1979), Cooke and Bhatti (1982), Feldman and
Welge (1982), Feldmann et al (1982), Kim and Lambropoulos(1982), Gounand et al
(1983), Chin and Lambropoulos (1984), Xu et al 1986, Zhu et al 1987,
Lambropoulos et al (1988) Camus et al ( 1989), Lange et al (1989), Jones et al
(1990), Kompitsas et al ( 1990). Theoretical description of the doubly excited states
in alkaline-earth atoms was given by combining multichannel quantum defect theory
with R-matrix methods (Green 1985, Aymar 1987, Aymar et a/1987, Aymar and
Lecomte 1989, Kompitsas et al 1990). In strontium between the 5S112 threshold and
the 4d312 limit are the 5p2 and 5p6p doubly excited configurations. These are labeled
as:
5p2 1Hz, 5p218o; 5p6p 3PJ. 5p6p IP1,5p6p IDz, 5p6p 3s. and 5p6p 3DJ.
Kompitsas et a/ (1991) used two-step excitation via the intermediate 4d5p IpI level
for the excitation of even-parity, J = 0,1,2 autoionizing spectra of strontium below
the 4d3/2 limit. They observed the 4dnd series to be strongly influenced by 5p2 ISo
and 5p6p 3pO levels. They identified a broad resonance at 54451 ern" which was
interpreted as 5p2 ISo level. Initially 5p2 ISO was labeled for the level at 37160.28cm-1
in Moore's table and later theoretical calculations (Aymar et a/1987) corrected this
level as one with a 4d2 character and predicted the 5p2 ISO level to lie above the first
ionization threshold. Griesmann et al (1994) found excellent agreement with the R-
matrix calculations by Green and Aymar (1991) for the autoionizing series in
strontium. Farooqi et al (1992) also studied the photoionization of strontium around
the 5PIl2series limit.
Conventional uv spectroscopy (Connerade et al 1980) is not very convenient for
autoionizing states because of the discrete-discrete and discrete-continuum
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interactions. An important method widely used for preparation of the autoionizing
state is the inner core excitation (ICE) technique first employed by Cooke et al
(1978) by which several states which cannot be accessed from the ground state due
to selection rule restrictions can be accessed. ICE technique (Cooke and Gallagher
1978) offers a selective excitation of well-defined and clean autoionizing spectra
with minimum interference from the continuum state. The angular momentum of the
autoionizing state is set by the number of photons absorbed and the polarization of
the laser beams. ICE involves multi-step excitation with single-electron transitions
in each step and the spectral profile obtained will be symmetric with nearly
Lorentzian resonances (without Rydberg electron shakeup and Beutler-Fano
resonance profile) corresponding to core excitation. The autoionization width will be
proportional to the autoionization rate. For example the excitation of the
autoionizing states 5pnt in strontium and 6plll in barium are produced in a two-step
laser excitation process starting from the respective bound states 5snt and 6snt
states. In the first step one of the valence electrons is excited to a Rydberg state (nl).
In the second step, the remaining core electron in the 5s state in strontium or 6s state
in barium is excited to the SPl/2or 6p1l2state respectively with the Rydberg electron
(Ill) remaining as a spectator (as illustrated in figure 3.35). The spectrum reveals the
fine details of the autoionizing states and the interaction between the 5p (or 6p) and
nl electrons in strontium (or barium) and the auotionization rate of the Spll211l (or
6p1l2nl) state scales as (n*r3, where n* is the effective principal quantum number.
The ICE scheme is highly efficient and the transition from 5snl to 5pIl2nt with the
outer Rydberg electron as spectator is like the resonance transition of the s-' ion.
Further, by applying a DC electric field, the many states with different 'f can be
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switched on and adiabatically switched off to get the zero-field state (Stark
switching technique (Freeman and Kleppner 1976).
2-photon excitation
I-photon excitation
#,.•I(0
'.,,,
,,
(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 3.35 5P11220dexcitation in Sr I using ICE technique
Dai et al (1995) and Dai (1995) used the ICE technique in conjunction with ion
detection to measure the even-parity 5snllevels of Sr I. It was shown that this new
technique is highly efficient for the detection of Rydberg atoms by driving them to
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autoionizing states and detecting the ions from autoionization decay. A similar
method was also used by Lu et al (1999) for the study of the even-parity J = 0
spectrum of barium. Xu et al (1986) made a detailed experimental study ofthe.l == 1,
5PJl2nSJl2and 5P312nSJl2autoionizing series of Sr I using ICE technique and compared
the results with theoretical calculations using MQOT. Their scheme consisted of
transverse excitation of an atomic beam sequentially in time using three linearly
polarized lasers as follows:
1st Laser 5s2 's, ~ 5s5p IPt (Resonance line);
2ndLaser 5s5p tpt~5sns 's, (Rydberg state with outer electron far
away from the Sr + (5S1/2 core);
3rd laser is used to excite the autoionizing transition 5s~5pJ of the Sr t core
The ICE technique has also been employed recently by Jones et al (2000) for the
measurement of 6pn'k' autoionizing states from 6snk Stark states in barium. Cooke
et al (1978) and Xu et al (1987) reported experimental quantum defects for 5plld
autoionizing states of strontium higher than those of Sr I Ssnd 102 Rydberg series
where as Dai and Lu (1996) obtained quantum defect values for the autoionizing
states smaller than those of the bound Ssnd 102 states consistent with the theoretical
prediction by Aymar and Lecomte (1989). Waigorski et al (1997) used a modified
ICE technique for overcoming the difficulties with the laser line bandwidth in
measuring the autoionizing resonance width. Recently the even-parity .J = 0,1,2,
5pnp autoionizing spectra of strontium was investigated experimentally using two-
step ICE technique by Cohen et al (2001).
A possible scheme for strontium 5P3/2ns autoionization using two-photon excitation
and ICE technique using two lasers is shown in figure 3.36. Alternatively, the
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autoionization path through ICE can be achieved by first populating the atoms in the
5s5p JpJ state using electron impact excitation as achieved in the heat-pipe setup
employed in this thesis study. This is followed by excitation to the 5sns Rydberg
state by single-photon excitation using the first laser and finally to the 5p.ll2 liS
autoionizing state by the second laser.
5J)3{lOS
STillE I I II 5P3nns Limit
5p3{lnS
Excited
12 states of Sr+11
10
Q)=Q)
= Sr+0._
E._
0
~ 5snstll
Rydberg2 photon statesexcitation
o
Fig. 3.36 Schematic of 5P3/2ns autoionization in strontium
using ICE technique combined with two-photon excitation
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3.8.3 Barium doubly~xcited .utoionizing
series
For the past several decades extensive investigations have been reported for the
autoionizing series of barium. Garton and Codling (1957) studied the absorption
spectrum of barium using a vacuum spectrograph and identified several doubly
excited states. Garton and Tomkins (1969) photographed six 5dnt autoionizing lines
converging to the 5d 203/2 and 5d 205/2 limits. Several important observations
reported in recent years include investigations by Gounand et at (1991) using multi-
step laser excitation, single-photon excitation of the J= 1°, 5dnt autoionizing series
by Abutaleb et at (1991), measurement of photoabsorption cross section of the5dl11
autoionizing series by Griesmann et al (1992). Aymar (1990), Green and Aymar
(1991), Aymar et at (1996) presented theoretical calculations for the
photoabsorption cross sections using MQOT combined with R-matrix method. The
even-parity 6pnp [6p1l2,3/2,np);=O,I,2 series of barium have been well-investigated
(Carre et at 1990). Wilke and Kock (1993) measured the absolute photoabsorption
cross-section from the barium 6s6p IpI state for the wavelength range 417 nm-370
nm using tunable laser and thermionic diode detection. Recently Maeda et at (2000)
measured the photoionization cross-section of barium in the wavelength range 209
nm - 221 nm covering the autoionizing region between 6s 2S112and 5d 2D~/2.
The level at 38663 ern" in barium was initially identified as 6p2 ISO in Moore's
Table (1958). MQDT calculations by Aymar et at (1978) reassigned this level as
6s10s ISO which is mixed with the 5d6d ISO level at 38924 cm" and predicted that
6p2 'So should lie above the first ionization threshold at 42035 cm". Detailed
experiments by Camus et at (1982) using two-step laser excitation and optogalvanic
detection for the even-parity autoionizing spectrum of barium identified the 6p2 ISo
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at 44800 cm" as the lowest member of the 6pnp ISo Rydberg series converging on
the 6p 2P3/2 threshold (Aymar et a/1982) and confirmed the prediction by Aymar et
al (1978). Bente and Hogervorst (1989) used laser spectroscopy and MQDT analysis
to obtain energies and linewidths of the 5dnf autoionizing Rydberg series of barium
converging to the 5d3/2,SI2 ionization limits. Lange et al (1991) used MQDT
combined with R-matrix calculations to compare their experimental results for the .I
= 1, 6pns autoionizing Rydberg series of barium.
Experimental studies of 6pns (Kachru et a/1985), 6pnp (Story et a/1989, de GraatT
et al 1990), 6pnd (Bhatti et al 1981, Gounand et al 1983), 6pnf (Abutaleb et al
1991), 6png (Jaffe et aI1985), 6pnh (Bente and Hogervorst 1990) and very high
angular momentum 6pnt (t = n-l) circular states for up to n = 13 (Jones and
Gallagher (1988) have been also reported in the literature for barium . For high
angular momentum states the centrifugal barrier pushes the Rydberg electron farther
from the core electron thereby reducing their interaction.
Similar to the auotionization scheme mentioned previously for strontium, a possible
two-photon, two laser excitation path for obtaining the spectra corresponding to
barium 5dsI2np and 6P312autoionization is shown in figure 3.37. In this scheme the
6snp IPI state can be populated by single-photon and the final ICE excitation can be,
possibly achieved by suitable two-photon excitation. For the autoionizing states also,
the quantum defect Ii can be calculated using the usual Rydberg formula: E; =-.. I
RM / (n-pi, where I is the ionization limit. Thus for example, for strontium the
ionization limits (as available in literature) are, Sr+ Ip1l2= 69647.38 cm" and s-:
Ip3/2 = 70448.84 cm'l.Similarly for barium, the ionization limits are: Ba+ Ipl/2 =
62296.470 ern" and 8a+lp3/2= 63987.314 cm".
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Fig. 3.37 Schematic of 5d5tZ,6p3l2ns autoionization in barium
3.8.4 Dielectronic recombination
Dielectronic recombination (DR) is the time-reversed autoionization process
(Bugess 1964) of a positive ion an~ a free electron for the formation of a doubly
excited state followed by the emission of a photon. For example, a dielectronic
recombination process in strontium can be written as:
Sr+(5s)+e- ~ Sr (5pnl ) ~ Sr (5sni) +hv.
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After the radiationless capture, the electron in Sr 5pnt may either decay back to Sr+
B5scontinuum or in to Sr +84d continuum or remain in the fit orbital allowing the
core to relax via Sr'(Sp) ~ Sr+(5s) with the captured electron remaining as the
spectator. Similarly, in barium 6pnl autoionizing states are important for dielecronic
recombination.
Both autoionization and the dielectronic recombination rates (y) follow the scaling
laws for the respective rates as follows:
fs(n/) = rs(l)n-3
fAnI) = rA/)n-3 ,
(3.24)
(3.25)
Where, Fis the respective autoionizing or DR width.
3.S.~ Importan~ or doubly~xcitedstates
Atomic Coulomb systems consisting of two highly excited electrons and one
rp~1llVc)ion core can be considered as two distinct cl~s&~~pf st~tfi}s:
(i) Wannier states with the two electrons move at nearly equal distances
from the ion (rl = r2) and,
(ii) Planetary states in which the two orbital radii are different (r1:t- r2).
The planetary states are the states with asymmetric double excitations with one
electron in highly excited state while the other electron remains in a relatively low
state. With asymmetric double excitations the planetary atoms behave like giant
two-electron atoms with highly correlated motion which makes them very
interesting (Roussel et al 1990, Eichmann et al 1992, Seng et al 1995). The three-
body Coulomb systems have so far been experimentally limited to low-lying states.
Theoretical modeling using the K-matrix formulation based on multi-channel
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scattering of the outer electron from an ionic core, besides the inner electron
excitation, has also been reported (Kim and Green 1987, Aymar 1987, Aymar and
Lecomte 1989).Multi-photon laser excitation of alkaline-earth atoms (strontium and
barium) can be used to excite both outer electrons to very high angular momentum
states, (t ~ 3 for strontium and t ~ 4 for barium) with minimum core penetration to
observe the correlated motion of the two electrons and the three-body Coulomb
states.
The first reported effort to find the evidence of the planetary states was due to
Gallagher et al (1981) who studied the excitation spectra of the 7snd states in barium
and concluded that the highly excited Rydberg nd electron partially shields the inner
7s electron from the nucleus. Evidence of electronic correlation in high-lying doubly
excited states have been observed in barium by Camus et al (1989), Eichmann et al
(1990) and Jones and Gallagher (1990). The correlation effects can be observed as a
polarization and Stark-like splitting of the inner electronic states by the electric field
of the outer electron which is assumed to be frozen. Eichmann et al (1990), using
six-laser excitation, reported the observation of planetary atomic states (nt Nd) in
barium with both valence electrons excited to states with large principal quantum
number (n ~ 30, N ~ 60 and t ~ 4) which are equivalent to a true three-body
Coulomb system. They observed strong positional correlation effects which were
explained in terms of the repulsion between the "frozen" outer electron and the
highly polarizable inner electron. Also, using multi-photon laser excitation
complimented by electric field, Eichmann et al (1990) produced high angular
momentum states in strontium with negligible Sr ++ core penetration and penetration
between the outer electron wave functions, thereby experimentally realizing true
excitation of the so-called ''planetary states" in strontium.
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van Leeuwen et al (1996) observed electron correlation effects in a special class of a
three-body Coulomb system in barium with double Rydberg states of the type Ng lIg
[N = 5-9, 11 » N, where N (11) is the principal quantum number of the inner (outer)
valence electron]. Unlike in planetary atoms for which the orbital angular
momentum of the outer electron is much larger than that of the inner electron, van
Leeuwen et al (1996) excited both valence electrons in non-core-penetrating orbits
with the same angular momentum so that the electrons move in orbits having
approximately the same classical turning points. The multi-step pulsed laser
experiment using the isolated-core-excitation scheme involved the systematic
variation of the principal quantum number of one of the valence electrons while
keeping the other constant. Recently Cohen et at (2005) reported extensive
investigation of asymmetric double Rydberg (ADR) states of barium using two-
photon 6s ~ 8s ICE technique from the initial bound 6snl (I = 5) Rydberg states.
3.9 Autoiooizing resonances observed in strontium
and bllrium by two-photon excitation
The autoionizing resonance will have a shape given by the simple Fano formula
(Eqn. 3.22) when the autoionizing state is just above the first ionization threshold
and is coupled to only one continuum- the "first autoionization range" as observed in
strontium shown in figure.3.38 (a). In figure 3.38 (b) the same two-photon spectrum
taken with a different composition of the buffer gas is shown. It can be seen that the
continuum just above the first ionization threshold and the relative intensity of the
single-photon resonances are increased by a change of the buffer gas composition.
In Fig. 3.39 the autoionizing resonance (labeled as 5d8p Ipl) observed in the two-
photon spectrum of barium is shown. The doubly-excited state labeled as 5d5f Ipi is
also observed in this spectrum. (Fig. 3.25 is repeated here because of its relevance).
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3.10 Time evolution or Rydberg atoms probed by the
Gated Pulsed Field Technique (GPr)
The lifetime is one of the fundamental properties of the excited states ofan atom and
provides information about the wave function of the excited state as well as testing
theory for the calculation of oscillator strengths and polarizabilities. Rydberg states
are characterized by very long radiative decay time (well-known (n*)3 scaling law
for pure, unperturbed states, where n* is the effective principal quantum number)
and large Stark shifts occur due to the large dipole moments. In alkaline-earth atoms
due to series perturbations by configuration mixing between Rydberg series and
doubly excited configurations (mp2, [m-l]d2, where m = 5 and 6 for Sr and Ba
respectively) the radiative lifetimes of Rydberg states are found to depart
significantly from the (n*)3 relation. Since the wave function of a perturbed level
consists of a short-lived component with typical life-time values (-IOns) of valence
states and a long-lived component with life-time value (several us) corresponding to
pure Rydberg states, the Rydberg character of a perturbed state can be probed by
lifetime and Stark shift measurements. Accurate life-time measurements of excited
states are also important for reliable level designations and to refine the analysis of
atomic structure. Since MQDT calculations of the lifetime are for free atoms only,
and do not give values measured in the presence of buffer gas collisions, external
fields and black body radiation, experimental data must be appropriately corrected
or extrapolated to zero pressure for comparison with theory. Recently the
determination of the radiative lifetimes of the 5s5p 3pJ (J = 1,2) metastable levels of
strontium have attracted great interest for frequency standards and atomic clocks
(Courtitlot et a/2005) and for atom cooling and trapping (Derevianko 2001) etc.
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A comprehensive review of various experimental techniques for measurement of
lifetimes of atomic excited states is given by Imhof and Read (1977). The 'Time-
delayed Field ionization Detection' technique (Aymar et al 1981) and the time
resolved 'Laser Induced Fluorescence' (LIF) technique (Aymar et a11982, Bowers
et al 1996) are well-recognized as reliable methods of determination of the radiative
lifetimes. The delayed coincidence method was used by Jonsson et al (1984) to
determine the radiative lifetime of the 4p2 configuration in calcium. Radiative
lifetimes have also been determined from time- and wavelength-resolved
fluorescence emission measurements (Smedley and Marran 1993). Fluorescence
decay lifetime measurements are reliable for atomic beams where collisions are kept
very low.
Using two-step laser excitation and time-resolved field ionization technique Aymar
et aJ (1981) measured the lifetimes of barium 6snd 102 (n = 17 - 35) and 6snd 302 (n
= 17-28) in the vicinity of the perturbing 5d7d 102level. They observed a shortening
of the lifetime due to configuration mixing between the long-lived Rydberg states
and the short-lived perturber. Gallagher et al (1981) also reported lifetime
measurements of barium 6snd 1,302Rydberg series in the vicinity of 5d7d 102
perturber state. Aymar et al (1982) also employed the Pulse Modulated Laser
Spectroscopy (PUMLOS) technique for barium 6sns ISORydberg series and
observed a strong decrease in the lifetime values due to the presence of the short-
lived doubly excited state 5d7d 3po. Grafstrom et al (1983) measured the radiative
lifetimes of strontium 5snd 1,302Rydberg series, by stepwise excitation using the 5s2
ISo ~ 5s5p IPl intermediate stage, and repo~ed a decrease in lifetimes for the 102
series around n = 15, where singlet-triplet mixing takes place. Deviations from the
predicted LO(n) - (n*)3 relation for the radiative lifetime are also expected in field
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ionization detection schemes, due to contributions to the ionization signals by fields
E - Ecr , where Ecr= 1116(n*)4 is the critical field in atomic units.
This thesis presents a novel experimental technique, the gated pulsed field detection
technique (GPT for short), employed for the first time in a heat-pipe setup, with
considerable advantages of simplicity, to examine the time decay of the Rydberg
atom population. In this method, unlike in the high voltage pulsed field scheme used
to determine lifetime of the cold Rydberg atoms in magneto-optical traps
(Nascimento et aI2006), very low field (1.5- volt cm-I_4 volt cm") is sufficient for
the time-resolved state selective detection of Rydberg atoms. After excitation by the
laser, Rydberg atoms are detected by a low voltage pulse with a variable delay in a
thermionic diode detector. As the classical Kepler period, 'tk( n) -1. 5 xl 0-16 n3, is
much shorter than (for example, for n = 40, 'tk(n) -lOps) the duration of the applied
pulsed electric field (O.5ms), the atoms behave as in a DC field.
The lifetime Telf of an excited state is related to the sum of the partial lifetimes 'li of
the various allowed processes given by,
(3.26)
Considering different processes of decay, the effective decay rate of a Rydberg state
can be expressed as,
(3.27)
I'radiative is the pure Rydberg level decay rate with (n*i dependence and rperturber IS
the decay rate induced by the interloper which perturbs the series. For levels far
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away from a perturber the Rydberg level has a decay rate (which is the reciprocal of
the lifetime)
_ ay radiatiw br effective - ( n.)3 + Ycollision (3.28)
The constants 'a' and 'b' can be obtained from fitting experimental data taken with
several collision parameters.
Khan et al (1994) reported a considerable increase in Teffdue to collisions. For a pure
Rydberg state, the radiative lifetime T~n) of a level with principal quantum number n
and effective principal quantum number note obeys the scaling law :
1 • k
'O(n) = -(n )
Yn
(3.29)
The exponent k ~ 3, and 'Yn is the atomic transition rate corresponding to the excited
state.
In GPT involving the time-resolved detection of the ionization signal following laser
excitation, the instantaneous population of a particular state after a time delay t
measured from the instant of the excitation pulse (assumed to be very short in
comparison) can be written as:
N(I) = N(O)exP[ - T~ ] (3.30)
Where, N(O) is the initial population (I = 0) and Teffis the effective lifetime.
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Since the ionization signal is proportional to the population of the state considered,
the ionization signal I(t) as a function of time follows the decay curve for the
Rydberg state n yielding the lifetime Tejf("j from the relation,
I(t) = 10 exp[ __ t_]
T~(,,)
(3.31)
The experimental setup for the present study involves resonant two-photon
transverse excitation of an atomic jet (philip 2007) in a heat-pipe setup using a
tunable dye laser with a scheme discussed in the study for strontium (Philip and
Connerade 2007). A nearly collimated rectangular (0.2 mm x 12 mm) atomic jet
exiting vertically upward from a disposable cartridge filled with 99.99% pure
strontium (Goodfellow metals LS 13622) located inside the hot zone of a stainless
steel heat-pipe (31 cm long, 38 mm internal diameter) sealed with quartz optical
windows was intercepted orthogonally by the narrow bandwidth (0.18 ern") tunable
dye laser (Lambda Physik LPD 3002CES) pumped by the XeCl excimer laser
(Lambda Physik LPX 210i). The central hot zone of the heat-pipe was maintained at
a suitable temperature (range 750 QC- 950 QC).The 436 nm - 444 nm section of the
tuning range of the coumarine-120 dye (LC- 4400) at 2.6 ~ energy / pulse and at
13Hz pump laser rep rate with linear polarization (rr-geometry for exciting only [m]
= 0 states) was used to excite the J = 0 and J = 2, 5sns ISOand 5snd 1,3D2Rydberg
members of neutral strontium from the ground state 5S21So.
The schematic of the experimental geometry for the gated pulsed field detection is
shown in Fig. 3.40(a) and the timing sequence is shown in Fig. 3.40(b). A pulsed
electric field with a variable delay was applied to the thermionic diode using a pulse
and delay generator (SRS DG 535) which also served as the basic timing trigger
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pulse generator. The exciting laser pulse was monitored using a fast photodiode
which was used to externally trigger SRS DG 535. Time resolved state selective
ionization signals following excitations by the laser beam were obtained by setting a
variable delay (0-12 us) with a pulse duration of 500 J.lS and a pulse height of 1.5 - 3
volts (to avoid saturation) in DG 535. The rise time of the field pulse is 100 ns
which is much shorter than the effective lifetime of the Rydberg state investigated.
The signals are processed by a gated (with gate width set at 2 ns) boxcar
averager/integrator assembly (Stanford Research Systems SR 250) and a personal
computer.
Laser
->-:> E: K
Field + Laser
Fig. 3.40(a) Schematic of the experimental geometry for transverse
excitation of an atomic jet
In GPT, lifetime measurement is not affected by black body radiation and radiation
trapping effects which can occur in optical detection. Besides the lifetime
measurement, GPT can also provide a relatively simple alternate method to
determine the quenching field (Karapanagioti et al 1999) for high-lying Rydberg
states.
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The validity of the GPT was established by recording as in figure 3.41(a) a two-
photon spectra of the even-parity 5sns ISOand 5snd 1,3D2 states of Sr I for the range
14 < n < 28 with 2.5 V pulse height, 0.5 ms pulse width, 100 ns rise time and 0.1
us delay 'tD·
10 ns
To
Laser Pulse
I
Variable delay 500JlS
3 VoltI tnI
I,,
t
I
~~----------------~---~~----------------------_.~ tTG
Boxcar Gate
2 ns width
Fig. 3.40(b) Schematic of the Timing Sequence for GPT
A similar spectrum, but taken with static field (+9 volt applied to the thermionic
diode) detection and with 20 mbar Ar buffer at 2.1 J..lJ energy/pulse is presented in
Fig. 3.41 (b) for comparison. All the features specific of the static field spectrum are
reproduced in the pulsed field spectrum in Fig. 3.41(a).
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The features reproduced by GPT include, for example the singlet-triplet swap-over
around n ~ 16 for the 5snd 1,3 O2 sequence and the interloper appearing adjacent to
5s22d 102, a single-photon excitation to the doubly excited state 4d2 3po from the
resonance level 5s5p IP1. However, interestingly, the singlet-triplet mixing
coefficient around n = 16 in Fig. 3.41(a) is observed to be somewhat different from
that in Fig. 3.41(b). The baseline drift seen in figure 3.41(a) is due to the high
sensitivity of the signal detection used in GPT.
Fig. 3.41 (c) shows the reproduction of the two-photon spectrum of higher members
of the 5snd 102 Rydberg sequence including the emergence of a remarkable
perturbation appearing at 27 < n < 28. It has been observed that this broad interloper
is completely wiped out with a delay 'to ~ 11 IlS while neighboring Rydberg
members survive to much longer time delays.
coo
C NC N... C" ~..... ....N 00 iN N coo
C...
~..,
437 436.9 436.8 436.7 436.6
Laser Wavelength (nm)
Fig.3.41{c) Two-photon spectrum of Sr I 5snd '02 Rydberg series with GPT
showing 4d2 1G4 interloper
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Also reproduced by GPT are the excitations to the parity forbidden states 5s(n+2)
3P2merging with the 5snd 102 members on the blue wing side (Philip and Makdisi
2006) using themionic detection with static field.
In Fig. 42(a) the intensity ratio of the adjacent Rydberg members, I (SsI6s) / ~SsISs) of
the 1So series is plotted as a function of the time delay between the excitation and
detection field pulse. The signal strength is found to increase towards higher n
because of the (n*i dependence on the lifetime. The temporal evolution of the
intensity ratio Ie02) / Ie02) is also seen in Fig. 3.42(a).
1
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• 0.9
~
! 0.85
1;;
Ci
0.8cDJ._
li 0.75
0
li
0::: 0.7
0.65
....................................................... _ ·..· ···· ·.. ··.. ··..·.. ··.. ······1
I
0.6
1(16.1S0) I
1(15s 1So)
1(14d3D2) I
1(14d1Dz)
!
i
I
~----~~------~------~-----~
124 6 8 10
Gate dela
Fig. 3.42 (a) Growth of intensity ratio of adjacent Rydberg
members as a function of gate delay time establishing GPT
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0.12
30 442.85
Fig. 3.42 (b) Time evolution of Sr I, 5s14d 1,302 Rydberg states
probed using GPT
442.55
Figure 3.42(b) shows a spectrum covering the 0.3nm wavelength region (442.55 nm-
442.85 nm), indicating the temporal evolution of the 5s14d ID2 and 5s14d 3D2
members of Sr I taken with a variable gate delay of 3us -IOflS.
In figures 3.43(a) and 3.43 (b), the time decays of the members of the 5sns1So and
5snd ID2 sequence for the n = 15 - 20 are plotted after adding helium to bring the
buffer gas pressure to 40 mbar and by applying a pulsed field of (height +3 V, width
0.5 ms) and 100 ns rise time for the thermionic diode.
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Fig. 3.43 (a) Time decay of Sr 15sns 150 states probed by GPT.
Continuous curves are the exp( -t l'reff) fit to the experimental data
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Fig. 3.43 (b) Time decay of sr 1-5snd 102 states probed by GPT.
Continuous curves are the exp( -t Iteff ) fit to the experimental data
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Gate delay (10"s)
The effective lifetimes of the Rydberg states determined by an exponential fit to the
experimental data are presented in Tables 3.13 - 3.15 and are compared with data in
the literature (Gallgher et al 1981). The effective lifetime values in presence of
buffer gas collisions and external electric field are well above the lifetime values
given by Grafstrom et al (1983) for the J = 2 sequence using the pulse modulated
laser spectroscopy (PUMLOS) technique.
Table 3.13
Experimental effective lifetime T#!ff of the 5sns ISO Rydberg series
of Sr I from GPT
State
Effective lifetime Effective lifetime Radiative lifetime
GPTExpt. .. GPTExpt... Grafstrom et al '"
40mbarHe 40 mbarHe
+6Ombar Ar
'feg (us) Teg (us) To (JlS)
4.97 1.145
4.72 15.08 1.424
5s17slS0
5s18s ISO 6.93
5s19s ISo 6.72
5s20s ISo 6.37
*Grafstrom et al Phys. Rev. A 27, 947 (1983)
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Table 3.14
Experimental effective lifetime Tetf0fthe 5snd ID2 Rydberg series of Sr I
from GPT
Effective lifetime Effective lifetime Radiative lifetime
GPTExpt... GPTExpt... Grafstrom et al *
State 40mbHe 40 mbarHe
+60mbar Ar
Teff (us) Tefl (us) To (JiS)
5s14d 102 4.67 0.408
5s15d102 4.54 7.813 0.340
5s16d 102 4.86 0.365
5s17d1D2 4.58 0.517
5s18d1D2 0.640
5s19dl~ 4.98 0.738
*Grafstrom et al Phys. Rev. A 27, 947 (1983)
Table 3.15
Experimental effective lifetime TejJof the 5snd 3D2 Rydberg series of
Sr Ifrom GPT
Effective lifetime Effective lifetime Radiative lifetime
GPTExpt. GPTExpt. Grafstrom et al *
State 40mbHe 40 mbarHe
+60mbar Ar
'teff (J1s) 'teff (us) 'to (us)
5s14d 3D2 5.56 0.247
5s15d 3D2 4.52 6.76 0.282
5s16d 302 0.286
5s17d3D2 7.02 0.319
*Grafstrom et al Phys. Rev. A 27,947 (1983)
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The effective lifetimes of the high-lying members of the 5snd ID2 series covering the
principal quantum number range n = 27 - 30 are given in Table 3.16.
Table 3.16
Experimental lifetime Teff of the high-lying members of the 5snd 102
Rydberg series of Sr I from GPT
State
Effective lifetime
GPT Expt.
40 mbar He
,"~(J1s)
9.48
10.86
11.42
12.19
14.66
Only limited experimental data are known in the literature for the lifetimes of high
members of Rydberg series of Sr I. Grafstrom et al (1983) give experimental natural
radiative lifetimes in the 5snd ID2( n = 13 - 22), 5snd 3D2(n = 14 - 17) and 5sns 1So,
(n = 15 - 16) series. The data presented herein are, therefore, new extensions to the
existing lifetime data on the even-parity, J = 0,2, ISo, 102 Rydberg series of
strontium. For the 5snd 1,3D2series, the lifetime values around n = 15 - 16 are
decreased noticeably due to strong singlet-triplet mixing. It is observed that the
lifetimes of the ISORydberg members are longer than those of the 102 members
reported by Grafstrom et al (1983) in strontium and by Aymar et al (1982) in
barium. However, it is also noted that the lifetimes of the 302 series are longer than
those of the 102 series in strontium, an observation similar to the one in barium by
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Aymar et ai, but opposite to the observation reported by Grafstrom et al in
strontium.
In Fig. 3.44 the measured lifetime values for the 5sns ISo and 5snd 1,3D2 sequences
are plotted versus effective principal quantum number. The experimental data are
fitted to yield a relation of the form given by equation (3.29) to give an effective
lifetime:
1 • k
ief[(n) = -(n )
ref!
10 .
9
8
•
u
Cl»
"fII 7o 1tn = (35.1ns) x (n*)1.... 7--
5
4
Ssnd 302
1tn = (1.4ns) x (n*)3.157
17
3+-----~-----.-----.------.-----.-----~
11 12 13 14 1615
Effective principal qauntum number n*
Fig. 3.44 Power law fit for experimental data of lifetime of heavily
perturbed 5sns 150and 5snd 3d 3D2 Rydberg series of 5r I.
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The deviation of the exponent k from the expected value 3 for Rydberg members can
be attributed to effects arising from collisions and heavy series perturbations induced
by configuration mixing. The lifetimes of the lower members of the 5sns ISo series
are found to be quite vulnerable to these effects since the experimental value for the
power law exponent is 1.96. However the 5snd 3D2 series is much less affected as
indicated by the power law exponent value of3.157.
In Fig.3.45 the decay curves are plotted for three different Rydberg members after
adding 60 mbar argon to 40 mbar helium buffer in the previous heat-pipe operation.
It is observed that the effective lifetime values for the members of all the three
different Rydberg series are enhanced by increasing the buffer gas pressure with an
addition of 60 mbar argon to make the total buffer gas pressure 100 mbar around
802 °C. Interestingly, the decay curves indicate that the crossing point in time for the
signal intensities can be controlled by changing the buffer gas pressure and
composition, thereby modifying the Rydberg atom decay behaviour.
The GPT technique, offers several advantages over other methods in time-resolved
decay measurements of Rydberg atoms, particularly those accessed by resonant two-
photon excitation in which heavy perturbations, configuration mixing and collisions
can occur. The GPT can be used, with considerable simplicity and remarkable
reliability, in situations where optical methods such as laser induced fluorescence
(LIF) detection techniques, delayed coincidence etc are not suitable, especially in
heat-pipe setups where collisions are always present. Also, in controlled excitation
to states otherwise forbidden by parity and selection rules, using collisions
complemented by external fields, the temporal decay of atoms can be studied with
remarkable ease using the new technique. Furthermore, GPT is a unique, and
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probably also the fastest, experimental method to yield decay data for all members
of a Rydberg series simultaneously.
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Fig. 3.45 Effect of buffer gas collisions on time evolution
of Sr I Rydberg states
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7.5
Conclusion
In this chapter I have attempted to give a broad survey of the historical development
of the multi-photon spectroscopy of Rydberg states of atoms after introducing the
essential theoretical concepts involved in the description of the bound and
autoionizing series in alkaline-earth atoms. Presented are the concepts like the
quantum defect, MQDT, spectroscopic selection rules for one-photon and two-
photon transitions. Also given are discussions about the autoionization process and
the special features of the Beutler-Fano resonance used to theoretically fit the
autoionization profile. Energy level diagrams for both strontium and barium
constructed for all relevant levels below the first ionization thresholds from the
known energy level data are presented. Possible two-photon and other excitation
processes to the bound states are indicated in the level diagram for strontium as a
representative for both alkaline-earth atoms. Energy level and possible excitation
schemes are also provided for autoionization process exploiting the concepts of the
well-established ICE technique for the excitation of autoionizing series in strontium
and barium (typically 5P3/2 ns in strontium and 5ds12 ns, 6P312 ns series in barium).
Extensive results from the two-photon spectroscopy of strontium and barium are
given with representative spectra and the energy level data for all important
transitions observed. The results reported include the following:
For strontium, energy level data for the bound even-parity, J= 0, 2 Rydberg series
are presented (for the wavelength range 460 nm - 428 nm of the single dye used):
(i) for the 5sns Is., series improved energy level values are presented for the
range 12 < n < 46 which gives an original extension of the level values for
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the range 41 < n < 46 reported for the first time in the literature by two-
photon excitation from the ground state;
(ii) for the J = 2, 5snd 3D2 Rydberg series new and original level data are
presented for the range 9 < n < 47 which is also an extension from the
previously published data by me and others;
(iii) for the J = 2, 5snd 1D2 Rydberg series new and original level data are
presented for the range 9 < n < 82 thereby extending the previous
experimental energy level data for this series for the range 74 < n < 82.
Also observed are the excitation to the two-photon forbidden transitions from the
ground state 5s2 ISoto the J = 1,3 odd parity 5snp IpI and 5snf 3F3 states by Stark
field-induced 't' mixing complimented by collisions. These forbidden transitions are
observed as under:
(i) 5s2 ISo----)-5snp 1Pt for the range 32 < n < 46
(ii) 5s2 ISo----)-5snf IF3 for the range 29 < n < 44
The forbidden transitions are observed to be dependent on the strength of the electric
field and the pressure and composition of the buffer gas used in the heat-pipe setup,
thereby, establishing a novel technique, for the first time reported in the literature in
such experiments, for the controlled excitation of two-photon forbidden Rydberg
states with a novel identification criterion distinct from two-photon allowed
transitions.
Another important observation reported in this chapter is the collisional evolution of
a remarkable highly compact doubly-excited broad resonance (tentatively labeled as
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4d2 IG4) which intrudes in to the even-parity spectrum of strontium 5snd 1,3D2
Rydberg series at 27 < n < 28. Also observed are the sequential excitation 5s5p
IP1~ 4d2 3 PJ (J = 0,1,2 doubly-excited configuration) by collision-induced
dissociation of the Sr2 dimers. New original energy level values are presented for
these doubly-excited states in neutral strontium.
For barium also extensive energy level data for the bound even-parity, J = 0, 2
Rydberg series are presented from measurements in two-photon spectra:
(i) for the 6811S ISo series improved energy level values are presented for the
range 13 < II < 68 which extends the level values for the range 62 < II < 68,
thereby reporting for the highest n accessed by two-photon excitation in
such setups;
(ii) for the 6sIId 3Dz Rydberg series original level data are presented for the
range 11 < II < 46 which is also an extension for n ~ 40 for the previously
published data by others in similar experiments;
(iii) for the J = 2, 6slld ID2 Rydberg series new and original level data are
presented for the range 11 < II < 88 thereby extending the previously
published experimental energy level data for this series for the range 82 < II
< 88. This is believed to be the highest level reported in the literature for
barium two-photon spectra.
Two-photon spectra of the autoionizing resonances just above the ionization limit
both in strontium and barium also have been presented. In strontium the autoionizing
resonance (4d2+5p2) 1~ intrudes in to the J = 2, 5snd 1,3 D2 Rydberg series. Due to
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this perturbation intensity variation among the members of the even-parity spectra is
observed. In strontium two-photon spectra a strong configuration mixing and the
breakdown of L-S coupling is observed with the singlet-triplet swap over around 11 =
16. In barium, the 5d7d configuration is a strong perturbation to the even-parity
spectrum. 5d7d 102, next to 6s26d 102 at the two-photon wavelength in air 477.858
nm, produces intensity fluctuations and deviation from the f 00 (nr3 scaling law.
5d7d 3P2 observed at the two-photon wavelength in air at 477.556 nm perturbs the
6snd 302 Rydberg series.
Interesting two-photon spectra recorded without biasing of the thermionic diode
detector with such sensitivity as to preserve all features of the spectra are also
presented for the first time in the literature.
Finally, in this chapter I have presented the results of a novel experimental technique
involving time-resolved pulsed field thermionic diode detection employed for the
first time in a heat-pipe setup to examine the time decay of high-lying Rydberg
states of atoms yielding their effective lifetimes. Results are presented for the
effective lifetime of some members in the highly perturbed region of the J = 0, 2
Rydberg series in strontium. The novelty of the gated pulsed-field technique (GPT)
lies in the finding that this technique is attractive for states with very long lifetimes
in presence of collisions and perturbations, with a unique possibility of simultaneous
measurement for all members of a sequence which is not possible by other
techniques.
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Chapter4
Collisions involving Rydberg Atoms
with Rare Gas Atoms
4.1 Introduction
Experimental studies of collisions involving Rydberg atoms date back to the
investigation of pressure broadening and shift of Rydberg levels by rare gases by
Amaldi and Segre in 1934. The theory of collision between Rydberg atoms and
neutral rare gases was first formulated by Fermi (1934) who considered pressure
shift alone and later developed by several others (Rinsberg 1937, Alekseev and
Sobel'rnan 1966) to include pressure broadening and by Omont (1977) and
Kaulakys (1984) to give dependence of shift and broadening on the principal
quantum number n. Early work in this area was reviewed by Chen and Takeo (1957)
which was followed by several others -Allard and Kielkopf(1982), Sobel'man et al
(1981), Biegman and Lebedev (1995). The theory was further improved and
generalized by Kaulakys (1984), Herman et al (1984) and Herman (1988) to include
the spectral features resulting from modification of interaction potential by taking in
to account the finite range and anisotropy in the interaction potentials. The
collisional perturbation on Rydberg states by neutral perturbing atomic species
reflect as several distinctive observable features including asymmetric broadening
and shift in frequency from the unperturbed values evidencing two nearly-
independent interactions: short-range interaction of the perturber with the nearly free
Rydberg electron and the long-range polarization interaction of the perturber with
the ionic core. The shift and width of the atomic transitions which depend linearly
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on the number density of the perturber atom is referred to as 'pressure shift' and
'pressure broadening'. Measurement of pressure broadening and shift allows an
efficient technique for investigating the interactions of the highly excited atoms with
foreign gases and determination of atomic polarizabilities and low-energy electron-
scattering lengths (cross section) for the Rydberg states. Pressure broadening and
shift measurements are used in precision spectroscopy for the determination of
temperature and number density and can also be used as probes in extreme
conditions like in stellar atmosphere and in ultra cold traps (Bose-Einstein
Condensation). Furthermore, Rydberg atoms are well suited for low-energy electron
scattering experiments and most of the experimental studies in collisional processes
involving Rydberg atoms emerged since the development efficient tunable dye
lasers.
4.2 Theoretieal Considerations
The theory which was first developed for the alkali metal Rydberg atom colliding
with noble gases is satisfactory for systems where inelastic collision cross section is
negligible. However, in alkaline-earth atoms where there are important perturbations
by doubly excited states the variation of the elastic collision cross sections with
principal quantum number n cannot be neglected like in alkali Rydberg atom-noble
gas collisions. This makes the line broadening and line shift in alkaline-earth atoms
much more complex than in alkali-metal atoms and the theoretical formulation
becomes much more challenging for accurate description of various observations,
especially anomalies in shift and broadening at intermediate principal quantum
numbers. Multi-channel quantum defect theory (Seaton 1966, Fano 1970, Lu and
Fano 1970) has been used by Sun et al (1991) to explain the observed irregular line
shift and line broadening of Rydberg-alkaline-earth- rare gas collisions.
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Collisional process involving a Rydberg atom A* and a neutral perturber atom B in
the ground state or low excited state differs from the collision between two ground
state atoms or atoms in lower states. For highly excited atoms, a three-body
interaction has to be considered- outer electron e, ionic core A+ and the perturber
atom B with two independent processes: the scattering of the neutral colliding
particle by the highly excited valence electron (short-range interaction e-B) and the
scattering by the ionic core A'(long-range polarization interaction A+-B). Because of
the large size of the Rydberg atom (as illustrated in Fig.4.1 (a» with the outer
electron and the ionic core far away from each other, these two interactions can be
treated as independent as shown in Fig. 4.1(b-c). The cross section of the Rydberg
atom-neutral atom collision is of the order of geometrical cross section of the
Rydberg atom which scales as n4 for moderate principal quantum numbers. The
theoretical treatment of the three-body problem is simplified on the assumption that
the perturbing atom does not interact simultaneously with both the valence electron
and the ion core for a wide range of the principal quantum numbers because of the
fact that the orbital radius of the Rydberg atom is much larger than the characteristic
interaction lengths of the electron-perturber (Pe-B) and the ion core-perturber (PA1_ B).
The cross section for the Rydberg atom-neutral collision is obtained as a
combination of the electron-perturber and core-perturber scattering processes
(Lebedevand Siegman 1998) with, in many situations, the scattering by the highly
excited electron being the predominant. This led Fermi to the idea of the scattering
by 'quasi-free-electron model' to explain the spectral line shift of Rydberg atoms
due to collisions with rare gas atoms in measurements by Amaldi and Segre.
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(a) Rydberg atom illustrated
,,........ _ ...
(b) Rydberg electron scattering: e--B Interaction
,·····...--
(c)Polarization interaction A+- B
Fig. 4.1 (a-c) Collision between a Rydberg atom and a neutral rare gas
perturber atom treated as two independent interactions:
(b) Scattering of Rydberg electron by the perturber;
(c) Long-range Polarization Interaction
between Rydberg atom core A+and the perturber B
The quasi-free-electron model essentially treats the collision of the Rydberg atom
A* with the neutral perturber as a two-body collision between the nearly free
valence electron and the neutral projectile while the ionic core A I- remains as a
spectator with negligible interaction with the perturber and decides the electron
momentum distribution function for the Rydberg state involved through the
Coulomb interaction.
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Theoretical formulation for pressure shift and broadening within the ambit of the
well-known "impact approximation" (Allard and Kielkopf 1982) can be applied to
give reliable results under the experimental conditions of importance in two-photon
laser spectroscopy of alkaline-earth atoms. Fermi considered the motion of the
Rydberg electron essentially that of a free ultra slow electron through the perturber
gas and the shift of a spectral line due to collision by a perturber as scattering of the
valence electron by the perturber atom. It was Omont (1977) who pointed out that
the broadening was due to polarization of the neutral perturber atom by the ionic
core. A Rydberg atom, due to its very large size, is capable of containing several
perturber atoms in its orbital envelope forming a very large molecular complex
called "Fermi Complex" through the polarization field of the electron-ionic core
system. The contributions to the line shift (&) from these two independent effects
(scattering and polarization effects) are written as (Gounand and Berlande 1983):
.1 = ±(7rU, )1/2 N
se 0
.1po1 = -lOaN4/3
(4.1)
(4.2)
Total shift, (4.3)
Where the suffices 'se' and 'pol' refer to scattering and polarization contributions
respectively and 0'0 is the zero-energy elastic scattering cross section for a free
electron and Cl is the polarizability of the perturber atom, N is the perturber atom
number density.
Assuming the 'Diffusion Length' approximation the scattering cross section,
(4.4)
Where, L is the scattering length of the perturber.
According to the impact theory the width (T IN) and shift (NN) rates of a transition
are given by (Gallagher 1994)
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r=2N(ubv)
Il= 2N(usv)
(4.5)
(4.6)
Where cr band c S are respectively the broadening and shift cross sections, v is the
relative collision velocity and N is the perturber atom number density. The averaging
< > is taken over the relative velocity distribution.
For collisions involving Rydberg atoms, the collisional perturbation of the ground
state is neglected. Three important processes can he considered contributing to the
line broadening:
Elastic collision of the Rydberg electron with the perturber resulting in
phase change in the Rydberg electron wavefunction and;
11 Inelastic collision of the Rydberg electron with the perturber;
1lI Collision of the ion core with the perturber (long-range polarization
interaction between the ionic core and the perturber).
The cross sections for the elastic collisions are given by Kaulakys (1984)
o" = 271J[I- cos l1(p)lodp (4.7)
US = 2nJ[ 1- sin q(p) ladP (4.8)
Where p is the 'impact parameter' and Tlis the phase shift due to the interaction with
potential V(R) between the perturber and the Rydberg atom.
The phase shift is given by the formula,
2f'" V(R)
q(p)=-- [ 2/ 2J1/2v p l-p R
(4.9)
Where, R is the inter-nuclear distance.
The interaction potential V(R) for Rydberg atom neutral perturber contains two
terms: an attractive polarization term and a short-range interaction between the
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Rydberg electron and the perturber. The polarization part of the potential is given
by,
E2V =-~
pol 2 (4.10)
Where a. is the polarizability of the perturber and E is the electric field due to the
Rydberg atom core and the Rydberg electron. The short-range part of the potential
arises from the interaction between the Rydberg electron and the dipole moment of
the perturber induced by the ionic core due to polarization attraction between the
ionic core and the perturber. For collision with heavy perturber the broadening is
small for low principal quantum number n and gradually increases to a maximum
value at intermediate values of n and subsequently decreases to approach constant
value at large values of n where the broadening is determined by contribution from
the polarization interaction between the core and the perturber. At intermediate n the
observed large broadening is mainly due to the contribution from the Rydberg
electron-perturber contribution. For accurate determination of the interaction
potential, adequate experimental data for line broadening are required.
Alekseev and Sobel'man (1966) extended Fermi's formulation and expressed the
shift and broadening of the spectral lines in terms of elastic scattering of a free
electron by the perturber and the broadening and shift cross sections can be
expressed in terms of the phase shift due to the interactions. The shift and
broadening due to collision with neutral rare gas atoms consist of the contributions
from scattering of the Rydberg electron by the rare gas perturber and the polarization
of the rare gas atom due to the ionic core of the Rydberg atom. Alekseev and
Sobelman (1966) have shown that these two contributions are independent and add
up to make the total shift (Ll) and broadening (f) given by the relations:
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Total shift ~ = L\se + L\ pol (4.11)
And, total broadening r = r se +r pol (4.12)
The above theory assumes the following conditions (Heber et a/1988)
1 The collision time is short compared to the time between collisions
leading to the condition that the interaction radius for electron-perturber
atom p, is such that,
(4.13)
Where a., is the Bohr radius and n is the principal quantum number
[ ]
1/3nee
Pe = 4hcv. a (4.14)
2 For the collision between the ionic core and the perturber atom the range
of polarization interaction fJpol should be such that:
(4.15)
[ ]
1/3
1tee
Ppol = a
4hcvelll
(4.16)
Where, {Jpol is called the Weisskopf radius (Allard and Kielkopf 1982)
3 The number density N of the perturber should not exceed so that,
ppoIN «1 (4.17)
Defining the shift rate (K~ = A/N) and broadening rate (Kr = r/N) where r is the line
width (FWHM) these rate constants are expressed in terms of the electron-scattering
length L and the dipole polarizability a of the perturber atom (Heber, et a/ 1988,
Gounand and Berlande 1983).
K!. = 2!tL (4.18)
s: = -6 22(a2v )1/3pol . em (4.19)
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(4.20)
r (2 )1/3
Kpo/ =7.18 a vc.", , (4.21)
Here Vc.m is the relative velocity in the centre of mass system. The scattering length
approximation in which the elastic scattering cross section 0'0 = 47tL 2, independent
of the electron energy, is most valid for collision with He atoms for which the
scattering length is positive. However, for collisions with heavier rare gas atoms Ar,
Kr and Xe which exhibit the Ramsauer- Townsend effect for the energy range O.I
eV-I eV have negative values of the scattering lengths. The above equations predict
a constant value for the shift rate, independent of the principal quantum number 11
and angular momentum (asymptotic behaviour for high-n). Furthermore, for high
values of n the pressure broadening also remains constant, except for the inelastic
scattering effect at intermediate-n values which explains the experimentally
observed irregularities (Kaulakys 1984). For values of the principal quantum
number, n > 30, the above formulation describes the Rydberg atom collisions with
the rare gases with good accuracy as reported by Heber et al (1988). A measurement
of the shift and broadening for a given principal quantum number provides a means
of measurement of scattering length Ln which gives the collision cross section and
the atomic polarizability <Itt for that state.
Thermal collisions between neutral perturber and the Rydberg atoms are possible at
small electron energies. For all practical purposes, the electron energies E = (h/c)2
2J.1
in the range 0.1-1 eV «< Ry) for which the kao< 0.1- 0.3 are important. Here k is
the wave number which depends on the principal quantum number n and the energy
M transferred to the valence electron in the e-B collision process. In pure elastic
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collision (till = 0) the characteristic wave numbers are in the range of the orbital
wave number of the Rydberg electron kn ~ IInao, ao is the Bohr radius. For inelastic
collisions (n-changing, ionization etc. processes) in which large energy M~ is
transferred to the translational motion of the colliding atoms much larger values of k
(such that h k »lInao) than the electron orbital momentum are involved. In such
processes the values ofk, for medium range principal quantum numbers, also satisfy
the condition kro «1 where ro is the effective radius of the short-range interaction of
the electron with the collision partner B (Lebedev and Biegman 1998).
For highly excited ultra-slow electrons the de Broglie wavelength 11k is much larger
compared to the effective radius re of e-B interaction. In this case the electron
scattering is described by the scattering amplitude of the long-range polarization,
dipole or quadrupole interaction and the short-range interaction (r < ro) is described
in terms of the scattering parameters, scattering length L and the effective radius roo
The scattering amplitude and the scattering cross section are given as fc-B = - Land
(je-B = 47tL 2. Due to its simplicity the scattering length approximation was
extensively used for theoretical description on collisions involving Rydberg atoms
with neutral atomic targets. But this theory fails to satisfactorily explain the thermal
collisions, of highly excited atoms with ground state heavy rare gas atoms,
especially the inelastic collisions involving large energy transfer. This theory could
not be applied for collisions with neon atom having very low value of the scattering
length and for collisions involving large atomic polarizabilities like the alkali atoms
and large permanent dipole moments (polar molecules) leading to the observation of
anomalous electron-atom scattering processes by such species which are intensively
studied in recent years (Biegman and Lebedev 1995). The scattering length /J
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obtained by extrapolation of the electron-perturber cross section to zero energy are
found to be in reasonable agreement with experimental results reported by Moley
(1964) for pressure shift of Rydberg levels by noble gases. Table 4.1 shows the
polarizability a and electron scattering length L of the ground state of rare gas
atoms (Lebedev and Biegman 1998).
Table 4. I Polarizability and Scattering length *
He, Ne, Ar and Xe
Atom Polarizability a Electron scattering
(in unit of ao3) length L ( in units of au)
Helium 1.383 1.19
Neon 2.67 0.214
Argon 11.08 -1.7
Xenon 27.29 -6.5
* Lebedev and Biegman and (1998)
For collision involving Rydberg atoms the spectral line broadening and shift are
estimated from impact-parameter p and relative velocity v of the Rydberg atom and
the perturber atom, assuming the straight-line trajectory and binary interaction with
the nearest perturbing atom. Impact approximation (Baranger 1958, Fano 1963) has
been widely used for treating pressure shift and broadening of spectral lines. In the
impact approximation only binary collisions are important and the spectral process
and spectral features are described on the basis of the model of a classical oscillator
with an intensity distribution function 1(0)). In a collision in which the collision
duration is much shorter than the mean time between collisions, the perturbation of
the oscillator can be treated as an induced phase change leading to the Lorentzian
shape for the intensity distribution function given by (Lebedev and Biegman 1998):
(4.22)
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Where r is the full line width (FWHM) which is the width of the above distribution
at half height and is called the impact width. The peak of the distribution is shifted
from the line centre (00 (unperturbed frequency) by an amount A. Lorentzian
distribution is characteristic of the impact broadening and the features of the
interaction decide the values of the impact width r and shift A and do not change the
form of distribution.
The analytical relations (4.18)-(4.21) give the broadening and shift in terms of
important physical quantities like the principal quantum number n, relative velocity
of collision, the electron scattering length L and polarizability a of the perturber etc.
For experimental applications, collisions at thermal energies corresponding to slow
collisions are important. If the principal quantum number is not too small, the total
broadening and shift cross sections can be given in terms of the sum of the scattering
contributions by the perturber on the quasi-free electron and the ionic core (Lebedev
and Biegman 1998). The broadening and shift for the polarization effect (At_B
scattering) are independent of the principal (n) and the orbital (" quantum numbers
and the shift is negative (towards the longer wavelength) with a value nearly equal
to the impact width.
The alkaline-earth atoms with two valence electrons outside the 2+ closed core have
singlet and triplet configurations and doubly excited and autoionizing states. These
lead to configuration mixing and the single-electron excitation spectra of these
atoms exhibit strong perturbation by doubly excited configurations. The variation of
collision cross section with n for the alkaline-earth atoms is not as regular as in
alkali-rare gas collision processes. Adequate experimental data are required for
refinement of the theoretical treatment of the collisions involving the Rydberg states
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of these atoms. Therefore, it is interesting to study the line broadening and line shift
of the Rydberg states of the alkaline-earth atoms in the highly perturbed region in
the intermediate range of the principal quantum numbers using different rare gas
atoms. Broadening and shift rates of neutral strontium and barium Rydberg states
with low and intermediate values of the principal quantum number n where strong
series perturbation occurs have been investigated and the results are presented in this
thesis.
4.3 Experimental Aspects
Experimental studies of the impact broadening and shift of the Sr I 5sns 1So and 5snd
1,3 Dz Rydberg series perturbed by rare gases have been carried out by Weber and
Niemax (1982) and Heber et al (1988) for a wide range of the principal quantum
numbers and reported strong perturbations in the spectra. Collisional shift is
positive for He and Ne and the shift gradually becomes negative for the heavier rare
gases Ar, Kr and Xe for which the Ramsauer effect takes place and the scattering
lengths are negative. (The sign of the pressure shift is decided by the sign of the
scattering length L). The above measurements reported the asymptotic behaviour
for the impact broadening and shift at high principal quantum numbers by the
polarization effect due to the scattering contribution of the perturber by the Rydberg
atom core (A+-B interaction) thereby experimentally confirming the theoretical
predictions by Fermi (1934), Reinsberg (1937) and Alekseevand Sobel'man (1966)
for the asymptotic behaviour (constant values independent ofn and I) of the impact
broadening and shift of the Rydberg series in rare gases.
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For lower values of the principal quantum number Heber et al (1988) found
irregularities on the dependence on the principal quantum number n for the impact
broadening and shift for the SrI 5sns ISo and 5snd 1,3D2 Rydberg series resulting
from inelastic transitions induced by the collision with the rare gas atoms as reported
by Weber and Niemax (1982). Heber et al (1988) also observed a remarkable
difference between the shift rates for the singlet and triplet states. The pressure shift
of the 5s18d 3D2 state is found to be extremely large and for n = 20, the 3D2 states
are found to have less broadening and shift rates compared to the ID2 states,
suggesting that the electron spin also has to be considered in the theory. Sun et al
(1991) explained the irregular broadening behaviour of the Sr I 5sns ISoRydberg
series in xenon using the multi-channel quantum defect theory.
Collisional angular momentum (I) mixing of Rydberg states by foreign gas atoms
have been investigated by several groups (Kachru et a11983, Wu et a/ 1990). In the
presence of a noble gas, the collisional angular momentum mixing cross section is
found to increase with the principal quantum number n at low n and to decrease at
high n. Mende and Kock (1997) observed parity-forbidden transitions in strontium
principal series due to collision with argon buffer gas in a heat-pipe setup with
thermionic diode detection. Recently Philip and Connerade (2007) have
demonstrated the feasibility of controlled excitation to transitions in violation of
parity and spectroscopic selection rules by varying the pressure and composition of
the buffer gas in presence of externally applied electric field in a two-photon
experiment using re-excitationof a high density atomic jet. This method has allowed
new extensions up to n = 44 for the two-photon forbidden J = 3 odd-parity 5sllf IF]
Rydberg series of neutral strontium. In this study it was also possible to extend the
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term values of the J = 0, even-party 5sns ISoRydberg series up to n = 46 for the first
time by controlled collision and electric filed.
The experimental set up for the study of collisions involving Rydberg atoms with
neutral rare gases was essentially the same as discussed in detail in Chapter 2. The
heat-pipe (Philip 2007) was operated using the disposable cartridge filled with the
alkaline-earth metal samples (strontium and barium) one at a time at a suitable
temperature range according to the vapour pressure requirement. The high density
atomic jet (philip 2008) was excited by the linearly polarized dye laser beam as
described in Chapter 2. Due to an anomaly in frequency shift observed recently by
Philip and Makdisi (2006) in the two-photon spectra of strontium, the measurements
in line shift and broadening reported were carried out with a residual helium buffer
to compensate the anomalous frequency shift and the wavelength calibration was
done using the published data for the term values by Makdisi et al (2001) for
strontium. For barium new results by Philip and Connerade (2008) which are
compared with the published energy level data by Aymer et al (1978) have been
used. Controlled admission of noble gases (He, Ar and Xe) as buffers was achieved
using a vacuum station and gas handling system fitted with vacuum and pressure
gauges.
Since the even-parity spectra of strontium are heavily perturbed the pressure shift
and broadening study was focused chiefly to obtain new experimental data for the
spectra of strontium in the heavily perturbed region involving low and intermediate
values of the principal quantum number. Also investigated extensively are the noble
gas collisions on the broad resonance which intrude in to the two-photon spectrum
of neutral strontium. Furthermore, the autoionizing state of strontium and the low-
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lying Rydberg states of neutral barium were investigated. As not much experimental
data are available in the literature, a comparison with previous experimental data is,
somewhat, limited. The experimental accuracy was limited by the bandwidth of the
dye laser which is 0.18 cm". Wavelength scanning was kept at the maximum
resolution of the dye laser scan controller which is 0.001 nm/sec. The boxcar
averager gate scanner and channel setting were adjusted to get sufficient data in a
steady operating condition without signal jitter for different spectral regions. These
settings were optimized for each experiment. Since xenon has the highest value for
polarizability among the noble gases used as buffer, most experimental data was
obtained using xenon. In experiments involving collisional effects on the two-
photon spectra of barium, low lying Rydberg members were selected for
investigation because of its special interest due to strong series perturbations. For
convenience the spectra are presented with laser wavelength in air for two-photon
excitation which is noted directly from the dye laser scanner controller. These values
are converted in to wavenumbers after vacuum correction and the frequency shift
and line width are given in the conventional unit, cm". Results presented are limited
for new observations in selected spectral regions of strontium where not much
previous investigation has been reported in the literature. The results obtained are
based on the theoretical formulation outlined in the beginning of this chapter within
the frame work of impact approximation as adopted by Heber et al (1988).
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4.4 Experbnental Results and Discussion
4.4.1 ColUsiooal shift and broadening of the bound,
even-parity Rydberg series of strontium
Figure 4.2 is a portion of the two-photon absorption spectrum of strontium showing
the low lying members of the even-parity 5sns ISo and 5snd 1,3D2 Rydberg series.
Due to the configuration interaction, the triplet and singlet series swap over at n =16.
The relative strengths of the series members are observed to depend strongly on the
environment in which the Rydberg atoms are placed.
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Fig. 4.2 Two-photon spectrum of Sri showing low lying members of 5sns 1So
and 5snd 10302 Rydberg series
Figures 4.3 (a-c) show the two-photon spectra of neutral strontium, covering the 437
nm - 435.5 nm wavelength range of the dye, with He buffer gas at three different
values of pressure (10 mbar, 40 mbar and 100 mbar respectively).The interlopers
emerging with collisions at 27< n < 28 and at 30 < n <31 result from the resonance
level5s5p IpJ following dissociation of Srj dimers (Philip and Makdisi 2006).
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Fig. 4.3(a) Two-photon spectrum of Sr I showing the growth of perturbers for
5snd 1D2 Rydberg series at 10 mbar He
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Fig. 4.3(b) Two-photon spectrum of Sr I at 40 mbar He
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Fig. 4.3(c) Two-photon spectrum of Sr I showing the growth of perturbers for
5snd 1D2 Rydberg series at 100 mbar He
The spectrum in figure 4.4 taken with He buffer at 300 mbar illustrates the growth of
the remarkable non-Rydberg interloper with buffer gas collisions at 27 < n < 28.
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Fig. 4.4. Two-photon spectrum of Sr I showing the growth of perturbers for
5snd 1D2 Rydberg series at 300 mbar He
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Quasi-molecular processes following the dissociation collision induced Sr2 dimers
and Sr*-rare gas complex leading to transitions exhibiting the break down of the AJ
selection rule and parity are also observed as reported by Philip and Makdisi (2006) .
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Fig. 4.5 Quenching of Rydberg series and growth of intruders
due to collision with Ar (300 mbar) in two-photon spectrum of Sr I
The survival of the interlopers in the presence of enhanced buffer gas collisions
confirms the highly localized character by orbital contraction effects (Connerade
1998) of these interlopers. The broad intruder resonance tentatively labeled as 4d2
IG4 has two 4d electrons in highly compact state. It is also interesting to note that
strong fluorescence signals are observed from compact excited states while Rydberg
states are quenched (Khan et al 1994). Forbidden transitions to odd-parity Rydberg
states induced by z-mixing also are found to be wiped out as the buffer gas pressure is
substantially increased. Figure 4.5 shows the growth of the intruder and the
quenching of the Rydberg members with argon buffer. In figure 4.6 the relative
strengths of the intruders in strontium are compared with an adjacent Rydberg
transition and the remarkable effect ofbufTer gas collision is observed.
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The relative strengths of the transitions are determined by an initial calibration with
ionization signal due to a Rydberg transition away from a perturber and at a residual
buffer gas pressure of 10 mbar He which gives minimum collisional and field-
induced perturbation. All signal data are compared to this to obtain relative signal
strengths.
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Fig. 4.6 Relative strength of a Rydberg member compared
to the nearby intruders as a function of He pressure
Figure 4.7 shows the two-photon absorption spectrum taken with 3 different values
(100 mbar, 200 mbar and 300 mbar) of pressure of argon. Due to Ramsauer effect
exhibited by Rydberg atoms, collisional shift is found to be positive (blue shift) for
helium and negative (red shift) for heavier rare gases like argon and xenon with
xenon giving the maximum shift and broadening rates. The non-Rydberg excitation
5s5p Ipi ~ 4d2 JpI is shifted to the opposite of the Rydberg transitions.
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Fig. 4.7. Ramsauer effect in argon for Rydberg states of 5snd 102 series of
Sr I. A Rydberg member is red-shifted while the interloper is blue shifted
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The direction of frequency shift as seen in figures 4.7 and 4.8 can be used (Philip
Laser wavelength nm
and Connerade 2007) to test whether the transitions are Rydberg or otherwise.
However, interestingly, unlike other non-Rydberg excitation the remarkably broad
resonance at 27 < n < 28 in the 5snd ID2 Rydberg series of strontium exhibits
Ramsauer effect like a Rydberg transition with negative shifts in argon and xenon.
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In figure 4.9 the intensity ratios between a few low lying states [5S21S0-+5s (n+I)s
ISO] / [521S0-+ 5snd In2], at 3 values of the buffer gas pressure (100 mbar, 200 mbar
and 300 mbar argon) are plotted (Philip and Connerade 2007).
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Fig.4.9 Relative strengths of Rydberg members
Extensive analysis is presented here for pressure shift and broadening in xenon
along with selected results for helium and argon. Broadening is calculated from the
full width at half maximum (FWHM) and shift is taken from the unperturbed
frequency. All data are presented corresponding to relative density unit (I amagat =
2.69 x 1019 ern") at 273 K.
Relative density
P(mbar)x273
lOOOxT(K)
=
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(4.23)
4.4.2 Pressure shift in strontium due to xenon
In strontium, due to configuration mixing, 5snd ID2 and 5snd 3D2Rydberg series are
found swapping over at n -16 as seen in Fig. 4.2 Therefore, it is important to study
the collisional shift and broadening of these series where they cross over. To have
negligible shift from the line centre all measurements are taken with the heat pipe
operated with a residual pressure of 20 mbar He to compensate for the Stark shift
induced by the effective field inside the thermionic diode detector. The
measurements reported for strontium with xenon as the buffer gas are taken with an
applied electric field of 4.7 volt-ern" and the heat-pipe was operated at a temperature
of 812 ± 1 QCand xenon pressure was varied from 30 mbar to 170 mbar.
Frequency shifts for the 5sns ISo, 5snd and 3D2 and 5snd ID2 Rydberg series are
plotted in Fig. 4.10, Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12 respectively. For these Rydberg series
the pressure shifts due to xenon are negative and are proportional to the buffer gas
pressure, as expected.
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Fig. 4.10 Negative frequency shift for 5sns 1So
Rydberg members of Sr I due to collision with Xe
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Fig. 4.11 Negative frequency shift for the 5snd
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Fig. 4.12 Negative frequency shift for 5snd 102
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Collisional shift rates for the 5sns ISO, 5snd 3n2 and 5snd In2 Rydberg series are
given in Table- 4.2, Table- 4.3 and Table- 4.4 respectively. Also given are the
experimental values reported by Heber et al (1988) after converting to cm-1/amagat.
Table4. 2 Pressure shift rates· Xa
Sr 1 Ssns 150(15 < n < 20)
Pressure shift rates Kt. for the transition Ssz150 ~ Ssns 1St, in Sr I due to
xenon as a function of principal quantum number n given at reduced
pressure and temperature 273 Kin cm-1! amagats (1 amagat = 2.69x 10'9
atoms !cm3)
Principal Pressure shift
Quantum Rate Kli
Number n cm-', amaaat
15 -16.66
16 -18.25
18 -20.23
19 -22.61
20 -21.42
Table4. 3 Pressure shift rates· Xe
Sr 1-Ssnd 302 (14 < n < 18)
Pressure shift rates Kt. for the transition 5s2150 ~ Ssnd 31lJ in Sr I due to
xenon as a function of principal quantum number n given at reduced
pressure and temperature 273 K in cm-1! amagat (1 amagat = 2.69x 10'9
atoms' ern")
Principal Pressure shift
Quantum Rate Kt.
Number n cm-'! amagat
14 -9.92
15 -21.82
16 -16.26
17 -24.99
18 -24.98
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Table 4.4 Pre•• ure .hift rat ••• x.
Sr I· 5sncl102(14 < n < 19)
Pressure shift rates KL\for the transition 582150 -+ 5and 1Dz in Sr I due to
xenon as a function of principal quantum number n given at reduced
pressure and temperature 273 K in cm-1/ amagat (1 amagat = 2.69x 1019
atoms / ern")
Principal Pressure shift Pressure shift rate KA from
Quantum Rate Kt. previous study (Marafie et al.*
Number n cm-1/ amagat 2003) cm-1, amagat
14 -18.81 -19.4
15 -18.20 -18.6
16 -19.40 -21.0
17 -23.80 -19.8
18 -21.80 -20.3
19 -22.60 -18.8
* Marafi M., Bhatia K.S., Makdisi Y.Y.and Philip G
J. Phys. B: At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 36, 1835 (2003)
Heber et al (1988) reported an experimental confirmation of the theoretical
prediction of an asymptotic value for both pressure shift and broadening rates for
high principal quantum numbers. Also, these authors reported deviation from the
theoretical values for shift and broadening rates below n = 35. Due to heavy series
perturbations, oscillations in frequency shift are observed for low lying Rydberg
members of Sr I.
4.4.3 Pressoft shift for the Sr I 3... lOs
Rydberg series for the rqlOD 7/1< " <31
In the region of intermediate values (27-31) of the principal quantum number n, the
5snd 102 Rydberg series of strontium is heavily perturbed by the doubly excited 4d2
configurations. A highly compact state, tentatively labeled as 4d2 IG4 with an
asymmetric line profile is found to evolve with pressure. (Philip and Makdisi 2006).
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Also, an interloper emerging with collision at 30 <n < 31 results from the resonance
level 5s5p IPI following the molecular dissociation of Sr2 dimers. Collisional shift of
the 5snd 1~ Rydberg series for this intermediate range of the principal quantum
number is plotted in Fig. 4.13. Similar to the observation reported in a recent paper
(philip and Makdisi 2006) an anomaly in frequency shift for the 5snd In2 Rydberg
series is observed with a frequency shift reversal as seen in Fig. 4. 13.
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Fig. 4.13 Anomalous frequency shift for the highly perturbed
5snd 102 Rydberg members of Sr I due to collision with Xe
When the buffer gas pressure is gradually increased redshift gradually decreases up
to around 60 mbar xenon and thereafter the shift increases. Itmay be considered that
such anomalies occur due to the very special environment in which the Rydberg
atoms are bathed inside a heat-pipe where electric field and collisions coexist. In
TABLE- 4.5 the shift rates for the 5snd 1n2 Rydberg series for 27 < n < 31 are
plotted beyond the reversal point.
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T.hJe 4. 3 Pressure shift rates· Xe
Sr 1- Ssnd 1~(27< n < 31)
Pressure shift rates K~for the transition 5s2 150 --+ Sand 1~ in Sr I due to
xenon as a function of principal quantum number n given at reduced
pressure and temperature 273 K in cm-1, amagat (1 amagat = 2.69x 1019
atoms' cm")
Principal Pressure shift
Quantum Rate K~
Number n cm-1, amagat
27 -33.32
28 -31.73
29 -32.92
30 -32.13
31 -36.09
4.4.4 Collisional broadening or Sr I· 5_8 ISo, 5lV1d
la and 5S11daaRydbel"K series
for the rectOR 14<" <20
Collisional broadening (FWHM) of the lower members of the Sr I, 5sns ISoRydberg
series is plotted in Fig. 4.14 for the principal quantum number range 15 < n < 20. In
Fig. 4.15 the square of the line width is plotted as a function of the square of the
buffer gas pressure. Neglecting natural broadening and Doppler broadening the
observed line width r (FWHM) can be approximately written as,
(
2 2 )lf2r = rlaser +rcvIhsion (4.24)
Using a value rlaser = 0.18 cm" for the laser bandwidth (FWHM) and extrapolating
the observed line width for xenon pressure = 0 one gets the collisional line width
corresponding to the residual buffer gas, 20 mbar He, which is approximately 0.087
cm".
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Fig. 4.15 Square of line width (FWHM) of low-lying 5sns 1So
Rydberg members plotted against square of xenon pressure
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Fig. 4.14 Spectral line width (FWHM) of low-lying
5sns 1SoRydberg members plotted against Xe pressure
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Table 4. 6 Pressure broadening rate •• Xe
Sr 1-Ssns 150(15 < n < 20)
Pressure broadening rates K rfor the transition SS2150 --+ Ssns 150
in Sr I due to xenon as a function of principal quantum number n
given at reduced pressure and temferature 273 K in cm-1/ amagat
(1 amagat = 2.69x 1019 atoms / em )
Level Energyem-1
Principal Quantum (Philip and Broadening Rate K r
Number n Connerade cm-1/ amagat
2007)*
15 45135.01 6.30
16 45255.02 5.55
18 45426.67 2.78
19 45488.66 3.97
20 --- 6.30
* Philip G. and Connerade J.-P. Opt. Commun.279, 141 (2007)
For the range of xenon pressure (0-200 mbar), collisional line width is found to be
linear with xenon pressure. The collisional broadening rates (Kr) for xenon for the
spectral transitions involving the above members of the 5sns ISo Rydberg series of
Sr I are given Table 4.6.
Fig. 4.16 presents collisional width of the lower members of the Sr I 5snd 302
Rydberg series plotted against xenon pressure. In Fig. 4.17 the square of the width is
plotted against the square of the buffer gas pressure. The corresponding quantities
for the 5snd ID2 Rydberg series are plotted in Fig 4.18 and Fig. 4.19 respectively.
The square of the line width is found to have a linear relation with the square of the
buffer gas pressure in all cases. Pressure broadening rates for the two sequences in
the region of low n are presented in Table 4.7 and Table 4.8.
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Fig. 4.16 Spectral line width (FWHM) of low-
Iying- 5snd 302 Rydberg members plotted
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Table 4. 7 Pressure broadening rates - Xe
Sr I-Sr 1-5snd302(14 < n < 18)
Pressure broadening rates K r for the transition 5s2 150 ~ 5snd 302 in Sr ,
due to xenon as a function of principal quantum number n given at reduced
pressure and temperature 273 K in cm-1, amagat (1 amagat = 2.69x 1019
atoms /cm")
Principal Level Energy Broadening
Quantum ern" Rate K r
Number n (Philip 2008)* cm-11
amagat
14 45171.2 6.74
15 45276.62 27.36
16 45350.01 13.08
17 45420.98 4.76
18 45479.86 1.59
* Philip G., 2008 (to be published)
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Table 4.8 Pressure broadening rates - Xe
Sr 1-5snd 102(14 <n < 19)
Pressure broadening rates Kr for the transition 5s2 150 ~ 5snd 102 in Sr I
due to xenon as a function of principal quantum number n given at reduced
pressure and temperature 273 K in em-if amagat (1 amagat = 2.69x 1019
atoms / ern")
Principal Level Energy Broadening
Quantum ern" Rate Kr
Number n (Philip 2008*) cm-1/
amagat
14 45152.84 18.24
15 45263.72 8.72
16 45361.8 13.02
17 45433.38 7.14
18 45492.28 6.74
19 45542.01 5.55
* Philip G.2008 (to be published)
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Collisional broadening ofSr I, 6snd ID2
Rydberg series for the region 27 < n< 31
In the region of intermediate range of the principal quantum number (27< n < 31)
the even-parity, J = 2, 5snd In2 Rydberg series of strontium are heavily perturbed by
the 4d2 configurations and therefore this region of the two-photon spectrum has
several interesting features. These peculiarities are reflected also in the collisional
effects of the two-photon excitation spectra.
In Fig .4.20 the line width (FWHM) of the Sr I, 5snd In2 Rydberg members are
plotted for the heavily perturbed region 27 < n < 31 as a function of xenon pressure.
Also, the square of the line width as a function of the square of the buffer gas
pressure is plotted in Fig. 4.21.
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Fig. 4.20 Spectral line width (FWHM) of 5snd 1D2
Rydberg members plotted against xenon pressure
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The broadening rates in xenon for these members of the Rydberg series is given in
Table 4.9. Due to heavy perturbations oscillations in the broadening rate in this
region of the principal quantum number are observed.
Table 4. 9 Pressure broadening rates - Xe
Sr 1-5snd 102(27< n < 31)
Pressure broadening rates K r for the transition 5s2 1S0 ~ 5snd 102 in Sr I
due to xenon as a function of principal quantum number n given at reduced
pressure and temperature 273 K in cm-1, amagat (1 amagat = 2.69x 1019
atoms I ern")
Principal Level Energy Broadening
Quantum ern" Rate K r
Number n (Makdisi et al cm-1,
2001 )* amagat
27 45752.03 5.95
28 45765.75 8.72
29 45777.90 1.98
30 45788.90 3.17
31 45798.76 2.78
* Makdisi Y, Philip G., Bhatia K. S. and Connerade I.-P.
J. Phys. B: At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 34, 521 (2001)
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4.4.6 Collisions involving low-lying Rydberg members
Fig. 4.22 illustrates the collisional shift and broadening due to argon for the two-
photon excitation 5s2 lSo~ 5s15d lD2 in neutral strontium. As mentioned previously
the laser wavelength in the figure indicates the air wavelength for two-photon
excitation. As the argon buffer gas pressure is increased the transition is shifted
towards the longer wavelength (redshift) with an asymmetry of the line profile
gradually increasing on the low frequency side as observed in Fig. 4.22. A similar
observation is made for the collision broadened one-photon resonance 5s5p lpl ~
5s13 s ISO due to sequential excitation as indicated in Fig. 4.23.
441.705
Laser wavelength ( nm)
441.7 441.695
(He 20 + Ar20)
mbar
(He 20 :
+ Ar80)m~r
441.715 441.71
Fig. 4.22 Collisional red shift and broadening
in argon for 5s 15d 1D2 Rydberg state of Sr I
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Fig. 4. 23 Collisional red shift and broadening of Sr I
Single-photon resonance 5s5p 1P1~ 5s13 s 1Soin argon
Figures 4.24 (a-b) show effect of argon collisions in the highly perturbed region of
the J = 2, even-parity Rydberg series where the singlet and triplet series cross.
I Iii i I Iii i I Iii iii iii Iii I iii Iii I
16s 180
-100 mbar
-200 mbar
-300 mbar
441.805 441.765 441.725 441.685 441.645 441.605 441.565
Laser wavelength ( nm)
Fig. 4.24 (a) - Shifts and broadening of the low lying members
of the 5sns 1S0and 5snd 1,3D2 Rydberg series of Sr I in argon.
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Fig. 4.24 (b) at n = 16, where 1D2 and 3D2 series swap, large oscillation in
broadening rates and line profile asymmetry occur
Experimental values of the pressure broadening rates for the lower members of the
5sns lSo, 5snd 1)2 and 5snd lD2 Rydberg series of strontium in the region of singlet-
triplet mixing are given in Table 4.10, Table 4.11 and Table 4.12 respectively.
Table 4.10 Pressure broadening rates· Ar
Sr l-5sns 150(16 < n <20)
Pressure broadening rates K r for the transition 552 150 ~ 55ns 150 in Sr I
due to argon as a function of principal quantum number n given at reduced
pressure and temperature 273 K in cm-1/ amagat (1 amagat = 2.69x 1019
atoms /crn")
Principal Broadening
Quantum Rate Kf
Number n ern" I amagat
16 2.47
18 1.64
19 5.90
20 2.40
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Table 4. II P..... ure broadening rate. - Ar
Sr l-5snd 3[h (is <n < 17)
Pressure broadening rates K r for the transition S.2 180 -+ S8nd 3Dz in Sr I
due to argon as a function of principal quantum number n given at reduced
pressure and temperature 273 K in cm-1,amagat (1 amagat = 2.69x 1019
atoms lem3)
Principal Broadening
Quantum Rate K r
Number n em-11 amagat
15 2.51
16 0.66
17 2.41
Table 4. 12 Pressure broadening rat •• - Ar
Sr I-Ssnd 102(is < n < 19)
Pressure broadening rates K r for the transition S82 180 -+ S8nc:t1Dz in Sr I
due to argon as a function of principal quantum number n given at reduced
pressure and temperature 273 K in cm-1, amagat (1 amagat = 2.69x 1019
atoms /crn")
Principal Broadening
Quantum Rate K r
Number n em-'I amagat
15 1.44
16 2.39
17 2.23
18 2.61
19 2.74
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4.4.7 ColHsional evolution of the broad 1'e8OIUUlCe
in.....diDg OIl the 38IId In,Rydberg llerles
at 27<11<28
As mentioned previously, in the experiments involving the effects of noble gas
collisions on the two-photon excitation of the neutral strontium from the ground
state 5s2 ISo to the even-parity 5snd I D2 Rydberg states, a non-Rydberg single-
photon transition to a highly localized doubly excited state (exhibiting orbital
contraction- Connerade 1998) intruding upon the spectrum with a strong
perturbation at principal quantum number 27 < n < 28 was observed, with strong
sensitivity on the pressure and nature of the foreign gas collision partner and the
vapour pressure of strontium. As reported by Philip and Makdisi (2006) the non-
Rydberg excitation to this remarkable resonance is the collisional formation of
quasi-molecular Sr2dimers by two ground state atoms. The high density atomic jet
used supports the formation of strontium dimers more efficiently than a low density
atomic beam or a cloud of strontium vapour used by other investigators who were
not able to investigate this perturbation. Extensive investigation of this broad
resonance with an asymmetric profile with strong dependence on pressure and
nature of gas used has been carried out with the three noble gases(He, Ar and Xe)
and the results are summarized in this section.
Figures 4.25 (a-c) show the evolution of the 5s5p Ip1-» 4d2 IG4 resonance due to
collision with helium atoms. Unlike other non-Rydberg excitation, this perturbation
exhibits Ramsauer effect in argon and xenon like a Rydberg state (with blue shift in
He and red shift in Ar and Xe) as in figures 4.26-4.27.
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Fig 4.25 (a-c) Collisional evolution of 4d21G4
interloper in the 5snd 1D2 Rydberg series of Sr I
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Observed frequency shifts for 4d2 IG4, resulting from collisions with the 3 different
Laserwavelength(nm)
Fig 4.26 Collisional blue shift of 4d21G4
with He buffer
noble gases are plotted in Fig. 4. 28. Ramsauer effect with positive shift for
-He20mbar
- He 20mbar + Ar
80mbar
- He 20mbar+ Ar
120mbar
436.98 436.96 436.94 436.92 436.9 436.88 436.
Fig. 4.27 Collisional red shift of 4d21 G4
due to Ramsauer effect in Ar buffer
collisions with helium atoms and red shifts for argon and xenon exhibited by the
doubly excited state 4d2 IG4 is evident in Fig. 4.28,
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Collisional shift for 4d21G4 of Sr I
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Fig. 4.28 Frequency shifts for 4d21G4 for collisions in different noble
gases
Lower shift for argon in figure 4.28 may indicate that the residual helium buffer
used to compensate the Stark shift of the Rydberg states has a profound influence on
the blue shift of the 4d2 IG4 interloper. Figures 4.29 (a-b) present, respectively, the
collisional line width and square of the line width in helium. Pressure shift rates and
broadening rates for this excitation are presented in Tables 4.13 and 4.14.
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for 4d2 1G4 interloper in Sr I
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Table 4. 13 Pressure shift rat.s - 4d2 tG4
Pressure shift rates K A for the 4<f 1G4 intruder in Sr I due to dlff .... nt
noble gases given at reduced pressure and temperature 273 K in cm-',
arnagat (1 amagat = 2.69x 1019atoms' cm3)
Broadening
Noble Rate K r
gas cm-1, amagat
Helium +198.79
Argon - 32.94
Xenon -366.3
Table 4. 14 Pressure broadening rat.s - 4d2 tG4
Pressure broadening rates K r for the 4cf 1G4 intruder in Sr I due to
different noble gases given at reduced pressure and temperature 273 K in
cm-', amagat (1 amagat = 2.69x 1019atoms Icm3)
Broadening
Noble Rate K r
gas cm" , amagat
Helium 21.24
Argon .........
Xenon 37.70
The asymmetry for the spectral line of the interloper 4d2 1G4 emerging from collision
is found to be largely dependent on the size of the noble gas atoms with xenon
giving the maximum asymmetry. For quantification purposes the asymmetry of the
collision broadened spectral line can be defined by the asymmetry index l; defined
as,
; = 1-C1l2
rtl/2
(4.25)
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Where r-!-2 = COo - CO-!-2 and r+'h = CO+!-2 - COo are the half widths on lower frequency
and higher frequency half-points (Yz of FWHM - T) from the line centre COo. The
ratio of the two half widths on either side of the line centre gives the asymmetry
parameter 8 = (F.'Iz / F+'Iz). Figure 4.30(a) illustrates the growth asymmetry of a
Loretzian profile with the asymmetry parameter 8 which depends on the pressure
and nature of the foreign gas as observed in the experiment and given in figure
4.30(b).
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Fig. 4.30(a) Spectral line asymmetry on parameter E
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Fig. 4.30(b). Dependence of Line asymmetry parameter E
on the type and pressure of the buffer gas used
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4.4.8 Effectof Collisions OD highly excited states
of SrI
At high n ( 35 s n S 100), impact broadening and shift of the Rydberg series in rare
gases is expected to show asymptotic behaviour (constant value independent of n
and l) due to elastic scattering contributions of the perturber atom by the ionic core
of the Rydberg atom (polarization interaction) as predicted by Fermi. For large
values of the principal quantum number n, accurate measurements of collisional
shift and broadening become increasingly difficult due to fast quenching of Rydberg
states and collisional mixing of nearby states of opposite parity ('l' - mixing) and
nearly degenerate states. Figures 4.31(a-b) show the pressure shift rates and
broadening rates of Rydberg members of Sr I due to xenon plotted against the
principal quantum number n.
Fig. 4.32 shows the two-photon spectra of the high-lying states of strontium taken at
3 different values of argon pressure. Controlled excitations to forbidden transitions
using collisions complimented by electric field have been established using different
buffer gases (Philip and Connerade 2007). Fig. 4.33 shows the two-photon spectra
taken at three different values of argon pressure. This spectrum indicates the redshift
for the single-photon resonances appearing in the 434 nm - 432 nm wavelength
region.
Another interesting spectral region to explore experimentally is the autoionizing
region using two-photon spectroscopy. The autoionizing resonance around 431 nm
wavelength region of the laser for two-photon excitation also has a line profile with
asymmetry evolving with buffer gas pressure and exhibiting Ramsauer effect both in
argon and xenon.
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Fig. 4.31 (a-b) Pressure shift rates (a) and broadening rates (b) of low-lying
Rydberg members of Sr I due to xenon plotted against the principal quantum
number n. Large irregularities are observed in this region.
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4.4.9 Collisional broadening of barium Rydberg states
with xenon
Collisional broadening rates have been experimentally determined for neutral
barium for the principal quantum number range 14 < n < 21. Large oscillations in
the broadening rates are observed for the region perturbed by 5d7d 3po and 5d7d ISO
interlopers and configuration interaction. Reported work by other authors on noble-
gas broadening of barium levels involves the 6s 5d 3D) metastable levels and does
not offer results for comparison with the results presented in this study involving
two-photon excitation to the 6snd ID2 Rydberg states from the ground state 6s2 ISO.
The experimental arrangement used is the same as in strontium two-photon
spectroscopy with the atomic jet target with disposable sample cartridges and laser
and associated instrumentation.
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Fig.4.34 Part of the barium two-photon spectrum showing the low-lying
Rydberg states and perturbers
Fig. 4.34 is a part of the spectrum showing the lower states of the 6snd ID2 Rydberg
series whose collisional broadening has been investigated using xenon buffer gas.
Table-4.14 gives the broadening rates of these members by collision in xenon.
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Table4. I~ Pressure broadening rates - Xe
Ba 1-6snd 1~ (14< n < 20)
Pressure broadening rates K r for the 6snd 102 Rydberg members of Ba I
due to xenon given at reduced pressure and temperature 273 K in cm-1/
amagat (1 amagat = 2.69x 1019 atoms /cm3)
Principal Broadening
Quantum Rate Kr
Number n cm-1/ am~at
14 8.68
15 10.19
16 9.44
17 10.95
18 7.17
19 4.91
20 3.40
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Conclusion
In the present chapter, I have reviewed the subject of collisions involving Rydberg
states of the alkaline-earth atoms from a general point of view and presented new
and original data obtained in the experiments which were performed in Kuwait.
Extensive study of the spectral line shift and broadening of the bound even-parity
Rydberg series of strontium due to collision with neutral inert gases (helium, argon
and xenon) had been carried out following two-photon excitation from the ground
state. Among many results presented in this thesis, specially brought out are those
for the frequency shift rates and broadening rates of members of the Sr I series: 5sns
ISO(15 < n < 20), 5snd 3~ (14 < n < 18) and 5snd 102 (14 < n < 19) due to collision
with xenon. Also presented are the pressure broadening rates of the members of the
SrI series: 5sns ISo (16 < n < 20), 5snd 302 (15 < n < 17) and 5snd ID2 (15 < n < 19)
due to collision with argon. The observations in strontium had clearly established the
"Ram sauer effect" exhibited by Rydberg members with positive frequency shift
(blue shift) in helium and negative frequency shift (red shift) in argon and xenon.
Collisional evolution of the interloper, tentatively labeled as 4d2 IG4, which is a
dominant perturber for the J = 0,2 even-parity Rydberg series was extensively
investigated using the neutral rare gases (He, Ar and Xe). This remarkable perturber
also exhibits Ramsauer effect in argon and xenon with negative frequency shift.
New results for pressure shift rates for this doubly-excited state are presented here.
Also, the pressure broadening rates for barium 6snd 102 Rydberg series are
presented for the principal quantum number range 14 < n < 20 due to collision with
xenon.
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The most intriguing feature of the Rydberg atom-neutral perturber collision is that
during the collision the ionic core of the Rydberg atom and the outer electron act as
independent scattering targets for the perturber, as predicted by Fermi. From the
spectral data it is clearly understood that the electron-perturber atom (e-B)
interaction is more dominant than the ionic core-perturber (At_B) interaction
particularly at high n values. The new observation of collision and external electric
field-induced anomalies also indicates scope for further investigation of the collision
of Rydberg atoms in presence of strong electric fields, especially the variation of the
collision cross section and the collisional decay of the Rydberg state as a function of
the field strength.
Normally one expects a reduction in the lifetime due to collision with the buffer gas
atoms because of enhanced decay channels for Rydberg atoms. However, in the
actual experiment with perturbed Rydberg series it was found the other way round.
This could be, perhaps, because the collisions lead to a two-channel exponential
decay for the Rydberg atoms with a fast component and a slow component (with
transitions to long-lived states such as metastable states). This suggests that two
independent measurements, (both optical and electrical to compliment each other)
would be necessary for accurate determination of the lifetime of Rydberg atoms at
high pressures.
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Chapter5
Rydberg atoms in external electric fields
:S.I IotJtoduetloo
Spectroscopic measurements based on Stark effect (field-dependent shift and
splitting of a transition in to the Stark manifold) in Rydberg states of neutral atoms
give information about atomic wave functions which can be represented by a
superposition of different angular momentum states with the same principal
quantum number. Hydrogen atom exhibits linear Stark effect (energy shift seales
linearly with the electric field strength) even at low fields as a consequence of the
degeneracy of the states of different angular momentum states with the same
principal quantum number. Unlike hydrogen atom, the alkaline-earth atoms exhibit
quadratic Stark effect (Cole et a/ 1980, Sandner et a/ 1981, van Leuwen et a/ 1983)
with clear 'avoided crossings' because of the non-degeneracy at zero fields. In these
atoms, the high principal quantum number states with low 't' (/:S; 2) undergo
quadratic Stark shift while high 't' (,~ 3) states having negligible quantum defect
undergo linear shift, at low fields; 't' is the orbital angular momentum quantum
number. At very high field strength, high 't' and low 'r states mix together wi,,,
linear Stark shift. High angular momentum states not directly accessible from the
ground state or low lying states may be populated by electric field-induced mixing
(Luc- Koenig eta/ 1979, Lahaye eta/ 1989).
The Stark effect in alkaline-earth atoms has been a well-investigated topic for
several years (Gallagher et a/ 1977, Zimmerman et a/ 1978, Lahaye et a/ 1987,
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Rinneberg et aJ 1985 and Robicheaux et aJ 1999) and, recently, there has been a
tremendous revival of interest in the study of the Rydberg atoms in external electric
fields (Elliott et aJ 1995) and in combined electric and magnetic fields due to its
emerging importance in quantum chaos (Connerade 1997), quantum computing
(Ryabtsev et aJ 2005) etc. High-lying Rydberg states of atoms in static external
fields form an important area of study for both theory and experiment for
investigating classical chaos in a three dimensional quantum system (Elliott et al
1995, Connerade 1997, Connerade et a/1999, Rao et a12001, Abdulla et a12004,
Connerade et al 2005). Also, one and two electron atoms have been under extensive
investigation in static electric fields, especially for atomic states with large orbital
angular momentum which are not accessible by optical excitation. Delande and Gay
(1988) suggested that crossed-field could be used to prepare atomic states with large
n, ~ and m quantum numbers for atoms whose Stark manifold can be selectively
populated.
The n-scaling properties of Rydberg atoms make them ideal candidates to study the
influence of external fields- for example the quadratic Stark effect scales as (11*)7 p2,
n* is the effective principal quantum number and F is the electric field strength and
the diamagnetic effect (zero electric field) scales as B2 n4, the fourth power of the
principal quantum number in a magnetic field of strength B. For Rydberg states of
very high principal quantum numbers small external fields including earth's
magnetic field become important and measurements should compensate for external
stray fields (Rinneberg et aI1985). Neukammer et al (1987) could observe barium
Rydberg states with principal quantum number up to n = 520 which allowed a
sensitive measurement of small electric fields and their spatial distribution.
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~.2 Effect ofstatic electric tleld on Rydberg atoms
For very high-lying Rydberg states near the ionization threshold the behavior of the
atom is hydrogenic where an electron moves in a Coulomb potential plus the
potential due to the external field. But for low-lying states there is a significant
deviation from this due to core effects which modify the hydrogenic wavefunctions
observed as quantum defects. Also, the external field has different effects on
Rydberg states and doubly excited states. Alkaline-earth atoms are ideal candidates
to study these effects. In the absence of external electric field, the Rydberg electron
may be thought of moving in an elliptical orbit of semi major axis a = n2 80 (ao is the
Bohr radius and n is the principal quantum number) with focal point at the atomic
nucleus. When an external static electric field is applied both eccentricity and the
orientation of the plane of the classical elliptical orbit in a lIr Coulomb potential
will be modified with an orbital speed determined by the strength of the electric
field. In a static electric field F, the time seales (in atomic units) are:
(i) The classical Kepler period TK = 2 1t n*3which is the period of motion of
electron in the Keplerian elliptical orbit. n* is the principal quantum number
corrected for quantum defect;
(ii) The Stark period Ts = 2 1t / 3nF which is associated with the precision of the
orbital angular momentum in the field F. (The torque T = d x F experienced
by the electric dipole d when a Stark field F is applied produces the
precision)
Figures 5.1 (a-b) illustrate the effect of application of a static electric field to a
Rydberg atom. In figure 5.1 (a) without the external electric field, the potential well
due to the Coulomb force on the electron due to the core is symmetrical .When a
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static electric field is applied (figure 5.1 (b» the Coulomb potential gets modified
and the electron energy level is split as a result of Stark effect. If field is sufficiently
large the electron will have enough energy to escape from the potential well by
quantum tunneling. The potential experienced by the Rydberg electron in the
combined Coulomb field and an electric field F applied in the z direction can be
written in atomic units as:
(5.1)
This potential has a saddle point maximum at z = -IIF Vz given by:
z
Energy
F=O
(a). Zero electric field
(5.2)
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(b). Applied electric field F
Fig.S.1 (a-b) Effect of static electric field on the Rydberg atom
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For a state to be bound its energy must be below the saddle-point potential Vsp and
the threshold energy E« for ionization, therefore, becomes:
(5.3)
Thus, if the field applied is above a critical field Fer·, the atom will be ionized.
The critical field is:
F. =E2
er 4 (5.4)
Neglecting Stark effect, approximately, the threshold (critical) field for ionization
can be written in atomic units as (Bethe and Salpeter 1957):
F• 1. ..= --_. In atomic umts
er 16n"
(5.5)
In laboratory units the critical ionizing field Fe* (Kleppner et a11983) is:
F· = 3.2x108 Voltcm-1
er ..n
(5.6)
For n = 20, Fer" ::::;2 KVfcm, and for n = 40 the field reduces to Fct" ::::;125 volt/cm.
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In figure 5.2 the critical (threshold) field is plotted against the effective principal
quantum number. Deviations from this value for the critical field become significant
due to energy shift arising from Stark effect and collisional effects. The ionization
rate increases with the applied electric field F so rapidly that, it is almost zero for F
< r.: and infinite for F > Fer·. Field ionization may be used for detecting Rydberg
atoms (Karapanagioti et all999).
6.3 Stark effect In IIIkaIlne-earth Rydberg atoms
Whereas the theory is accurate only for the hydrogen atom in external field, only
approximate solutions are available for a many-electron Rydberg atom. The
wavefunctions for the Rydberg electron can be approximated to the eigen functions
of the hydrogen atom with a Coulomb field. An electric field is considered to be
weak if its magnitude is small compared to the internal effective Coulomb field
experienced by the electron and the energy of the electron does not change
considerably during a Kepler period. Classically, the Kepler period is approximately
equal to the time taken by the electron to move radially outward from the nucleus
and return to the nucleus on reflection at the Coulomb potential barrier or it is the
period of the radial orbit of the electron. For hydrogen the Stark period 1's = 27t / 3nF
where F is the field strength and n is the principal quantum number. In linear Stark
effect in an electric field F, a state with given n will split with a spacing Lllistark=
3nF. Therefore, the Stark period 1's = 21t/~Stark.
In a Rydberg atom the bound outer electron is far away from the nucleus and,
therefore, even weak external fields can modify the motion of the electron and its
wavefunctions. The Stark effect modifies the time scales like the Kepler time, time
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for spin-orbit interaction (departure from normal zero-field scaling laws) leading to
transitions forbidden under selection rules and parity via field-induced mixing of
degenerate states. The ratio of the intensities of the forbidden to the allowed
transitions can provide a measure of the electric field strength. The splitting of a
particular state in to several eigenstates in a Stark manifold with shift proportional to
the field strength F is called the "linear Stark effect". As explained in section 5.1, for
hydrogen and similar atoms the splitting of the spectral terms with t :f; 0 scales
linearly with the field because of the degeneracy of different angular momentum
states with the same principal quantum number n. For the alkaline-earth atoms the
splitting and frequency shift are proportional to the square of the electric field. This
is called the "quadratic Stark effect". The applied electric field produces an electric
dipole moment p = aF, where a. is the polarizability which depends on the
electronic configuration and quantum number of the state. The electric field
introduces an interaction energy Velectric = liz p.F = Yz a.F 2, and hence, the shift is
PfQPPTl,qfJ*' to the square of the applied el~ri~ field strength. Unlike hydrogen
atom these atoms exhibit clear avoided crossings as shown in figure 5.3 because of
non-degeneracy at zero fields. The second order Stark shift for a transition between
the ground state Ii) and an excited state I}) can be written as:
(5.7)
Where K is the Stark shift rate given by,
K=
[ao (lj))- 2a2 (lj)) -ao (I;))J
2
(5.8)
Here CXo and 0.2 are the scalar and tensor polarizabilities respectively.
For the single-photon transition, ISo ~ IpI the quadratic Stark shift rate becomes:
(5.9)
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ISOstates having J = 0 will have only shift whereas states with J ~ 1 will have both
shift and splitting in to more than one component. Quadratic Stark effect may be
used to determine the polarizabilities of the alkaline-earth atoms (Li and van
Wijngaarden 1996). van Leeuwen and Hogervorst (1983) used Stark effect
calculations combined with MQDT analysis for the description of the highly
perturbed barium 6snd ID2 Rydberg series. Robicheaux et al (1999) also
investigated the strongly perturbed Stark states of barium 6snd 1,302 series for the
range n = 25 - 28 in static electric field. The polarizability can be calculated from the
quadratic Stark shift using the relation,
(5.10)
Deviations from the expected quadratic Stark effect have been observed for barium
6snd 102 Rydberg series due to hyperpolarizabilities (Kulina and RinkletT 1985).
Avoided
Crossing
------------.,; /.
~v ;
1- !
Electric field strength F ~
Fig.S.3 Stark splitting in to nk manifold with avoided crossing
for Iml = 1 states
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When an electric field is applied 'I' is no more a good quantum number and the zero
field 'nt' states evolve in to 'nk' Stark manifold. Also, the autoionization rates in the
'TIl' state get distributed among the 'nk' manifold, thereby, increasing the
autoionization rates. In presence of an external electric field (in the z-direction)
which causes a perturbation of the Rydberg energy levels and mixing between states
of different 'I', the Hamiltonian becomes,
H -tt, +eFz (5.11)
Where Ho is the zero-field Hamiltonian and F is the external electric field strength in
the z direction and e is the electronic charge. As m is well-defined, we can define a
set of parabolic quantum numbers nl and n2 such that:
(5.12)
Since nl and n2 are not independent, they can be replaced by the new quantum
number
I<k<n-m (5.13)
which represents the nodes in the wavefunction in the parabolic co-ordinates I; and
11defined by:
~=r+z (5.14)
TJ=r-z (5.15)
And tJ (5.16)qJ=tan Y
For non-hydrogen atoms, at zero fields, low 'I' states are not degenerate due to non-
zero quantum defects. At low field strengths the states are very weakly mixed with
nearby states and at high field strengths mixing become stronger. Also, the states
behave like in hydrogen above the "Inglis-Teller limit" which is the field at which
the width of a Stark manifold becomes equal to the Rydberg state splitting.
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5.3.1 Anoaaalous Stark shift doe to spaee ch..-ge efl'ecf.s
in the excitation rqr;ioo
Anomalies in Stark shift as reported by Philip and Makdisi (2006) were observed
with departure from the quadratic Stark effect at very low field strengths including a
well-defined shift reversal with a broad antiresonance for perturbed 5snd 102
Rydberg states of strontium due to space charge-induced effects in the thermionic
diode detection. In Fig.5.4 the observed frequency shift for Sr I 5snd 102 Rydberg
series in the range n = 27 - 42 is plotted as a function of the square of the applied
electric field.
The frequency shift of the line centre (~v = v-vo) is measured relative to the field
strength with +1.2 volt biasing on the ionization detector which produces negligible
Stark shift and asymmetry in line profile. As the electric field strength is increased
the 5snd 102 states are red-shifted with a maximum frequency shift of approximately
0.38 ern" around 9.5 -10 volt/cm for the n = 42 state. Further increase in the electric
field reverses the frequency shift and a blue shift is observed beyond a broad anti-
resonance region (figure 5.5). For the electric field strengths used in the present
study (much below the Inglis-Teller limit FloT = 1/(3n5) in atomic units) Stark
broadening is negligible. The dipole allowed transitions are observed to be blue
shifted with nearly quadratic dependence on the electric field while the forbidden
transitions are red shifted beyond the anti-resonance region.
Electric field reversal is an important phenomenon in glow discharges due to ion
flux and due to fluctuation in pressure and species composition. It indicates that, to
obtain electric dipole polarizabilities which depend not only on the wave functions
and energies of the states but also on the electric field induced mixing between
states, detailed Stark shift measurements are required with excitation region free
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from external fields. Simple estimates (!1En = -1/2 adP) is inaccurate for heat-pipe
setups to determine the dipole polarizability ad of the Rydberg states due to the
space charge effects.
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Fig. 5.4 Stark shift for high (n = 27 - 42) members of Sr 1-5snd 102
Rydberg series as a function of the square of the field. Frequency
shift reversal with "quadratic Stark" effect is observed beyond
the saddle point. (Opt. Commun. 266, 253, 2006)
The microscopic field present in the space charge region inside the thermionic diode
produces a repulsive potential causing a blue shift beyond the saddle point as
observed in this study. The effect of the resultant field due to the applied field and
the field produced by the local charge distribution in the laser interaction region
produces varying energy level perturbations as observed by Armstrong and Greene
(1994).
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The anomalous shift reversal effect suggests gradual breakdown of coupling
between Rydberg electron and the external field at low field strengths where the
space charge effects are comparable or more dominant. Also, it was observed that
the forbidden transitions show opposite behaviour in frequency shift as compared to
the two-photon allowed transitions, beyond the region of the anti-resonance, with a
linear Stark shift. Such observations can be used to estimate the effective electric
field inside the excitation region. Figure 5.6 shows the two-photon absorption
signals detected by the thermionic diode detector with varying biasing voltage. As
expected the intensity of the photoabsorption signal decays approximately following
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the (n*)-3 law. However field-induced intensity fluctuations are observed as in figure
5.6 besides intensity fluctuations due to series perturbation by interlopers.
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Fig. 5.6 Effect of thermionic diode bias voltage on the ionization signal
5.3.2 Importance orthe lase..beam polarization
For atoms in external electric and combined electric and magnetic fields, the angular
momentum (m,) is a good quantum number and the angular momentum of the final
state is determined by the polarization of the exciting laser beam and experimental
geometry: The Stark shift ~v of an m-sublevel with total angular momentum J is
given by (Li and van Wijngaarden 1996):
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Av = -_!_[a +a (3m2 -J(J +1»)]F2
2 0 2 J(2J +1) (5.17)
Where a.o and 0.2 are the scalar and tensor polarizabilities and J is the total quantum
number F is the electric field strength. For laser beam polarized parallel to the
electric field F, only Iml= 0 states are populated. So, that Stark shift becomes:
(5.18)
By using a circularly polarized light beam traveling parallel to the magnetic field it
is possible to excite both er + and er - spectra by selecting the sense of circular
polarization.
-1 for left handed circular polarization
The angular momentum change is given by:
Smc = o linear polarization
+1 for right handed circular polarization
Conversion of the linearly polarized beam in to circular polarization can be achieved
by using a Glan-Thomson polarizer in combination with a Soleil-Babinet
compensator. In a crossed field set up the electric field can be applied perpendicular
to both the magnetic field and the direction of propagation of the laser beam and the
evolution of both er + and er - Stark spectra can be obtained by varying the electric
field strength. Since the diamagnetic effect scales as n2 B4the strength of magnetic
field for breaking the symmetries and hence to remove degeneracy can be
significantly reduced at high principal quantum numbers. Also, reduced electric field
strength can be used at high principal quantum numbers.
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5.4 Scaled Energy Spectroscopy inexternal fields
E
Atomic spectroscopy for which the scaling parameter E = JP held constant is
called "scaled energy spectroscopy". Here E is the energy of the state and F is the
externally applied electric field. The Hamiltonian for hydrogen atom in an electric
field can be scaled by transforming in to scaled variables (r, p, t) such that:
( )
1/2r=rx F (5.19)
( )
-1/4p=px F (5.20)
The Hamiltonian in atomic units, ( H = ~' - ~ +FZ) becomes in scaled variables as:
H(r,p,F) =(F)1/2 xH(r,p,F = 1) (5.22)
The Hamiltonian does not depend on E or F, but on the scaling parameter, E.
Therefore, if the scaling parameter is held constant the classical motion becomes
invariant (orbit shapes, orbital periods etc remain constant) in scaled co-ordinates.
This is an extremely interesting result. Scaled photo-excitation spectrum of the
hydrogen atom in crossed electric and magnetic field was calculated by Rao et al
(2001).
5.5 Atomic circular states inexternal ileitis
Atoms in external fields have also received tremendous attention especially for the
large angular momentum circular states which are difficult to access by optical
excitation. In external fields (electric and magnetic) localization of the wavefunction
takes place which can be controlled by varying the relative strengths of the electric
and magnetic fields (Bivona et al 2005). "Stark switching technique" was first used
by Cooke et al (1978) to populate Sr 5snt states of t up to 7. Jones and Gallagher
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(1988) produced states of t ~ 4 in Ba 6snt states. In this technique, at electric field
strength strong enough for Stark levels to be well-resolved, a single Stark level is
excited with a laser. The field is then adiabatically switched off and subsequently the
Stark level is allowed to evolve in to a zero field angular momentum state.
An alternative technique, proposed by Delande and Gay (1988) is the "adiabatic
switching technique" which has been used by Delande et al (1988), Hansen et al
(1993) and several others to prepare atomic circular states with t = m = n-l which
involves collision with oriented atomic states. In this scheme a well-defined (m = 0)
Rydberg state is created by multi-photon pulsed laser excitation in presence of a
parallel electric field which is adiabatically switched off in the presence of a
perpendicular magnetic field and collisions of the type: Sr (5snd 102) + Xe-o Sr
(5s(n+l)p Ipl) + L\E + Xe. Here "collision energy defect" L\E depends on the
projectile-target relative velocity (vr) which can be adjusted by proper choice of the
electric and magnetic field strengths.
~.8 Forced Autoionization 10electric fteld
In a double excitation process if the total energy of both the electrons exceeds the
binding energy, one of the electrons may undergo autoionization (Chapter3, Thesis)
resulting in an ion plus an electron. But, if the total energy is less than the binding
energy, the doubly excited state couples to bound Rydberg states. However, in the
presence of an external electric field the bound Rydberg state couples to a field-
induced continuum leading to forced autoionization (Sandner et al 1986). Forced
autoionization is an important process for the Ba 5d7d doubly-excited state in
electric field investigated by Wesdrop et al (1999). They reported Stark-induced
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modulation in autoioniation. Freeman and Bjorklund (1978) reported modification
of the auotionizing resonance profiles by the influence of the electric field on the
bound part of the autoionizing state. Kelleher et al(1985) studied the effect of
electric field for strontium autoionizing states and Safinya et al (1980) investigated
the effects of electric field on the doubly-excited 6pnl autoionizing state of barium
for n* = 12.
:S.7 Electric fteld-induced t-mixing
Electric field-induced mixing between Rydberg states which are lying close to each
other in energy, but differing in angular momentum quantum number fl' has been
observed in strontium, in violation of selection rules for two-photon excitations.
Stark mixing was reported also in calcium (Armstrong et al 1977) and in barium
(Rubbmark et a11977, Rinneberg et aI1985). Mixing of states of opposite parity at
high electric field causes broadening effect, as in the case of strontium 4d5d In2
autoionizing resonance (Kelleher et al 1985) and drastically enhances the
polarizabilities (Li and van Wijngaarden 1996). In two-photon excitations ID
strontium (Philip and Makdisi 2006, Philip and Connerade 2007) certain weak
Rydberg series (5snp Ipl, 5snf IFJ) have been observed by electric field-induced
angular momentum mixing in violation of normal parity and selection rules. This
field-induced 'r -mixing is observed to be highly sensitive on the electrical discharge
characteristics of the thermionic diode governed by the nature and composition of
the buffer gas used.
Figures 5.7(a-c) indicate the electric field induced mixing between states of opposite
parity and different angular momenta along with collisional quenching of high
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members of strontium 5snd ID2 Rydberg series. In (a) the two-photon forbidden,
odd-parity 5s(n+l}p IPl states emerge as weak satellites with 5snd lD2 (47 < n < 73)
series by 'I' -mixing in the electric field.
When 20 millibar xenon is added, (Figure 5.7 (b) with 20 times higher signal
amplification than in figure 5.7(a}) these forbidden transitions are wiped out
(quenching by collisions) from the spectrum. However, at higher electric field
strength (Figure 5.7(c)}the odd-parity satellites re-emerge, confirming the excitation
by Stark mixing. Stark effect leads to a breakdown of the angular momentum
selection rules for the electric dipole transitions (M = ±l for one- and ilL = 0, ± 2
for two-photon transitions), thereby leading to transitions which are otherwise
forbidden.
While the intensity of a dipole -allowed transition decreases as (n*) -3, the forbidden
line intensity grows rapidly with an enormous dependence on the effective principal
quantum number n* as can be seen in figure 5.8.
At low field strengths the intensity of a parity forbidden transition depends
quadratically on the electric field strength while at high field the dependence is
nearly linear.
Perturbed Rydberg states at high 'n' get rapidly mixed with nearly degenerate 'nl'
states and the electric field assists in the redistribution of the states. The large value
of Stark mixing coefficient for high principal quantum number (11 ~ 60) makes the
intensities of the forbidden transitions becoming comparable to those of the allowed
transitions even at fields as low as Svolt-cm" (as observed in this thesis research).
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Fig. 5.8 Fast growth of forbidden transitions and (n*)"3 decay of
allowed transitions in Sr I (Opt. Commun. 279, 141, 2007))
Forbidden transitions due to Stark mixing were also reported by Borgstrom and
Rubbmark (1977) in calcium and by Littman et al (1976) in barium. Electric field-
induced mixing between adjacent states of opposite parity was also reported in
strontium by Vidolova et al (1996). Whereas the dipole-allowed line intensity
decreases as (n*r3, the forbidden line intensity grows with an enormous dependence
on the effective principal quantum number. This makes the Stark mixing
spectroscopy of forbidden transitions (Zimmermann et a11979) a sensitive probe for
the measurement of weak electric fields in systems where ideally, pure 'J'
assignments and level designations are important and in systems requiring field-free
conditions. The present study in strontium showed that the oscillator strengths of the
forbidden transitions due to field-induced cl' -mixing could be controlled by the
spatial distribution of the electric field and the ratio of the electric field to pressure
(E / p) and polarizability of the buffer gas used (Philip and Connerade 2007).
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~.8 Etrect of Electric field on the antoionizing
resonance (4d2+~p2) ID210 strontium
The effect of applied electric field on the broad autoionizing resonance (4d2 + 5p2)
ID2 just above the first ionization threshold in Sr I was examined in the study
reported here by varying the thermionic diode detector bias voltage in the heat-pipe
setup.
Increasing the electric field strength produces broadening besides the emergence of
field-induced weak satellite transitions on the wings of the autoionizing resonance as
seen in figure 5.9. Also observed are the one-photon transitions from 5s5p Jpl level.
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Fig. 5.9 Effect of electric field on (4d2+5p2)102autoionizing resonance in
strontium. Evolution of field-induced states and broadening can be seen.
Spectrum taken with 40 mbar Ar buffer
Salomon et al (1985) studied electric field-induced interference in barium
autoionizing resqnances above the first ionization threshold. As the dielectronic
recombination rates get substantially increased, the effect of an electric field on
autoionizing states is very important (Armstrong et al 1993).
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Figure 5.10 presents the two-photon spectra for the strontium (4d2+5p2iD2
autoionizing resonance taken at 20 mbar argon buffer with the bias on the
thermionic diode varied from 0 - 24 volts.
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Fig.S.10 Evolution of (4d2+5p2) 1D2 autoionizing resonance in strontium.
Spectrum taken with 20 mbar Ar buffer shows the reversal of signal polarity
and profile asymmetry indicative of a possible field-induced q-reversal effect
besides broadening effect.
Unlike in the spectra taken at 40 mbar argon buffer shown in figure 5.9 the
autoionization process gives negative signals gradually decreasing and reversing the
polarity at biasing voltage ~ +14 volts. Moreover, the asymmetry of the autoionizing
resonance profile is observed to be significantly modified indicative of a possible
electric field-induced "q-reversal effect" besides broadening and shift. For an
autoionizing transition the shape index 'q' defined in the Fano formula is reversed:
the so-called q-reversal effect first discovered by Connerade (1978) in presence of
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perturbation by an interloper. Also, the symmetry of the profile of an autoionizing
resonance can be in modified in a controlled manner by coupling the bound excited
states of an atom with the continuum by the use of a laser-a possibility to control the
Beutler-Fano profile (Connerade 1998).
It is interesting to note that the behaviour of bound Rydberg state is different from
the observation cited above for the autoionizing state. The profile and symmetry of
all members of the bound Rydberg series are preserved as observed in two specific
cases presented here. Figure 5.11 shows the low-lying Rydberg members taken with
a positively biased detector. By setting the detector bias voltage to zero, negative
signals are detected and all specific features in the spectrum in figure 5.11 are
reproduced in the zero-field spectrum shown in figure 5.12. The interloper
appearing past the 5s20d In2 (transition 5s5p Ipl~ 5s12s ISO) in Fig. 5.11 is
completely absent in Fig. 5.12 indicating that it is due to an excitation process
supported by external electric field.
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Conclusion
In this section I have attempted to make a cursory survey of the effects that are
important when Rydberg atoms are subjected to external weak static electric fields-
the peculiarities based on Stark effect such as change in energy level structure and
field-induced angular momentum (t) mixing leading to forbidden transitions. Hence
the study reported in this section involving two-photon excitation of 5snd ID2
Rydberg series of neutral strontium in a weak external electric field has established
the field-induced excitation of odd-parity states (5snp Ipi and 5snf IF3) at high
principal quantum numbers which are otherwise forbidden according to parity and
selection rules for two-photon transitions. The oscillator strengths of such forbidden
transitions can be controlled by suitable manipulation of the electric field strength
and its spatial distribution. Also, this study of Rydberg atoms in external electric
field has helped to observe certain anomalies in the spectra in the midrange of
principal quantum numbers. The observed frequency shift reversal effect suggests
the existence of field gradients inside the heat-pipe with space charge detection
setup. The forbidden transitions are found to exhibit opposite behaviour with a
linear Stark shift as compared to the two-photon allowed transitions above a
threshold value ofthe electric field which is a saddle point for frequency shift.
Effect of electric field on the (4d2 +5p2) ID2 autoionizing resonance just above the
first ionization threshold in strontium which indicates, probably a forced "q-
reversal" effect in electric field also has been presented. This study also indicates a
convenience and flexibility in the choice of excitation schemes with the participation
of external electric fields and collisions to compliment laser excitation to access
various high-lying states.
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ChapterO
Conclusion
Inspired by the contemporary revival of interest and the need to further extend and
improve the understanding of the spectra of Rydberg atoms I had embarked on this
Ph.D project to experimentally study the two-photon spectra of alkaline-earth atoms,
strontium and barium (especially strontium), using laser-based techniques and,
thereby, extend the previously published observations in the high Rydberg states of
these atoms placed under a variety of test conditions such as external electric field,
collisions with foreign gases etcetera. As a unique feature of this experimental study,
I had designed and established novel experimental schemes (Philip- Appl. Phys. B
90, 407-2008) and developed highly efficient and sensitive diagnostic techniques
(ionization complimented by optical detection) for obtaining original and new
experimental data. A novel atomic jet in a purpose-built heat-pipe setup (philip-
Rev. Se. Instrum 78, 113101-2007) which combines the advantages of both atomic
beam geometry for polarization selective orthogonal photo-excitation and the high
sensitivity of space-charge ionization in thermionic detection was used in different
configurations for various measurements reported in this dissertation.
Rydberg atoms are very sensitive to collisions with cross section scaling as 114 for
low 11, but decreasing as 11 increases because very large Rydberg atoms become
transparent. I have carried out an intensive study of the effect of foreign gas (helium,
argon and xenon) collisions on the bound and autoionizing doubly excited states of
strontium. Interesting effects like the evolution of highly localized doubly-excited
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states uncovering orbital contraction effects of high angular momentum states in the
two-photon spectra were observed. Effect of collisions with different buffer gas
composition and static electric field strength on the evolution of a broad remarkable
resonance (tentatively assigned the label 4d2 IG4) which intrudes in to the even-
parity spectrum of Sr I 5snd 1,3D2 Rydberg series at 27 < n < 28 has been examined.
Controlled excitations to both Rydberg and non-Rydberg states were achieved by
weak electric fields complimented by collisions (philip and Connerade: Opt.
Commun. 279, 141-2007). This process opens up a new class of experiments with
flexibility in the choice of excitation schemes to study highly excited states which
cannot otherwise be accessed from the ground state due to parity and spectroscopic
selection rules (for example the autoionizing states converging to the 5p1l2and 5P3/2
limits in strontium can be accessed by two-photon excitation from the intermediate
5s5p IPl level populated by sequential excitation as observed in the present study).
Revised experimental data were also obtained for the collisional shift and
broadening rates of strontium Rydberg members in the highly perturbed region.
Interesting peculiarities of the spectra like the Ramsauer effect exhibited by a
Rydberg state which gives an additional identification criterion without ambiguity in
a highly perturbed spectrum in which both Rydberg and non-Rydberg members are
present have been observed. Field-induced frequency shift and an anomalous shift
reversal with a quadratic Stark effect has been observed for strontium Rydberg
series perturbed by space charge produced field gradients (Philip and Makdisi- Opt.
Commun. 266, 253-2006). Interesting effects in intensity distribution of the
members of the series which reflect on the environment in which the atoms are
placed and the series perturbation have also been observed. Strong spin-orbit
interaction and the breakdown of parity and selection rules and field-induced 't'
mixing also have been observed.
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Controlled configuration mixing in two-photon spectroscopy by exploiting electric
field and collisions has allowed new extensions in the literature for high members of
the two-photon forbidden J = 3 odd-parity 5snf IF3up to n = 44 and the J = 1 5snp
Ipi 0 series up to n = 46 in strontium. Two-photon excitations to Sr I doubly-excited
states belonging to the 4d2 3pJ configuration have been observed besides single-
photon resonances to these states via sequential excitation from the 5s5p Ipl level
populated by dissociation of Sr2dimers. There are still discrepancies in the labeling
of certain doubly excited states such as 4d2 lD2, 5p2 ID2 in strontium. My study has
also attempted to assign these levels without ambiguity.
Much improved two-photon absorption spectra and original new energy values on
the even-parity J = 0 and J = 2 levels of the Rydberg series of both strontium and
barium have been obtained, thereby, substantially extending the spectral data for
these atoms beyond those reported hitherto by others in the literature in similar
experiments. Experimental term values are presented for the members of the
strontium Rydberg series: 5sns ISoup to n = 46, 5snd 3D2for the range 9 < n < 47
and for 5snd ID2for the range 9 < n < 82. Also, energy level data are presented for
the members of barium Rydberg series: 6sns 1So(for the range 13 < n < 68 with new
extension 62 < n < 68), 6snd 3D2(for the region 11< n < 46) and 6snd ID2 (for the
range 11 < n < 88 with new extension 82 < n < 88).
The lifetime is one of the fundamental properties of the excited states of an atom and
accurate lifetime measurements are important for reliable level designations and to
refine atomic structure. The Rydberg states are characterized by very long radiative
decay time (well-known (n*) 3 scaling law for unperturbed states). In alkaline-earth
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atoms series perturbations are significant due to channel or configuration interaction
between a Rydberg series converging to the first ionization limit and doubly excited
configurations (mp", [m-l]dz, where m = 5 and 6 for Sr and Ba respectively). Due to
these interactions the lifetimes of Rydberg states are found to depart significantly
from the (n*) 3 scaling law. Since not much experimental data are available in the
literature for lifetime measurements of Rydberg states, a novel experimental
technique (Gated Pulsed-field Technique, GPT for short) involving time-resolved
pulsed field thermionic diode detection was designed and integrated to the atomic jet
setup to examine the time decay of the high-lying Rydberg states of strontium
yielding their effective lifetimes (Philip and Connerade 2008- to be published). This
novel technique which has been incorporated for the first time to a heat-pipe setup
offers several advantages over other methods in time resolved decay measurements
of Rydberg atoms, particularly accessed by resonant two-photon excitation and
under heavy perturbation by configuration mixing and collisions. It can be used,
with considerable simplicity and remarkable reliability, in situations where other
methods are seldom suitable, especially in heat-pipe setups. Effective lifetime values
have been presented for the members ofSr I Rydberg series: Ssns ISO(IS < n < 20),
Ssnd 3Dz (14 < n < 17) and 5snd IDz (14 < n < 19 and 27 < n < 31). The novelty of
GPT lies in the observation that this technique is attractive for states with very long
lifetimes with the unique possibility of obtaining lifetime data simultaneously for all
members of a sequence, normally impossible with other methods.
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Outlook for Future Research
This thesis research involving two-photon laser spectroscopy of the two heavy
alkaline-earth atoms (strontium and barium) has contributed, to considerable extent,
to expand the knowledge of the Rydberg states of these atoms in terms of revised
and extended energy level data, interaction between Rydberg series and other
important peculiarities. Reliable experimental schemes are established to reveal the
perturbations of the Rydberg series by highly compact doubly-excited configurations
and external electric field, collisions etc. by observable effects: anomalies in
frequency shift, configuration interaction, enhanced lifetime and intensity
fluctuations which directly reflect on the oscillator strengths. The data obtained can
be of importance in refining the MQDT analysis for deriving reliable wavefunctions
and for improving the atomic structure calculations of the two-electron atoms. This
thesis research is also hoped to provide motivation for future experimental
investigations. Some potential investigations feasible in laboratories equipped with
present day tunable lasers are given below.
(i) Two-step photo ionization with combined two-photon
and single-photon excitation of the atomic jet
In strontium the region between the 1st ionization threshold and the 4d (4d3/2,512)
series limit is dominated by 4dnp 1,3PJ , 4dnp 3DJ and 4dnf 1,3 PJ, 4dnf 1,3DJ doubly
excited states which are autoionizing. Since the exact assignment of the doubly-
excited states are still not free from ambiguity, it will be important to carry out a
systematic investigation of these states by two-step laser excitation (involving two-
photon combined with single-photon with suitable delay between the pulses) using
the atomic jet. Also, two-step photoionization can be applied with the atomic jet
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crossed at right angles by two laser beams to excite the 5P1l2,3/2 np autoionizing
states. Corresponding investigations can also be carried out in barium.
(ii) Simple method for measurement of photoabsorption
cross section using interferometry integrated to the
atomic jet
Improvement on the experimental data for photoabsorption cross section which in
tum provides experimental values for the oscillator strengths of the transitions will
be an important extension to the present study. Very few reliable measurements are
reported in the literature for oscillator strengths of strontium and barium. The atomic
jet facility offers a convenient setup for Mach-Zender interferometry to determine
absorption cross section based on the following well-known principle:
I(A) = Io(A) exp[-a(A)N L]
Where Io(A) is t~e incident intensity, I(A) is the transmitted intensity and NL is the
column density along the line of laser beam propagation in the atomic jet. Using
known data for the absorption cross-section cr(A)for a few marker transitions, the
column density can be calculated from the ratio I(A)/lo(A). An arrangement like the
Mach-Zender type interferometer with atomic jet embedded in one arm can be used
to obtain interferogram corresponding to the transitions involved by scanning across
the wavelength region.
(iii) Electric discharge controlled ICE for autoionizing states
Using the atomic jet facility 5s5p 1p! and 5s5p 3p] states of Sr I can be preferentially
excited with arbitrary relative strengths by controlling the electric discharge inside
the thermionic diode. These intermediate states can be used for ICE (inner core
excitation) to the autoionizing states. Moreover, these intermediate states are
suitable for exciting 5snd 1,3D2 Ryderg series by single-photon transitions. The
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relative strengths of these transitions also can be controlled. Other Rydberg series
which can be excited using one-photon absorption using the above intermediate
states are 5sns ISo series which appear in the middle region between two successive
5snd ID2 states and 5sns 3S0 states appearing at midway between two successive
5snd 3D2states. Corresponding excitations are also possible in barium.
As an alternative to the ICE scheme it could be possible to use the crossed heat-pipe
setup (Philip- Appl. Phys. B 90,407-2008) incorporating a DC electric discharge to
populate the metastable states, 5s5p 3p] and the resonance level 5sSp IpI in Sr I as
intermediate stages for further stepwise two-photon excitation using two laser beams
to generate the 5Pl/2 and SP3/2 autoionizing states. Furthermore, it will be interesting
to investigate the lower members of the autoionizing series both in strontium and
barium such as Sr 5pns (odd) and Sr 5pnp (even) or Spnd (odd) series using resonant
two-photon excitation and the intermediate states.
(iv) The photoionization cross-section measurements by
direct two-photon excitation from ground state
Despite extensive studies there are still uncertainties to be cleared like accurate
assignment of certain series members, irregularities in quantum defects, oscillator
strengths and auotionization widths. Since the photo-absorption spectrum of barium
from the ground state 6s2 ISOis strongly influenced by the 5d8p Ip) autoionizing
resonance just above the first ionization threshold, the photoionization cross-section
is enhanced at the first threshold for excitation from 6s6p IpI state. Photo-absorption
above the first threshold is very complex due to the presence of the 5d7d ID2
perturber. The photoionization cross-section measurements by direct two-photon
excitation from the ground state 6s2ISoofBa I using different wavelength dyes (480
nm- 440 nm range for different states such as 5dnp 1,3PI, 5dnf 1,3Pletc. ) would be
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very challenging using narrow bandwidth dye laser. Also, if the excitation of the
Sd8p lp, autoionization resonance is from the parity-forbidden 6s6p Jp, state smooth
absorption cross-section across the discrete to continuum border can be
experimentally observed.
(v) Temporal evolution of autoionization decay and pulsed
autoionization using ultrafast GPT
In two-electron atoms, the number of interacting channels can be tuned by the
energy and intensity of the exciting laser photon. Excitation just above the first
ionization threshold produces relatively simple spectra. But the excitation just below
the second ionization threshold generates highly complex spectra due to coupling
between decay channels via bound and autoionizing channels. By using extremely
short pulse excitation, time-resolved autoionization decay can be studied with
control on autoionization events to proceed stepwise with temporal delay between
events. This possibility is provided by the coupling between the two doubly-excited
configurations, one which has a very short life-time for autoionization while the
other has an extremely long lifetime for decay. Switching between these two
configurations results in to pulsed autoionization effect (Story and Ereifej 2001) and
the oscillation frequency could be controlled by the application of an external static
field. Since not much experimental data are available in the literature, it will be
interesting to study the pulsed autoionization effect with a fast gated pulse detection
technique (an advanced GPT) for detection and ultrafast lasers for excitation.
(vi) Experiments in search of electron correlation:
Wannier and planetary states in barium
Atomic states in which two electrons with the same value of the principal quantum
number n (Wannier states) have highly correlated motion and hence the structure,
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coupling and wavefunctions of these states are quite different from those of the
conventional atomic states and a proper description and understanding of such states
still constitute a major challenge in atomic physics. Three-body Coulomb states in
alkaline-earth atoms with both valence electrons excited to high t- orbitals have
emerged as an important electron correlation effect (Donke et a/1995). Such a study
of the correlated motion of the two electrons in strontium and barium (one valence
electron excited to a Rydberg state followed by selective excitation of the second
electron to a bound state) and determination of the evolution of the three-body
Coulomb system will also be an experimental challenge which can be undertaken
using the present atomic jet facility and the ionization detection complimented by
optical detection with barium as the preferred candidate to search for planetary states
by selective excitation using combination of tunable dye lasers.
(vii) Probing the wavefunctions of excited states using
collision and electric fields
For low-lying states the core penetration by the valence electron is large and
consequently these states will have large quantum defects. However, the large
angular momentum states are prevented from large core penetration due to the
centrifugal barrier term in the potential (t (t +1) / 2Jlr). Penetration of the core by
the Rydberg electron can cause oscillations in the wave functions as suggested by
Wang and Cooke (1993). Probing the wavefunctions of the excited states by
controlled buffer gas collisions and electric field also would be experimentally very
challenging.
(viii) Use of the atomic jet for high resolution spectroscopy
Theoretical treatment of the even-parity J = 2 bound spectrum of barium IS
substantially more demanding than the corresponding spectrum of strontium because
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of the more severe departure from L-S coupling in Ba than in the lighter alkaline-
earths and because of the presence of many more bound perturbers in barium.
Additional measurements, such as lifetime and hyperfine structure measurements
are also important besides accurate term values for deduction of accurate
wavefunctions and atomic structure of this heavy alkaline-earth element. One such
measurement can be a high resolution measurement of the hyperfine splitting of the
6snd ID2 and 6snd 3D] levels using two counter propagating laser beams in the
crossed heat-pipe set up with atomic jet and improved bandwidth of the dye laser
with a pressure-tuned intra-cavity etalon.
(ix) Looking for q- reversal effect in strontium
It will also be interesting to examine a possible q-reversal effect in strontium and
barium involving a flip in asymmetry in Rydberg series when traversing a perturber,
caused by static external electric field and using the atomic jet facility.
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